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IDENTIFYING, EXPLAINING, AND RETHINKING GENTRIFICATION 
MINKYU YEOM 
ABSTRACT 
This dissertation is composed of three essays. The three essays have different 
topics, research questions, methods, and conclusions. The first essay focused on how to 
identify gentrified areas. This dissertation employed census tract data of the urbanized 
areas within 12 metropolitan statistical areas in the United States of America to identify 
gentrified census tracts. To discern gentrified census tracts, this dissertation created the 
Gentrification Index which is composed of Neighborhood Transformation Index and 
Displacement Index. Among 12,803 total census tracts, 11,690 census tracts (91.31%) 
have been identified as no gentrification, 843 (6.58%) census tracts have been recognized 
as somewhat gentrified, and 270 (2.11%) census tracts have been verified as gentrified 
census tracts.  
The second essay asked whether or not gentrification process is different 
depending on the regional context. Therefore, this dissertation hypothesized that the 
urbanized areas that are in Rustbelt, Legacy cities, and Shrinking cities (RLS) in six 
MSAs are explained better by the production-based approach. On the other hand, it is 
hypothesized that the urbanized areas that have reputations regarding the robust 
Economics, diverse Cultures, and Technology hubs (ECT) in six MSAs are explained 
better by the consumption-based approach. Therefore, this dissertation examined the 
hypotheses through structural equation modeling. As a result, the consumption-based 
approach explained gentrification process in both ECT and RLS MSAs, but the 
production-based approach did not reveal the critical argument that capital investment 
causes the low-income family displacement in both ECT and RLS MSAs. 
vii 
 
The third essay investigated income group dynamics in gentrified census tracts 
that were found in the first essay. Hierarchical cluster analysis and Principal Component 
Analysis were used to identify unique groups of income class distribution for the time 
periods 2000 and 2010. This dissertation concluded that both locational patterns of 
gentrification and characteristics of gentrifiers have shifted. some of the trademark 
attributes of gentrified areas might not accurately describe the gentrification process, as 
this research makes clear. Furthermore, there may not be a particular indicator that 
separates gentrified areas from non-gentrified ones. What it meant to be gentrified – even 
regarding low-income displacement and income dynamics – needs to be reconsidered. 
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CHAPTER I 
I. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. Identifying Gentrified Neighborhoods 
Fifty years have passed since a British sociologist (Ruth, 1964) labeled 
“gentrification” in academia. Throughout that half century, numerous scholars have 
attempted to explain the gentrification process and identify the primary indicators of 
gentrification. Their efforts have provided considerable insight and have served to define 
the phenomenon as the result of displacement. As displacement occurs, neighborhoods 
undergoing gentrification experience comprehensive changes regarding demographic 
characteristics, physical environment, and socioeconomic status.  
Most gentrification studies have tended to focus on measuring or interpreting 
neighborhood transformation through improved socioeconomic status. However, this fails 
to take into account displacement, or the relative change in the area’s share of residents in 
various income groups. Displacement occurs for various reasons; thus, in addition to 
other gentrification indicators, it is important to understand whether neighborhood 
transformation simultaneously comes with the loss of low-income residents and the 
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migration of middle-income residents into the neighborhoods.  
Gentrification studies tend to take the form of case studies, often relying on 
histories of a shrunken population and collapsed economy, as well as unreliable 
information transferred through mass media. However, this common approach may lead 
to a misunderstanding regarding gentrification. Even though many gentrified 
neighborhoods share a particular background and social structure and experience similar 
socioeconomic changes, this does not mean that all neighborhoods exhibiting these 
conditions are gentrified neighborhoods.  
As its first research goal, this dissertation identifies gentrified neighborhoods. 
Identifying gentrified areas is one of the common research problems in gentrification 
studies. However, it is also one of the most difficult topics to address because 
gentrification occurs within the context of comprehensive changes in the demographic, 
socioeconomic and physical characteristics of inner cities and suburbs. Therefore, it is 
hard to identify these changes simultaneously, and it is even harder to know whether 
these changes represent gentrification. Despite these challenges, most gentrification 
studies have tended to focus on simple neighborhood changes to identify gentrified 
neighborhoods.  
Beyond the academic literature, various stakeholders have presented images of 
neighborhood gentrification, and these depictions have been disseminated throughout 
various media outlets. These portrayals have contributed to the problem of identifying 
gentrification. According to Beauregard (1986), our understandings of gentrification are 
affected by exaggerated information related by parties with an interest in increased 
economic activity. This hyperbole might emanate from redevelopment organizations, 
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local newspapers, national magazines, mayors’ offices, real estate organizations, financial 
institutions, historic preservationists and neighborhood groups comprised of middle-
income homeowners.  
These portrayals can have the effect of shaping gentrification research. Such 
images appear to be directly applied to the selection of study areas when identifying 
gentrified places or neighborhoods. Only a few studies have been concerned with the 
difference between conceptual and actual gentrification. Owens (2012) argues that 
neighborhood socioeconomic changes happen in forms other than gentrification and that 
such changes warrant investigation. This suggests that the gentrification process, as 
described in various studies, may not explain observed similar changes in socioeconomic 
indicators among selected neighborhoods. Therefore, this dissertation investigates the 
selection of study areas in gentrification research. Most gentrification studies do not 
clarify how they select their study areas (gentrified neighborhoods).  
 
1.1.1. Explaining Gentrified Areas with Regional Context 
The conceptual image of gentrification has been depicted as a process that is the 
invasion of new middle class residents into an area of working class residents. The 
working-class (or low-income) displacement is the byproduct and the necessary condition 
of the gentrification process. Therefore, to explain what causes displacement and how an 
area becomes gentrified, numerous studies have provided explanatory indicators and 
specific social circumstances that boost gentrification. Consumption- and production-
based approaches are the most popular presented in the literature to explain what causes 
displacement within gentrified areas; both provide and explain specific indicators and 
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circumstances associated with displacement. However, research incorporating either 
approach has largely not been concerned with the regional context of the specific study 
areas. This dissertation addresses that gap in the literature by investigating gentrification 
of specific neighborhoods within their regional context. 
Although either approach, consumption or production, may provide valuable 
insight, tools, and evidence for understanding gentrification, this dissertation argues that 
both approaches only partially explain gentrification if regional contexts are not 
considered. This incomplete explanation may, at least in part, be because either approach 
appears to be employed selectively depending on a preference of researchers. Therefore, 
it is not only a matter of approach, but type of region, as well. By analyzing gentrified 
areas with regional contexts, this dissertation provides deeper understanding of 
gentrification, adding a unique perspective to interpreting gentrified areas.  
 
1.1.2. Rethinking Population Dynamics in Gentrified Areas 
Displacement is one of the primary concerns of gentrification studies. Regardless of 
the approach taken, researchers examining gentrification try to explain what induces 
displacement and how neighborhoods are transformed.  
The production-based approach typically argues physical transformation of a 
neighborhood by way of capital investment. On the other hand, the consumption-based 
approach has an entirely different perspective: The gentrifier is the driving force behind 
physical and social structure changes to an individual neighborhood. Even though the two 
approaches interpret gentrification differently, what they both want to explain is similar – 
displacement of the low-income population and neighborhood transformation.  
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This dissertation draws on census tract data to identify neighborhoods exhibiting 
signs of conventional gentrification and, among these gentrified neighborhoods, explore 
possibly different patterns of displacement. Most gentrification studies have focused only 
on displacement among low-income residents. Population dynamics among other income 
classes have received scant attention in the gentrification literature.  
Low-income displacement has such prominence in the gentrification literature 
because such residents are considered a vulnerable group, potentially harmed by 
neighborhood transformations led by capital investments or new gentrifiers. In other 
words, population dynamics among other income classes have not been a focus area in 
the gentrification literature because middle- or high-income residents are assumed to be 
at less risk from the neighborhood change. However, identifying and analyzing 
population dynamics among other income classes may provide a broader perspective with 
which to understand socioeconomic patterns and economic structures of typical gentrified 
neighborhoods. 
This analysis creates and draws on a gentrification index to extract particular 
neighborhoods of interest. Specifically, this dissertation identifies gentrified census tracts 
and demonstrates evidence of displacement among other income classes. 
 
1.2. Dissertation Organization 
As introduced above, this dissertation is composed of three different research 
objectives. This dissertation identifies gentrified neighborhoods, explains the extracted 
gentrified neighborhoods in terms of their regional contexts, and finally investigates 
population dynamics in the gentrified neighborhoods. Although each has a different 
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subject, method, and purpose, these three pieces of research are interrelated, and they 
share the study areas and unit of analysis (see Figure1). 
 
Figure 1.  Dissertation Organization 
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CHAPTER II 
II. LITERATURE 
Since the “gentrification” label emerged in 1964, scholars and researchers have 
sought to identify the process. They have reached agreement in identifying and defining 
gentrification, however, they have not made the same voice regarding what causes the 
low-income displacement over five decades. The driving forces identified as behind the 
phenomenon and the process are different depending on the literature stream, school of 
thought, and scholar’s epistemology. Therefore, this section explores gentrification 
theories, the pattern of gentrification studies, and gentrification factors within the context 
of the primary schools of thought, literature trends, and researcher epistemologies. 
 
2.1. Defining Gentrification 
Glass (1964) provided the most popular and highly cited explanation of 
gentrification, and most gentrification studies start with her explanation. 
One by one, many of the working class quarters have been invaded by the middle 
class - upper and lower ... Once this process of 'gentrification' starts in a district it 
goes on rapidly until all or most of the working-class occupiers are displaced, and 
the whole social character of the district is changed (Glass, 1964, p. xvii).  
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Guided by Glass’ observation, scholars have attempted to identify gentrification 
and subdivide the process. Dictionary entries over time have tended to present a largely 
consistent but evolving definition of gentrification: 
Oxford American Dictionary (1980) – Movement of middle-class families into 
urban areas causing property values to increase and having the secondary effect of 
driving out poorer families. 
The Dictionary of Human Geography (2000) –The reinvestment of CAPITAL at 
the urban center, which is designed to produce space for a more affluent class of 
people than currently occupies that space. The term, coined by Ruth Glass 1964, 
has mostly been used to describe the residential aspects of this process, but this is 
changing, as gentrification itself evolves.  
American Heritage Dictionary (2004) –The restoration and upgrading of 
deteriorated urban property by middle-class and affluent people, often resulting in 
the displacement of lower-income people.  
The Dictionary of Human Geography, fifth edition (2011) –Middle-class settlement 
in renovated or redeveloped properties in older, inner city districts formerly 
occupied by a lower-income population (Atkinson and Bridge, 2005).  
The Dictionary of Human Geography (2013) –The combination of demographic 
and economic changes accompanying sustained reinvestment in inner urban areas, 
although it has been used in rural contexts. By implication, the social character of 
the neighborhood changes, affecting shops, restaurants, places of worship, and 
public space. 
 
The flow of the gentrification definition in the dictionaries is interesting. The 
reason gentrification has received worldwide attention is that it happens everywhere and 
that it accompanies low-income household displacement. Displacement of low-income 
residents is a compelling phenomenon of gentrification. It could be the main reason that 
many researchers and scholars pay attention to gentrification. However, the Dictionary of 
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Human Geography definition of 2013 does not even mention low-income displacement.  
 
Table I Gentrification Explanation 
Author Explanation 
Glass 
(1964) 
“One by one, many of the working class quarters have been invaded by the middle class - 
upper and lower ... Once this process of 'gentrification' starts in a district, it goes on 
rapidly until all or most of the working-class occupiers are displaced, and the whole 
social character of the district is changed” (p. xvii).  
Smith 
(1979) 
“Gentrification is a back to the city movement all right, but of capital rather than people” 
(p.547). 
Ley (1981) 
“Inner city gentrification in Vancouver, Canada is defined as follows: new middle class – 
the university-educated residents engaging in the quaternary sector and having relatively 
high income and small household size – continued to immigrate into the inner city 
neighborhoods with good amenities” (pp.127~128). 
N. Smith & 
Williams 
(1986) 
“Gentrification is a visible spatial component of social transformation” (p3). 
Kennedy & 
Leonard 
(2001) 
“Gentrification is the process by which higher income households displace lower income 
residents of a neighborhood, changing the essential character and flavor of that 
neighborhood” (p.5). 
Clark 
(2005) 
“Gentrification is a process involving a change in the population of land-users such that 
the new users are of a higher socio-economic status than the previous users, together with 
an associated change in the built environment through a reinvestment in fixed capital” 
(p.262). 
Lees, Slater, 
& Wyly 
(2008) 
“Gentrification is the transformation of a working class or vacant area of the central city 
into a middle class residential and /or commercial use” (p.xv).  
 
 
Scholars studying gentrification define the concept not much different than the 
dictionary explanations (see Table II). Since Glass’ 1964 observation, scholars exploring 
gentrification have tended to focus on neighborhood change caused by movements of 
affluent people into working-class or low-income residential areas.  
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There is no doubt that gentrification brings neighborhood change. However, the 
more hotly debated topic in gentrification studies is not neighborhood change; instead, 
the debate has raged over the initial driving force of gentrification. Among scholars, the 
shared ontological definition of gentrification is rapid neighborhood change in inner 
urban areas with displacement, but the epistemological definition of the gentrification 
process depends on how scholars interpret neighborhood changes through the prism of 
their schools of thought. The academic discussion focusing on the driving force of 
gentrification began in the late 1970s in a debate between two noted scholars, Smith and 
Ley.  
Table II Encounter of Different Perspectives 
Scholar Neil Smith David Ley 
Ideology Structuralism Postmodernism 
Approach Production-Based Approach Consumption-Based Approach 
Method Quantitative Qualitative 
Indicators Physical Changes by Capital Investment New Middle-Class (Gentrifies) 
 
These two influential scholars have different perspectives, ideologies, methods, 
indicators, and interpretations regarding gentrification (see Table III). Ever since these 
two scholars introduced their different perspectives of gentrification, both perspectives 
have become the primary viewpoints through which to interpret gentrification. The 
debate between these two scholars was a monumental event in gentrification studies, 
showcasing the conflicting schools of thought and individual epistemologies. It is still an 
ongoing issue in gentrification studies. Several scholars, including Duncan & Ley (1982); 
Chouinard & Fincher (1983); Hamnett (1984; 1991); Beauregard (1986); N. Smith & 
Williams (1986); Lees, Slater, & Wyly (2008); and Slater (2011), have critically 
discussed these dichotomous approaches.  
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The heated debate between the two schools of thought also spawned a more 
integrated perspective of gentrification. One scholar taking such an inclusive approach 
was Hamnett (1984), who defined gentrification as “simultaneously a physical, 
economic, social and cultural phenomenon” (p.284). Barton (2014) cites Hamnett’s 
definition as the most comprehensive, requiring complex measurements.  
 Lees, Slater and Wyly (2008) highlighted the mutation of the concept of 
gentrification in the literature. Rural, new-build and super-gentrification are already 
popular topics of research. Lees, Slater and Wyly (2008) summarize the narrowing and 
expanding of the concept, including “studentification” (Smith, 2002), “commercial 
gentrification” (Zukin, 1990), and “tourism gentrification” (Gotham, 2005). All represent 
mutated gentrification processes over time, and all of these unique forms of gentrification 
appear to have been defined by regional characteristics and circumstances. These mutated 
definitions of gentrification are also interpreted through consumption- or production-
based approaches.  
 
 
2.2. The Rise of Debates 
Scholars’ epistemologies usually parallel with the ideologies of the schools of 
thought to which they belong, and, inevitably, epistemological themes influence 
methodological strategies (Ley & Samuels, 1978). Gentrification has been analyzed and 
interpreted by numerous scholars who have followed their preferred school of thought 
and literature trend emanating out of different ideologies and epistemologies. Beauregard 
(1986) touched on the “chaos and complexity” of gentrification research, suggesting the 
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importance of setting up a direction and framework for analysis and interpretation.  
An extensive literature has provided guidelines on the analytical direction, based on 
researchers’ epistemology and ideologies. Guided by previous studies, this dissertation 
begins its exploration of gentrification with Glass (1964). This section presents different 
viewpoints from previous studies regarding the definition, processes, indicators, and 
causality of gentrification. However, it is useful to discuss what different viewpoints have 
fueled the largely dichotomous debates in gentrification studies over the past 50 years. 
Differing perspectives have contributed to a rich gentrification literature, and these 
perspectives have served as rudders in steering interpretations, methodologies, and data 
sources used in gentrification research. Therefore, this dissertation focuses its attention on 
the essential perspectives influencing gentrification studies. 
Helpful in understanding the rise of the gentrification debate is an awareness of the 
traditional discourse from which it arose. Conventional neoclassical economists (NCEs) 
attempted to interpret city features or consumer demand for a location through the 
residential choice model or the tradeoff model of the residential location. Alonso (1964), 
Muth (1969), Wheaton (1974), and Kern (1979) explained the residential choice model 
through consumers’ utility. NCEs’ endeavors drew different perspectives of urban 
dwelling patterns argued by Burgess’s concentric model (1923) or Hoyt’s sector model 
(1939). They argued gentrification could be explained by consumers’ utility (preference). 
However, Smith (1979) disavowed NCEs’ assertions. This may represent the most 
powerful emergence of structuralism in the field of gentrification research. Even though 
NCEs measured human desire (utility) and explained a mechanism of residential choice 
and gentrification, Structuralists (STs), such as Smith, fundamentally rejected NCEs’ 
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focus on individual preference (or consumers’ preference). This was the reason Smith 
rejected assertions of human geographers (HGs) such as Ley (1978, 1980), as explained 
below. 
Epistemological conflicts regarding gentrification began in the late 1970s among 
NCEs and STs. However, a portion of the NCEs’ arguments in the field of gentrification 
studies shrank, and HGs emerged almost simultaneously with STs in the gentrification 
literature. Smith criticized Ley’s assertion (1978) presented at a conference in 1979, 
plainly revealing his school of thought regarding gentrification.  
STs are not interested in the arguments of NCEs and HGs. Put simply, STs such as 
Smith do not consider any philosophy, ideology, or epistemology that focuses on the 
human as an important element in gentrification. The divergent school of thought 
espoused by STs and HGs are stepping stones from Glass’s (1964) emerging 
conceptualization of gentrification to the debates still raging in the literature.  
 
 
2.2.1. The Conflicts of Perspectives  
Understanding the differing perspectives found in the gentrification literature first 
requires understanding the fundamental perspectives of NCEs, STs, and HGs. Therefore, 
this dissertation introduces briefly the important philosophical perspectives and concepts 
below. 
 
2.2.2.  Neoclassical Economics  
Neoclassical economists view society as a collection of individuals whose nature is 
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assumed to be given. The realization of individual preferences shapes the form of the 
economy and the nature of society. Neoclassical models of residential location posit a 
relationship between the consumption of housing space and travel cost (Bassett & Short, 
1980). If neoclassical economics could be explained by only a few words, those words 
would be utility or human desires. NCEs’ approach assumes four preconditions: 1) The 
production of goods and services reflects the preference of consumers. 2) All households 
and firms have perfect information. 3) Based on the perfect information, households 
maximize utility, and firms maximize profits. 4) Production is assumed to be flexible in 
that the factors of production can easily be interchanged (Bassett & Short, 1980). 
However, it is hard to discuss perfect information and elasticity of production within the 
context of gentrification. The traditional residential choice model explains dwelling 
patterns based on transportation cost and distance from the central business district 
(CBD), but gentrification is not a phenomenon explained by transportation cost and 
residential location theory. It is a phenomenon of the economic and physical 
transformation of urban neighborhoods. This underscores the limitations of neoclassical 
economics in explaining gentrification.  
 
2.2.3.  Human Geography  
Human geographers explain diverse human life through different living places. This 
view has application within the context of gentrification because HGs focus on the 
relationship between spatial attributes and the individuals who live in the targeted space 
(places). This relationship is not the relationship of interest to structural Marxists 
(described below), and individual life is not transformed by the utility as the neoclassical 
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economists argue. Ley and Samuels pointed out that “a principal aim of modern 
humanism in geography is the reconciliation of social science and man, to accommodate 
understanding and wisdom; objectivity and subjectivity; and materialism and idealism” 
(1978, p. 21). 
 
A Humanistic Geography (Human Geography) is concerned to restore and make 
explicit the relation between knowledge and human interests. All social 
constructions, be they cities or geographic knowledge, reflect the values of 
society and epoch, so that humanistic philosophies reject out of hand any false 
claim to objectivity and pure theory in the study of man. Such claims, most 
notably those of contemporary positivism, negate themselves through their lack of 
reflexivity, their unself-conscious espousal of value positions. The irony is that 
positivism cultivates unself-consciousness, rejecting the self-understanding that is 
at the core of being human. Humanist philosophies have commonly been cast in 
an adversary role, contesting critically the epistemological assumptions of 
contemporary positivist rationalism (Ley & Samuels, 1978, p. 21). 
 
Overall, HGs focus on the relationship between space (place) and individual life. 
HGs prefer to analyze individuals involved in relationships through qualitative methods. 
Thus, they reject any positivist methodology and analysis, making the methodological 
approach of HGs quite different from the positivism-based analysis of NCEs and SMs. 
This incompatibility of HGs’ and SMs’ schools of thought lies at the root of long-lasting 
debates in the gentrification field. 
 
2.2.4.  Structuralism  
It seems that positivism has dominated modern social science, and most social and 
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economic analyses are based on positivism. In the context of gentrification, positivism 
has almost conquered the field. Among positivist perspectives on gentrification, the 
structuralists’ approach is exceptionally powerful and popular in the literature. 
Structuralism originated with the French linguist Ferdinand de Saussure (1857-
1913). Saussure was not a structuralist, but his linguistic concept influenced the work of 
four scholars – anthropologist Claude Levi-Strauss (1908-2009), psychoanalyst Jacques 
Lacan (1901-1981), and philosophers Paul-Michel Foucault (1926-1984) and Louis 
Althusser (1918-1990) – critical to the development and spread of structuralism (Kim, 
2008).  
Structuralism rejects Descartes’s cogito (“I think, therefore I am.”), finding 
meaning in the relation among subjects (including humans) rather than the individual 
(ego). Depending on the field of study, the relation among subjects can be differently 
interpreted. Nevertheless, all structuralists seek meaning among relationships even 
though they study different subjects. In other words, structuralists believe relations can 
only be defined and understood within systems, which may include families, a small 
group of people, schools, firms, neighborhoods, communities, cities, regions, and nations. 
Structuralists draw on mathematics, symbols, materials, and institutions to explain human 
and social life within the context of the system (Kim, 2008). As such, structuralists ignore 
and reject all philosophies, ideologies, and epistemologies focusing on human interests.  
A philosophical perspective on the production-based approach in gentrification 
studies is often called structuralism or Structural Marxism. Structural Marxism belongs to 
the philosophy of structuralism. French philosopher Louis Althusser presented a view of 
structuralism shaped by the prism of Marxism in the 1970s (Kim, 2008) and 
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systematically re-evaluated the writings of Marx from the structuralists’ perspective 
(Pace, 1978).  
Structural Marxism is a combined concept. Althusser applied Marx’s dialectical 
materialism to structuralism, spawning structural Marxism, but the epistemology of both 
structuralism and structural Marxism are the same. Neither school of thought concerns 
itself with individual preferences. Within the gentrification debates, structuralists (or 
structural Marxists) rebut the focus on human interests or preferences in the NCEs’ and 
HGs’ schools of thought, which the structuralists consider incompatible with each other. 
It may be fairly said that structural Marxism is called structuralism in the gentrification 
context because the fundamental perspectives and ideologies are not much different from 
each other.  
 
2.2.5. Different Perspectives on Gentrification  
In terms of gentrification, the viewpoints of HG and ST researchers differ 
depending on their epistemology. It could be said that both schools of thought may have 
the same ontology regarding gentrification. However, the cognitive thinking process and 
the approach to understanding the mechanism of gentrification are different. ST 
researchers focus on the meanings of phenomena created from clashes of structures.  
In the context of ST, gentrification could be the result of clashes from capital 
investment, decayed neighborhoods, low-income family displacement, and physical 
improvement (improved housing or building condition). However, ST is never concerned 
about human beings. Human beings are considered one structure (unit). Therefore, all 
these structures can be easily measured and estimated through quantitative method. 
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Contrary to ST, NCE and HG are concerned with human preference. However, 
even though NCE and HG focus on human preference or desire, the viewpoints of NCE 
and HG researchers are also different. NCE is a positivist approach. The preference (or 
desire) of the human being in the context of NCE is measured mathematically. NCEs 
consider preference to be all about maximizing utility or profits. However, even though 
NCE focuses on the satisfaction of the human being, the human being is just a unit of 
measurement. Therefore, in the context of gentrification, NCE is close to ST in terms of 
study methods. NCE researchers view gentrification in terms of maximizing utility or 
profit of the human being.  
On the other hand, preference of the human being in HG studies is not the unit of 
measurement. HG does not measure preference (or desire) of the human being. The 
perspective of gentrification in HG studies is the human being itself. The human being is 
the main agent of gentrification. HG rejects the epistemology of positivists. 
 
2.3. Driving Force of Gentrification 
The debate between the consumption-based approach (CBA) and the production-
based approach (PBA) in the gentrification literature is important because it provided 
insight into different understandings of the initial forces driving gentrification, and, by 
extension, the key factors and circumstances inducing displacement. CBA’s and PBA’s 
differing understanding of the forces of gentrification, and displacement, reflects their 
ideologies and philosophies. Even though studies have introduced and advanced 
alternative viewpoints, these two perspectives still dominate the gentrification literature.   
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2.3.1. Consumption-Based Approach (CBA) 
Ley (1980, 1981) argued that changes in the industrial and occupational structure are 
the keys to gentrification. Manufacturing industries were replaced by service industries. 
This industrial transition led to changes in occupational structure, where manual labor 
and working-class jobs gave way to white-collar, professional work, including 
managerial, high-skill technical, and cultural occupations. Also, Ley (1980) asserted that 
occupational restructuring toward more highly skilled, professional activities was related 
to consumption patterns regarding culture and spatial preferences. Ley labeled these 
replacement workers as a new middle class and argued that they preferred to live in cities 
rather than suburbs and that they had different cultural tendencies than the working-class 
workers who preceded them. These are the fundamental assertions of consumption-based 
explanations of displacement found in the gentrification literature.  
 
2.3.2. Production-Based Approach (PBA) 
While Ley (1978) was arguing the emergence of a new middle class, Smith (1979) 
was strongly objecting to any consumption-based explanations of displacement and 
gentrification. Refuting such approaches, Smith (1979) argued that capital investment 
was a major force driving gentrification. To strengthen his argument, he advanced a “rent 
gap thesis,” representing the difference between property value and potential property 
value in gentrified communities. Smith asserted that capital investment leads 
gentrification and individual preferences follow.  
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2.3.3. Intersection Point of Both Approaches 
Both approaches have different focal points. The consumption-based approach 
focuses on the attributes of gentrified neighborhoods while the production-based 
approach focuses on a condition to be gentrified. Certainly, the consumption-based 
approach asserts both the circumstance of post-industrialization and changes in industrial 
and occupational structures as conditions of gentrified neighborhoods. However, Ley 
(1980) focused more on the attributes of gentrification.  
Both scholars have different epistemologies that shape how they understand the 
gentrification of inner-city neighborhoods. However, their arguments do intersect. Even 
though Smith (1979) rejected the primacy of factors such as post-industrialization and the 
rise of a new middle class, he did not necessarily deny that industrial and occupational 
restructuring played a role in gentrification, as the production-based approach purports. 
Ley (1981) also acknowledged that the built environment was one of the necessary 
conditions of gentrification. This suggests that, although Ley did not indicate the built 
environment as a primary condition for gentrification, he knew it to be a significant 
factor.  
 
2.4. Displacement 
Despite the divergent approaches to understanding gentrification and changing 
definitions, on one aspect of gentrification – displacement – there is agreement 
throughout the literature. Lees, Slater, & Wyly (2010) describe displacement as 
fundamental to understanding the process. The gentrification literature is consistent on 
this point: Displacement is a necessary condition. Specifically, gentrification is a direct 
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cause of inducing working-class displacement. 
Displacement can happen through the natural decrease of population. However, 
displacement in the context of gentrification studies has focused specifically on changes 
in working-class, low-income, or poverty-level populations. The common practice of 
measuring such characteristics in gentrification studies indicates a tacit agreement among 
scholars. A number of scholars seem to include such displacement as part of the 
gentrification definition: 
Poor and working-class neighborhoods in the inner city are refurbished via an 
influx of private capital and middle-class homebuyers and renters-neighborhoods 
that had previously experienced disinvestment and a middle-class exodus (Smith, 
1996, p.32). 
Gentrification as simultaneously a physical, economic, social and cultural 
phenomenon that involved the invasion by middle-class or higher-income groups 
of previously working-class neighborhoods or multi-occupied twilight areas and 
the physical renovation or rehabilitation of deteriorated housing stock (C. 
Hamnett, 1984, p.284).  
 
 
Definitions of gentrification often include very similar keywords, such as 
“disinvestment area,” “working-class,” “middle-class,” “higher income class,” “low-
income class,” “change,” “culture,” “process,” and “capital.” Interestingly, although more 
recent gentrification studies feature refinements of definition, such as student 
gentrification, and expansion of view to include globalization and neoliberalism, the 
victim of gentrification is consistently working-class, low-income, and impoverished 
people.  
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2.4.1. Measuring Attribution of Displacement 
Despite being fundamental to the gentrification process and gentrification research, 
displacement is tough to measure precisely (Atkinson, 2000; Freeman & Braconi, 2004; 
Marcuse, 1986; Sumka, 1979). Typically, displacement is identified in the literature by 
measuring working-class, poverty-level, or low-income populations over time. Often, 
specific occupations, especially ones identified by their manual labor requirements or low 
wages, are used to indicate these populations of interest.  
For example, when exploring neighborhood transformation and displacement, 
Atkinson (2000) measured the share of the working-class population, defined as junior 
non-manual workers, personal service workers, foremen and supervisors-manual, skilled 
manual workers, semi-skilled manual workers, and agricultural workers. Hamnett (2003) 
measured socioeconomic changes through occupations: managers, professionals, other 
non-manual, skilled manual, semi-skilled manual, unskilled manual, and armed forces. 
Freeman & Braconi (2004) estimated poor households and non-college graduate heads of 
households based on several socioeconomic indicators, such as monthly rent, housing 
unit condition, race, age, educational attainment, and neighborhood rating.  
In the gentrification literature, displacement is understood to have occurred when the 
share of these populations of interest, whether measured by occupations or 
socioeconomic factors discussed above, decline relative to other socioeconomic 
indicators, such as the share of an area’s population holding a bachelor’s degree or higher, 
working in professional occupations, and enjoying higher household incomes.  
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2.4.2. Perspectives of Displacement in Gentrification 
Displacement is often viewed from two different perspectives in the gentrification 
literature. One view of displacement is that of a severe, pervasive, fatal, and systematic 
result of the gentrification process. Also, displacement in gentrified areas is always 
related to low-income populations. Therefore, it is often perceived as a problem of 
inequality and injustice. Another view of displacement common in the literature is as a  
minor byproduct of urban change or favorable urban development and public policy 
(Lees et al., 2010). In this view, displacement is often considered an unavoidable 
circumstance of a competitive free market – in this case, for housing. 
This largely binary representation of displacement in the gentrification literature 
extends largely out of differing points of view. Depending on the stakeholders, 
gentrification can be a necessary process to improve disinvested neighborhoods, or 
gentrification can be considered a dirty word (Smith, 1996). Simply, local city 
governments and real estate businesses tend to welcome gentrification because it 
promises to bring both increased tax revenue and a better living environment (Hackworth 
& Smith, 2001; Marcuse, 1985). Consequently, working-class and low-income residents, 
facing the gentrification of their neighborhoods, may choose to or be forced to leave. This 
binary perspective is still intensely discussed in the gentrification literature.   
 
2.4.3. Displacement Without Gentrification 
Displacement is not only an issue of homeownership. According to the American 
Housing Survey (2011), 27.28 million renter households (RHs) across the United States 
reported moving during the previous year. Among them, 338,000 RHs left their previous 
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residences due to private displacement, and 105,000 RHs moved out of their previous 
residences due to government displacement. Of the households relocating, 1.1 million 
RHs wanted lower rent or maintenance costs, and 117,000 were evicted (see Table 3). 
Unfortunately, it is almost impossible to identify how many of these RHs moved due to 
gentrification. 
As Table III indicates, displacement is driven by private actions, but also by the 
government’s role in development or redevelopment. Residents of many U.S. cities and 
neighborhoods have experienced displacement as a result of private and public urban 
renewal and revitalization projects (Hodge, 1981; Sumka, 1979). Nevertheless, it is 
ambiguous to label it as gentrification because it is difficult to know whether poor and 
working-class residents were displaced as part of that move. 
The gentrification literature typically focuses on analyzing displacement of working-
class and low-income populations. It is not common in the literature to find analysis, as 
undertaken in this dissertation, of whether gentrification induces displacement in other 
income classes.  
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Table III Housing Migration (2011) (Number in Thousands) 
Reasons for Leaving Previous Residence Total Renter-Occupied Units  
Private displacement, total 338 
Owner to move into unit  106 
To be converted to condominium or cooperative  6 
Closed for repairs  19 
Other  204 
Not reported  3 
Government displacement, total  105 
Government wanted building or land  14 
Unit unfit for occupancy  19 
Other 72 
Not reported   -  
Financial/employment related, total 4,044 
Foreclosure  249 
New job or job transfer 1,470 
To be closer to work/school/other 1,940 
Other 551 
Family/person related, total 1,612 
Married  170 
Widowed, divorced, or separated  286 
Other 1,165 
Housing related, total 5,852 
To establish own household  1,648 
Needed larger house or apartment  1,496 
Wanted better home  1,353 
Change from owner to renter  142 
Change from renter to owner   -  
Wanted lower rent or maintenance 1,132 
Other 680 
Evicted from residence 117 
Disaster loss (fire, flood, etc.) 93 
Other  1,994 
Not reported  397 
Total 27,277 
Source: American Housing Survey, 2011, U.S. Census Bureau, p. 102 
 
 
2.5. The Flow of Gentrification Studies 
It is possible to identify patterns in the gentrification literature regarding topics 
scholars have focused on. Sassen (1991) roughly sorted the flow of gentrification studies 
into periods:   
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Gentrification was initially understood as the rehabilitation of decaying and low-
income housing by a middle-class outsider in central cities. In the late 1970s a 
broader conceptualization of the process began to emerge, and by the early 1980s 
new scholarship had developed a far broader meaning of gentrification, linking it 
with process of spatial, economic and social restructuring (p. 255).  
 
In broad terms, in the 50 years of gentrification studies, the mid-1960s witnessed 
the emergence of the term. The late 1970s touched off the ideological debate. The1980s 
through the 1990s was an era for debating the causality of gentrification from the vantage 
point of the new schools of thought that emerged in the late 1970s and early 1980s. In the 
2000s, gentrification studies met globalization. At the same time, the conventional debate 
over the causality of gentrification has been ongoing.  
The 1980s, 1990s, and 2000s can be considered the renaissance of gentrification 
studies. Starting in the mid and late 1970s, numerous scholars representing various 
academic fields began examining gentrification through their ideologies. Income 
changes, demographic changes, lifestyle, cultural choice, personal preferences, capital, 
and reinvestments were among the common subjects explored in the gentrification 
literature, and these subjects touched off intense debates in the field of gentrification 
studies. Throughout the gentrification literature and across academic fields, the 
dichotomous consumption-based and production-based stances continued to be 
strengthened during the 1980s and 1990s. 
Like gentrification itself, the various social phenomena of interest in the studies 
above were often analyzed through many different methodologies. Broadly, these 
methods could be divided into quantitative and qualitative analyses. As the ideological 
debates might suggest, gentrification studies show very dichotomous methodological 
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patterns. Barton (2014) distinguished differences between qualitative and quantitative 
studies within the context of gentrification:  
When identifying gentrified neighborhoods, qualitative studies typically identified 
a single or a small group of neighborhoods that gentrified. In contrast, quantitative 
studies typically used a threshold strategy where neighborhoods were identified as 
gentrifiable if they featured a particular characteristic or characteristics at the 
beginning of a decade and gentrified if they experienced a change in the 
characteristic or characteristics at a later time (p.2). 
 
As Barton illustrates, the study pattern of gentrification is very much divided along 
methodological lines. This means that researchers’ epistemologies regarding 
gentrification are also vastly different from each other. This also reflects very different 
ideologies among popular schools of thought evident in gentrification studies. Although 
gentrification scholars see the same phenomena and pursue the same goals in explaining 
the gentrification process, they reach conflicting conclusions regarding the forces driving 
gentrification due to the different perceptions through which they understand the issues. 
The 2000s ushered in the modern era of gentrification, witnessing an expansion of 
the literature to include new issues. First, globalization and neoliberalism have become 
popular issues in the gentrification literature. It seems that perspectives of gentrification 
have changed since globalization and neoliberalism dominated modern economy, 
industry, education, trade, and politics. Smith (2002) asserted that gentrification was 
neoliberalism’s global urban strategy. 
 
2.6. Gentrification with Global Perspectives 
Lees et al. (2015) pointed out that gentrification studies have been viewed through 
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an Anglo-American gentrification lens (AAGL) for a long time. However, they also 
notice that there are many cases that do not quite fit with the Anglo-American 
gentrification pattern.  
Contrary to Western gentrification, Seoul, South Korea, represents an extreme 
example of government-led displacement and gentrification. Seoul has experienced 
massive displacement over the course of 50 years. After the Korean War (1950-1953), the 
central government started rebuilding Seoul, which had been ruined during the war. To 
this day, government-led renewal projects continue to redevelop old neighborhoods (slum 
and non-slum areas) in Seoul.  
Ha (2015) argued that government-led urban revitalization should be considered 
one form of gentrification because it involves displacement. It may be controversial to 
suggest that government-led neighborhood redevelopment projects should be viewed as 
gentrification because we do not know whether the replaced new residents are highly 
educated people, skilled labors, middle class workers, or young. Similarly, Ascensão 
(2015) examined slum gentrification in Lisbon, Portugal, finding massive displacement 
driven by the city government, landlord, and massive capital investment. Nwanna (2015) 
observed that the Nigerian government was usually involved in demolition, slum 
clearance, and the eviction of residents. The background of slum clearance was also 
related to capital investment and maximization of profit.  
Certainly, government-led neighborhood redevelopment, renewal, or revitalization 
projects can be viewed as gentrification through AAGL, depending on the stakeholders. 
However, conventional gentrification discourse focuses on displacement in the private 
sector. However, government has been considered among the major factors that induce 
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resident displacement and drive gentrification in several studies (Ascensão, 2015; Ha, 
2015; Nwanna, 2015; Sakizlioglu, 2015).  
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CHAPTER III 
III. IDENTIFYING GENTRIFIED NEIGHBORHOODS 
Previous gentrification studies have not usually separated out the distinct research 
activities of selecting study areas, identifying and analyzing gentrified areas, and 
comparing characteristics they share. This lack of separation means that the areas chosen 
for study are already considered to be gentrified areas. This dissertation, however, takes 
the position that selecting study areas and assessing gentrification are two distinct tasks.  
This dissertation assumes that gentrification can better be understood within the 
broader context of regional attributes. Thus, the first step in this research consists of an 
examination of all urbanized area census tracts located in 12 metropolitan statistical areas 
(MSAs) defined by the U.S. Office of Management and Budget. In this stage, 
neighborhoods are not assumed to be gentrified; instead, this step enables the selection of 
areas from which to identify and analyze gentrification. 
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Census tract data from urbanized areas in the 12 MSAs have been used to identify 
gentrified areas. Gentrified neighborhoods have particular demographic, income, and 
socioeconomic patterns. Gentrified neighborhoods show such evidence as decreases in 
low-income populations and improvements in specific socioeconomic indicators, 
increases in population groups typically identified as gentrifiers, and physical 
improvements. Therefore, this dissertation regards the decrease in low-income 
populations to be a unique phenomenon that must accompany gentrification. A 
displacement index has been developed to measure the change in low-income 
populations, while a neighborhood transformation index is used to assess socioeconomic, 
physical and other demographic changes associated with gentrification. It means that the 
positive change of gentrification indicators with no low-income displacement in a 
neighborhood cannot be defined as a gentrified neighborhood.  
 
3.1. Study Area  
This dissertation is focused on urban areas located in 12 MSAs, rather than 
particular neighborhoods or cities where gentrification is suspected to have occurred. 
Most gentrification studies have focused on inner-city neighborhoods and have often 
focused on particular neighborhoods or cities. Moreover, most of these take the form of 
case studies. However, this dissertation approaches the topic of gentrification with a 
broader view. The urban areas (UAs) that serve as the basis of analysis cross 16 states and 
are composed of 94 counties and 12,803 census tracts. These study areas can largely be 
divided into two regional characteristics: 6 MSAs anchored in “Rust Belt,” “Legacy,” or 
“Shrinking” areas (RLS areas) and 6 MSAs anchored in Economic, Cultural, and 
Technology Hubs (ECT hubs). The two categories were developed to allow for 
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examining gentrification in light of the neighborhoods’ regional context later in the 
dissertation. These 12 MSAs have been selected because they well represent the regional 
context such as types of industry, types of sectors of the economics, and experiences of 
economic and population declines. 
 
3.1.1. Rust Belt, Legacy, and Shrinking Cities (RLS Areas) 
Rust Belt, Legacy cities, and Shrinking have become frequent topics for research. 
These three terms have similar but slightly different definitions. According to Ohanian, 
Lagakos, and Alder (2012), there are no official boundaries or definition of the Rust Belt. 
It usually indicates heavy manufacturing areas located in the Great Lakes, including such 
cities as Detroit and Pittsburgh. These areas have tended to experience dramatic 
economic decline since the postindustrial society.  
Mallach (2012a) and Mallach and Brachman (2013) define legacy regions as 
formerly prosperous regions that were dominated by the manufacturing industry but that 
have been experiencing economic difficulties. This description appears to relate to legacy 
areas, as well as shrinking and Rust Belt ones. “American legacy cities were once 
industrial powerhouses and hubs of business, retail, and services scattered across New 
England, the Mid-Atlantic, and the Midwest (p.61)” Shrinking cities are those 
undergoing long-term population loss (Hill, Wolman, Kowalczyk, & St Clair, 2012). 
According to them, shrinking cities are divided into five specific subsets of central cities 
with fluctuating reasons for population loss. The cities may be shrinking due to economic 
decline, demographic change, suburbanization, structural, and environmental reasons 
(Pallagst, Wiechmann, & Martinez, 2013).  
The concept of shrinking cities includes Rust Belt and legacy cities. Common 
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denominators include severe population loss; manufacturing or heavy industry 
dominance; location (mainly the Midwest); and a weak economy. Scholars tend to 
specifically label the region in the Midwest as the manufacturing belt (Florida, 1996; 
Kalafsky & MacPherson, 2002; Minchin, 2009; Page & Walker, 1991). Table IV lists 
Rust Belt, shrinking, and legacy regions in the East North Central, Middle Atlantic, and 
South Atlantic divisions of the United States that serve as the basis from which RLS areas 
are selected for this research.  
 
Table IV Rust Belt, Legacy, & Shrinking Cities & Region 
No CENSUS 
REGION 
DIVISION 
STAT
E 
RUST BELT 
CITIES  
LEGACY  
CITIES 
SHRINKING CITIES 
(Faberman, 2002) 
(Mallach, 2012b; 
Mallach & 
Brachman, 2013) 
(Hill, Wolman, H. L., 
Kowalczyk, K., & St 
Clair, T., 2012) 
1 
SOUTH 
SOUTH 
ATLANTIC 
DE    WILMINGTON  WILMINGTON 
2 DC    WASHINGTON   
3 GA    MACON   
4 MD    BALTIMORE  BALTIMORE 
5 
VA 
   NORFOLK   
6    RICHMOND   
7 
WV 
   CHARLESTON   
8    HUNTINGTON   
9 
MIDWEST 
EAST 
NORTH 
CENTRAL 
IL 
 CHICAGO 
  
 CHICAGO 
10  DECATUR   
11    HAMMOND  HAMMOND 
12 
IN 
 GARY  GARY  GARY 
13  SOUTH BEND    SOUTH BEND 
14 KY    LOUISVILLE   
15 
MI 
 DETROIT  DETROIT  DETROIT 
16  FLINT  FLINT  FLINT 
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Table IV. Rust Belt, Legacy, & Shrinking Cities & Region (Continued) 
17 
MIDWEST 
EAST 
NORTH 
CENTRAL 
MI 
GRAND RAPIDS     
18  PONTIAC  PONTIAC   
19  SAGINAW  SAGINAW   
20    WARREN   
21 WI    MILWAUKEE  MILWAUKEE 
22 
OH 
 AKRON  AKRON  AKRON 
23  CANTON  CANTON  CANTON 
24  CINCINNATI  CINCINNATI  CINCINNATI 
25  CLEVELAND  CLEVELAND  CLEVELAND 
26  DAYTON  DAYTON  DAYTON 
27 LORAIN     
28 PARMA     
29    SPRINGFIELD   
30 TOLEDO    TOLEDO 
31 YOUNGSTOWN YOUNGSTOWN YOUNGSTOWN 
32 
MIDDLE 
ATLANTIC 
PA 
   ERIE  ERIE 
33   
 
PHILADELPHIA 
 PHILADELPHIA 
34  PITTSBURGH  PITTSBURGH  PITTSBURGH 
35    READING  READING 
36    SCRANTON  SCRANTON 
37      WILKES-BARRE 
38 
NORTH 
EAST 
MIDDLE 
ATLANTIC 
NJ 
   CAMDEN  CAMDEN 
39    NEWARK  NEWARK 
40    TRENTON  TRENTON 
41 
NY 
   ALBANY  ALBANY 
42  BUFFALO  BUFFALO  BUFFALO 
43   
 NIAGARA 
FALLS 
 NIAGARA FALLS 
44    ROCHESTER  ROCHESTER 
45   
 
SCHENECTADY 
  
46    SYRACUSE  SYRACUSE 
47    UTICA  UTICA 
Total 
3 
REGIONS 
3 
DIVISIONS 
  20 39 31 
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3.1.2. Economic, Cultural, and Technology Hubs (ECT Hubs) 
ECT hub MSAs represent areas that traditionally have developed a strong economy 
based on the financial industry, cultural assets, service sector, and high-tech industry. In 
ECT hub MSAs, the strong tertiary and quaternary sectors economy could be one of the 
key factors determining the nature of neighborhoods, cities, and regions. 
Job creation and income growth were particularly strong in the creative and 
information processing sectors of the economy, including finance, insurance, and 
real estate; communications; higher education; and business services. Growth in 
those economic sectors is often considered a prerequisite for gentrification, as 
their businesses tend to prefer central business district locations and employ 
workers who have educational and other characteristics that make them 
predisposed to urban lifestyles and residence (Freeman & Braconi, 2004, p. 42). 
Such regions have often been the focus of research by Florida (2002 & 2005).  
 
Although Florida does not directly refer to such areas as economic, cultural, and 
technology hubs, such regions are frequently assumed to be leading contributors to the 
American economy, culture, and technological advancements. For this research, the 
economic, cultural, and technology hubs of interest are San Francisco, Seattle, Austin, 
New York, Boston, and Chapel Hill (see Table V). According to Florida (2000), these 
areas have developed based on the service, financial, and high-tech industries. The six 
ECT cities examined in this dissertation are among Florida’s Top 10 Creative Cities. 
Although Florida’s “creative” label referred to the cities’ diversity and tolerance of gays 
and others, there is little doubt that these areas also represent the nation’s economic, 
cultural, and technology hubs.  
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Table V Economic, Cultural, and Technology Hubs 
Top 10 Creative Cities 
City 
Creativity 
Index 
% Creative 
Workers 
Creative 
Rank 
High-Tech 
Rank 
Innovation 
Rank 
Diversity 
Rank 
1. San Francisco 1057 34.8 5 1 2 1 
2. Austin 1028 36.4 4 11 3 16 
3. San Diego 1015 32.1 15 12 7 3 
3. Boston 1015 38 3 2 6 22 
5. Seattle 1008 32.7 9 3 12 8 
6. Chapel Hill 996 38.2 2 14 4 28 
7. Houston 980 32.5 10 16 16 10 
8. Washington 964 38.4 1 5 30 12 
9. New York 962 32.3 12 13 24 14 
10. Dallas 960 30.2 23 6 17 9 
11. Minneapolis 960 33.9 7 21 5 29 
Source: The Rise of the Creative Class, Florida (2002) 
 
Florida (2002 & 2005) and Ley (2003) both assume certain groups to be critical 
factors in economic development and gentrification. Florida identified the “creative 
class” as a core factor in economic development. Ley cited similar characteristics of 
tolerance in places where Florida demonstrated the creative class to be concentrated. 
Florida’s creative class research focuses on human preference. He has argued that 
members of the creative class prefer places of high tolerance (see detail in The Rise of the 
Creative Class, 2002). Underscoring the link between creativity and economic wellbeing, 
the cities identified as top creative cities are also those places that are leading the 
American economy, such as New York, Austin, San Francisco, Boston, Seattle, and 
Chapel Hill. Ley (2003) also referenced the importance of tolerance and highly cultured 
people (the creative class). Research highlighting the role of artists as agents and the 
process of aestheticization in gentrification reveals a consumption-based approach to the 
phenomenon. The CBA view of creativity-induced gentrification is one of human 
preference. In other words, cultural assets of particular neighborhoods and cities draw 
gentrifiers into those neighborhoods or cities.  
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Table VI Study Areas (Urban Areas in 12 MSAs) 
Region MSAs States 
1 
R
L
S
 R
eg
io
n
s 
 Baltimore-Towson, Metro Area MD 
2 Cleveland-Elyria-Mentor, Metro Area OH 
3 Detroit-Warren-Livonia, Metro Area MI 
4 Flint, MI Metro Area MI 
5 Philadelphia-Camden-Wilmington, Metro Area PA-NJ-DE-MD 
6 Pittsburgh, Metro Area PA 
1 
E
C
T
 R
eg
io
n
s 
Boston-Cambridge-Quincy, Metro Area MA-NH 
2 Charlotte-Gastonia-Rock Hill, Metro Area NC-SC 
3 Austin-Round Rock-San Marcos, Metro Area TX 
4 New York-Northern New Jersey-Long Island, Metro Area NY-NJ-PA 
5 San Francisco-Oakland-Fremont, Metro Area CA 
6 Seattle-Tacoma-Bellevue, Metro Area WA 
 
Table VI lists the study areas, classified by the nature of their regional contexts, and 
Figure 2 locates the RLS areas and ECT hubs. They show the places, MSAs, and states 
where RLS and ECT cities are located. This dissertation does not only focus on the major 
cities but also all urban areas located in the ECT and RLS MSAs. Through these study 
areas, this dissertation identifies gentrified neighborhoods, examines gentrification 
theories within regional contexts, and rethinks population dynamics in the gentrified 
neighborhoods. 
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Figure 2.  Study Area 
 
3.2. Unit of Analysis 
The unit of analysis in this dissertation is the census tract. A data set of 12,803 
census tracts represents the urban areas located in 12 MSAs. A gentrification index, 
which itself combined indices on neighborhood characteristics and displacement, was 
used to identify gentrified tracts from among the complete set of 12,803 census tracts (see 
Table VII).  
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Table VII Unit of Analysis 
MSA 
Tracts in 
Urban 
Areas 
% of Regional  
Context Tracts 
% of All Tracts 
E
C
T
 
Austin-Round Rock-San Marcos, TX Metro Area 342 4.3% 2.7% 
Boston-Cambridge-Quincy, MA-NH Metro Area 1,031 12.9% 8.1% 
Charlotte-Gastonia-Rock Hill, NC-SC Metro Area 425 5.3% 3.3% 
New York-Northern New Jersey-Long Island, NY-NJ-PA 
Metro Area 
4,480 56.2% 35.0% 
San Francisco-Oakland-Fremont, CA Metro Area 976 12.2% 7.6% 
Seattle-Tacoma-Bellevue, WA Metro Area 715 9.0% 5.6% 
ECT Total 7,969 100.0% 62.2% 
R
L
S
 
Baltimore-Towson, MD Metro Area 669 13.8% 5.2% 
Cleveland-Elyria-Mentor, OH Metro Area 625 12.9% 4.9% 
Detroit-Warren-Livonia, MI Metro Area 1,270 26.3% 9.9% 
Flint, MI Metro Area 115 2.4% 0.9% 
Philadelphia-Camden-Wilmington, PA-NJ-DE-MD 
Metro Area 
1,474 30.5% 11.5% 
Pittsburgh, PA Metro Area 681 14.1% 5.3% 
RLS Total 4,834 100.0% 37.8% 
Total 12,803 100.0% 
Urban Area is the term for urbanized areas (UAs) and urban clusters (UCs). A UA is a densely developed area that 
contains 50,000 or more people. A UC is a densely developed area that has at least 2,500 people but fewer than 
50,000 people. The Census Bureau defines urban areas once a decade after the population totals for the decennial 
census are available and classifies all territory, population, and housing units located within a UA or UC as urban 
and all area outside of a UA or UC as rural. Urban areas are used as the cores on which core based statistical areas 
are defined (Retrieved from https://www.census.gov/geo/reference/webatlas/uas.html).  
 
 
3.3. Gentrification Indicators  
This dissertation creates a gentrification index, which is itself composed of a 
neighborhood transformation index and a displacement index. The indices are used to 
identify gentrified areas. Many studies choose a simple data comparison method when 
identifying gentrified neighborhoods. However, this is only possible when study areas are 
already considered gentrified neighborhoods. When examining a large number of census 
tracts, comparing former and current data is difficult. Therefore, a gentrification index 
was created to enable easier comparison. 
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Several socioeconomic indicators representing gentrification were included in the 
analysis. Gentrification studies often draw various socioeconomic indicators from census, 
diverse panel data, or surveys. Table VIII summarizes socioeconomic indicators used in 
gentrification studies and provides an example of indicator selection. Interestingly, 
socioeconomic indicators used in studies explaining gentrified neighborhoods have not 
changed much in the contemporary era.   
Ley (1986) modeled development of a well-specified neighborhood transformation 
index. He established four types of hypotheses regarding gentrification: demographic 
change, housing market, urban amenity, and economic circumstance. He investigated 
simple correlations between the neighborhood transformation index and 35 independent 
variables representing the four hypotheses.  
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Table VIII Example of Indicator Selection 
  
  
                       Studies 
  
 
           
          Indicators 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
H
am
m
el
 &
 W
y
ly
 (
1
9
9
6
) 
A
tk
in
so
n
 (
2
0
0
0
) 
L
ee
s 
(2
0
0
3
) 
L
ey
 (
1
9
8
6
) 
H
am
n
et
t 
(2
0
0
3
) 
F
re
em
an
 &
 B
ra
co
n
i 
(2
0
0
4
) 
D
av
id
so
n
 &
 L
ee
s 
(2
0
0
5
) 
F
re
em
an
 (
2
0
0
5
) 
1 Housing (occupied rate)         
2 Housing units (year, total & remodeling, etc.)         
3 (Median) Housing price         
4 (Median) Rent price/ rent         
5 Total population (demographic)/ Age         
6 Population range         
7 Employment         
8 Race         
9 Educational attainment         
10 (Median) household income/ income         
11 Occupation         
12 Employment by industry-type         
13 Economically active population by occupation         
14 Labor force         
15 Unemployed         
16 Elderly         
17 Vacant units         
18 Place of birth         
19 Neighborhood rating         
20 Married         
21 Have child         
22 Specific rent unit condition         
23 Moved         
24 Family size         
25 Resident condition (subsidized unit etc.)         
26 GDP         
27 Residential satisfaction/ Preference by School         
28 Art galleries & restaurants per 10,000 population         
 
Assuming gentrification and revitalization to reflect a change in household social 
status, Ley (1986) assembled the neighborhood transformation index reflecting social 
status indicators of 739 census tracts in 22 cities over a 10-year period. He incorporated 
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various indicators representing social status, including an area’s share of professional, 
managerial, technical, and administrative jobs. Population, occupation, education, and 
income measures were also included in the social prestige scale. Those indicators were 
measured using the ecological method and factorial ecology. Some indicators were 
converted into factors (latent variables).  
In 2014, the Nathalie P. Voorhees Center for Neighborhood and Community 
Improvement released a report based on findings from an index designed to identify 
Chicago communities that had undergone gentrification. 
 
Table IX Variables in the Chicago Neighborhood Transformation 
Variable Score Assignments 
Variables Type of Association 
% White (non-Hispanic) Above City Average, Positive (+1) 
% Black Above City Average, Negative (-1) 
% Latino Above City Average, Negative (-1) 
% Elderly (age 65+) Above City Average, Negative (-1) 
% Children (age 5-19) Above City Average, Negative (-1) 
% College Education (bachelor’s degree or higher) Above City Average, Positive (+1) 
Median Family Income (adjusted for inflation) Above City Average, Positive (+1) 
% Owner Occupied Above City Average, Positive (+1) 
Median House Value (adjusted for inflation) Above City Average, Positive (+1) 
% Families Below Poverty Above City Average, Negative (-1) 
% Manager Occupations Above City Average, Positive (+1) 
% Female Households with Children Above City Average, Negative (-1) 
% Private School Attendance (pre-K through 12) Above City Average, Positive (+1) 
Source: The Socioeconomic Change of Chicago (p. 4) 
 
The index consisted of 13 indicators (see Table IVX). According to the report, to 
calculate the composite index for each community area, scores for each of the 13 
variables were simply added together. The report outlined the following steps in assessing 
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77 Chicago neighborhoods: “If a community area outpaced or outperformed the city, it 
received a score of +1 for that particular variable. If a community area underperformed in 
that variable relative to the city average, it received a score of -1” (p. 4). “Communities 
that reported home values higher than the city average received a score of +1 in that 
category, while those with home values below the city average received a score of -1” 
(p.4). “Community areas with high poverty rates relative to the city average received a 
score of -1 in that category, while those with rates lower than the city average received a 
score of +1” (p. 4). “Values equal to that of the city average were assigned a score of 0” 
(p. 4). “To calculate the composite index for each community area, its scores for each of 
the thirteen variables were simply added together. Potential composite index scores range 
from a high of +13 to a low of -13” (p.4). 
As part of the Voorhees Center study, each of the 77 neighborhoods was classified 
based on socioeconomic status as “high,” “middle,” “low,” or “very low.” Neighborhoods 
in the high category had a composite index score greater than +7; neighborhoods 
classified as middle ranged from +1 to +7; neighborhoods identified as low had a 
composite score of -1 to -7, and neighborhoods classified as very low had scores below -
7. The average score on each indicator for study years 1970, 1980, 1990, 2000, and 2010 
was compared to Chicago’s threshold socioeconomic status. Chicago's socioeconomic 
status was measured the same as the investigated neighborhoods for the index. The below 
explanations are the fundamental conditions assigned for the neighborhood 
transformation index.  
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Table X Variable and Score Assignment 
Community Type Overall Average Score Change from 1970-2010 
No Change 
Type 1 No Change, Upper Class More than +7 Between +/- 4 points 
Type 2 No Change, Middle Class +1 to +7 Between +/- 4 points 
Type 3 No Change, Poverty -1 to -7 Between +/- 4 points 
Type 4 No Change, Extreme Poverty Less than -7 Between +/- 4 points 
Increase in Index Score 
Type 5 Increase, Not Gentrification +7 or less More than +4 points 
Type 6 Increase, Gentrification More than +7 More than +4 points 
Decrease in Index Score 
Type 7 Decrease, Mild From +13 to -13 (any) Between -5 to -7 points 
Type 8 Decrease, Moderate From +13 to -13 (any) Between -8 to -9 points 
Type 9 Decrease, Severe From +13 to -13 (any) Between -10 or more 
Source: The Socioeconomic Change of Chicago (p. 4) 
Table X represents the methodology used in the report to classify neighborhoods. 
The research revealed that “higher-income people continued to move into the city and 
spread out to west and north of the city. The middle-income class moved out and 
stagnated or shrank among lower-income workers who remain near or below poverty 
level” (retrieved from https://news.uic.edu/gentrification-index). 
Another common method used to analyze improved neighborhood circumstances is 
post and current data comparison. It is certainly one of the most popular and effective 
methods for identifying neighborhood changes. However, the many studies using the 
method often focus on identifying whether both the increases in socioeconomic indicators 
representing gentrification and the increases in low-income displacement are a sequential 
process or a cause and effect. 
Among the socioeconomic indicators used in this analysis, family income 
distribution was used to identify low- and middle-income populations. Census tracts that, 
between 2000 and 2010, were shown to experience severe loss of low-income families 
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while otherwise seeing improvement on the other socioeconomic indicators of interest 
were classified as gentrified tracts. 
 
3.4. Methodology  
3.4.1. Measuring Income Class 
Classifying census tracts by income levels of residents was an important step in 
identifying neighborhood (census tract) gentrification. This section explains how 
neighborhood income level was measured and how low- and middle-income census tracts 
were identified.  
 
3.4.2. Defining the Middle Class (or Middle-Income Class) 
 “Middle class” or “middle-income class" are terms commonly seen in academic 
papers, newspapers, and other media outlets. However, there are no fixed definitions or 
thresholds for identifying the middle class. Scholars, researchers, and institutes have 
demonstrated many definitions and thresholds for identifying the middle class or middle-
income class. Also, definitions and thresholds vary depending on whether entire nations, 
MSAs, states, counties, cities or census tracts serve as the study areas of interest. 
Even the federal government does not provide a standardized understanding of 
“middle class,” as can be seen in the following statement from the U.S. Census Bureau: 
“The Census Bureau does not have an official definition of the ‘middle class,’ but it does 
derive several measures related to the distribution of income and income inequality” 
(www.census.gov/hhes/www/income/data/inequality/middleclass.html). Moreover, 
researchers provide wide-ranging definitions. For example, (Taylor et al., 2008) defined 
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the middle tier as consisting of adults who live in a household where the annual income 
falls within 75% and 150% of the median. Sawhill, Winship, and Grannis (2012) have 
argued that the middle class has an income greater than 300 percent of the poverty line. 
Renwick and Short (2014) discussed some approaches to defining the middle class:  
Some analyses of the middle class equate being in the middle class with having 
income in the middle of the income distribution. 2) Other analyses include in the 
middle-class anyone who self-identifies as middle class. 3) A third approach is to 
count as middle-class anyone who has achieved certain aspirations – owning their 
own home, having savings for retirement and/or the ability to send their children 
to college (p. 1).  
Renwick and Short (2014) also explored definitions and thresholds gathered from 
private and public institutions, such as the Pew Research Center, Brookings Institution, 
U.S. Census Bureau, National Bureau of Economic Research, and U.S. Department of 
Commerce’s Economics and Statistics Administration. They also include definitions 
found in news articles appearing in outlets such as the New York Times and U.S. News 
and World Report (see Table XI).  
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Table XI Sample of Middle-Class Definitions and Thresholds 
Robert Reich, a professor of Public Policy at the University of California-Berkeley and former Secretary 
of Labor, has suggested the middle class be defined as households making 50 percent higher and lower 
than the median (Williams, 2014), 
http://money.usnews.com/money/personalfinance/articles/2014/04/24/what-it-means-to-be-middle-class-
today 
Aaron Pacitti, an assistant professor of economics at Siena College suggested that middle income should 
be defined as the middle of this middle, between 75 percent and 125 percent of the median (Williams, 
2014), http://money.usnews.com/money/personalfinance/articles/2014/04/24/what-it-means-to-be-
middle-class-today 
A 2012 Pew Research Center study defined the middle tier as all adults whose annual household income 
is two-thirds to double the national median with incomes adjusted for household size and then scaled to 
reflect a three-person household. (http://www.pewsocialtrends.org/files/2012/08/pewsocial-trends-lost-
decade-of-the-middle-class.pdf). bt 
A 2013 policy memo from the Hamilton Project defined lower middle class as families with incomes 
between 100 and 250 percent of the federal poverty level (Kearney, 2013).  
In a 2012 working paper, Short and Smeeding defined “people with moderate income” as those with 
resource to threshold ratios between 100 and 200 percent of the Supplemental Poverty Measure (Short & 
Timothy, 2012). 
Source: “Examining the Middle Class in the United States Using the Lens of the Supplemental Poverty 
Measure” by Trudi Renwick and Kathleen Short, U.S. Census Bureau, 2014, p .3.  
 
3.4.3. Defining Low-Income Class 
When it comes to identifying low-income populations, the U.S. Housing and Urban 
Development (HUD) provides three different low-income levels: extremely low, very 
low, and low. Families with incomes that are 30 percent or less of county median family 
income are considered extremely low-income; families with incomes between 30 percent 
and 50 percent of county median family income are classified as very low income, and 
families with incomes of 50 percent to 80 percent of county median family income are 
considered low income (see Table V). It is important to remember that median family 
incomes vary by the number of family members. Given that HUD’s definition applies to 
families, it was difficult to use for census tract analysis because it does not provide 
corresponding individual-level income thresholds.  
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Table XII HUD’s Thresholds for Low-Income Families  
Cuyahoga County, Ohio 
Median  
Income 
FY 2010 Income  
Limit Category 
Income by Number of Family Members 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
$64,800  
Very Low (50%)  
Income Limits 
$22,700  $25,950  $29,200  $32,400  $35,000  $37,600  $40,200  $42,800  
Extremely Low 
(30%)  
Income Limits 
$13,650  $15,600  $17,550  $19,450  $21,050  $22,600  $24,150  $25,700  
Low (80%)  
Income Limits 
$36,300  $41,500  $46,700  $51,850  $56,000  $60,150  $64,300  $68,450  
Source: HUD (http://www.huduser.gov/portal/datasets/il/il2010/2010summary.odn) 
 
3.4.4. Thresholds of Low-, Middle-, and Upper-Income Class 
Many previous studies have defined and determined thresholds for low- and 
middle-income populations through their methods. Often, the purpose of the study and 
the unit of analysis, whether a nation, state, county, city, or census tract, have been central 
to defining low- and middle-income populations. Although these varied approaches make 
it difficult to find a universally accepted definition, they provide insight regarding 
understanding income level classifications.   
Adding to the definitional challenges, classifications based on MSAs’ median 
family income (MFI) levels may be made at the family level. For this dissertation, 
income classifications have been made based on MSAs’ MFI at the census tract level, 
using thresholds for low, middle and upper incomes provided by the Federal Financial 
Institutions Examination Council (FFIEC) (see Table VIIII).  
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Table XIII FFIEC Income Level Classification for 2000 and 2010 
Census Tract Income Level - This corresponds to tract classifications as defined by the HMDA and CRA regulations. 
This field is based on the Tract Median Family Income %: 
If the Median Family Income % is < 50%, then the Income Level is Low. 
If the Median Family Income % is >= 50% and < 80%, then the Income Level is Moderate. 
If the Median Family Income % is >= 80% and < 120%, then the Income Level is Middle. 
If the Median Family Income % is >=120%, then the Income Level is Upper. 
If the Median Family Income % is 0%, then the Income Level is Not Known. 
Note: CRA is Community Reinvestment Act and HMDA is Home Mortgage Disclosure Act 
Source: www.ffiec.gov/census/htm/2000 and 2010 CensusInfoSheet.htm/ 
 
Even though this classification provides the calculation rule based on census tract 
MFI, this dissertation applies the classification rule to the study MSAs’ MFI. This is 
because MSAs reflect “a high degree of social and economic integration with the urban 
core” (www.census.gov/population/metro/, 2016). Therefore, each census tract in the 12 
MSA study areas has been classified as low or middle income based on each MSA’s MFI 
level during the period of interest. All tracts located in the same MSA share their MSA’s 
MFI, but the aggregated low- and middle-income family populations vary in each tract.  
This dissertation gathers data on low-income family population to measure 
displacement. The low-income family population is defined as all families whose income 
is less than 50% of their MSA’s annual MFI in each tract. Each census tract’s share of the 
middle-income population is also collected to measure the relative change in low-income 
population. The middle-income populations are defined as all families with incomes 
greater than or equal to 80% but less than 120% of their MSAs' annual MFI. The FFIEC 
moderate income category is discussed below. The income group population earning 
more than 50 % and 80% are the moderate-income group. They have been excluded when 
measuring the low-income and middle-income (including upper-middle-income 
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population). The following section explains why they have been disregarded.  
 
3.4.5. Measuring the Low- and Middle-Income Class 
Although the FFIEC sorts median family incomes into four categories – low, 
moderate, middle, and upper – this dissertation uses only two classifications – low and 
middle. Families with incomes greater than or equal to 80% but less than 120% of their 
MSA's annual MFI is classified as middle-income class. However, this dissertation 
includes upper class (greater than or equal to 120% of the MSA’s MFI) population into 
the middle-income family calculation because the meaning of gentrifiers already includes 
both the middle and the upper income class (see Table XIV). The FFIEC divides income 
groups into middle and upper-income categories, but for the purposes of this research, the 
two categories have been combined into one middle and upper-income category 
consisting of families with incomes greater than or equal to 80% of their MSA’s annual 
MFI. 
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Table XIV Example of Family Income Data Structure 
No 
Tract (2000) 
Number of Families 
Census Tract Family Income 
Tract (2010) 
Number of Families 
1 161 Families with less than $10,000 income previous year 47 
2 90 Families with $10,000-$14,999 income previous year 26 
3 53 Families with $15,000-$19,999 income previous year 33 
4 38 Families with $20,000-$24,999 income previous year 49 
5 49 Families with $25,000-$29,999 income previous year 26 
6 58 Families with $30,000-$34,999 income previous year 14 
7 33 Families with $35,000-$39,999 income previous year 26 
8 14 Families with $40,000-$44,999 income previous year 22 
9 23 Families with $45,000-$49,999 income previous year 28 
10 47 Families with $50,000-$59,999 income previous year 21 
11 22 Families with $60,000-$74,999 income previous year 15 
12 19 Families with $75,000-$99,999 income previous year 11 
13 10 Families with $100,000-$124,999 income previous year 22 
14 14 Families with $125,000-$149,999 income previous year 5 
15 0 Families with $150,000-$199,999 income previous year 0 
16 0 Families with $200,000+ income previous year 0 
 
Table VII provides an example of how income levels were calculated. The fact that 
family income data are reported at the census tract level in 16 strata, as shown in Table 
VIII, presented a challenge because thresholds would not always align with the income 
stratifications, and the moderate income level (greater than or equal to 50% but less than 
80% of MSA family income) is ambiguous to classify as low or middle income. These 
challenges are addressed in Table IX. 
Table XV Example of Threshold and Family Income Classification 
Class 
Level 
2000 MSA Median Family Income (MFI) = $45,000 
2010 MSA Median Family Income (MFI) = 
$60,000 
Low < 50% of MFI= $22,500 < 50% of MFI $30,000 
Moderate >=50% < 80% of MFI $22,500~$36,000 >= 50% < 80% of MFI $30,000~$48,000 
Middle >= 80% < 120% of MFI $36,000~$54,000 >= 80% < 120% of MFI $48,000~$72,000 
Upper  >= 120% of MFI >= $54,000 >= 120% of MFI >=$72,000 
 
3.4.6. Limits on Calculation 
Table XI provides the distribution of families for each income level. However, 
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calculating the exact number of the low- and middle-income family population (including 
upper-middle-income) presented a number of challenges.  
 
Table XVI Defining Low and Middle-Income Populations 
No 
2000  2010 
Income Level 
Total 
Family 
Tract 
Family 
Census Tract Family Income 
Tract 
Family 
Total 
Famil
y 
Income 
Level 
1 < 50% of MFI 
Low Income 
Class 
304 
161 Families with less than $10,000  47 
181 
< 50% of 
MFI  
Low-Income 
Class 
2 90 Families with $10,000-$14,999  26 
3 53 Families with $15,000-$19,999  33 
4 
Moderate 
Section 
178 
38 Families with $20,000-$24,999  49 
5 49 Families with $25,000-$29,999  26 
6 58 Families with $30,000-$34,999  14 
90 
Moderate 
Section 
7 33 Families with $35,000-$39,999  26 
8 
>= 80% of 
MFI Middle-
Income Class 
(including 
upper class) 
149 
14 Families with $40,000-$44,999  22 
9 23 Families with $45,000-$49,999  28 
10 47 Families with $50,000-$59,999  21 
74 
>= 80% of 
MFI 
 Middle-
Income 
Class 
(including 
upper class) 
11 22 Families with $60,000-$74,999  15 
12 19 Families with $75,000-$99,999  11 
13 10 Families with $100,000-$124,999  22 
14 14 Families with $125,000-$149,999  5 
15 0 Families with $150,000-$199,999  0 
16 0 Families with $200,000+  0 
 
 
For example, if an MSA’s median family income was $45,000, the threshold for the 
low-income family in a tract was less than $22,500 (less than 50% of the MSA’s MFI). 
Therefore, families earning less than $22,500 per year were classified as low-income 
families. The middle-income threshold was $36,000 or more (>=80% of the MSA’s MFI). 
Families earning at least $36,000 per year were classified as middle-income families.  
However, when the calculated low and middle-income thresholds were applied to 
the income stratifications, the thresholds did not neatly align the stratifications. For 
instance, a low-income family threshold of $22,500 fell in the income stratification 
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category of $20,000~$24,999, making it impossible to identify the families earning less 
than $22,500 per year among the 38 families grouped into that category.  
Therefore, this dissertation excluded the 38 families in the $20,000~$24,999 
income stratification when aggregating the total low-income family population of the 
tract in the example. As a result, the total number of low-income families counted in the 
example provided would be 304. A similar misalignment occurred when calculating the 
total number of middle-income families; as such, the 33 families whose 2000 incomes 
fell into the stratification that encompassed the middle-income threshold ($36,000) were 
also excluded in aggregating the total number of middle-income families. However, they 
were assigned to the next highest income category. 
 
3.4.7. Neighborhood Transformation Index 
This dissertation creates two different indexes: a neighborhood transformation 
index (NTI) and a displacement index (DI). These indexes are used to identify gentrified 
census tracts. Therefore, the gentrification index is composed of the NTI and DI. Table 
XI presents the indicators used in building NTI for this analysis. Variables in the index 
included the foreign-born population; married couples without children; the young adult 
population; employment in professional, scientific, and cultural occupations; educational 
attainment; and homeownership, among others. It is important to note that no measures of 
displacement were included in the NTI, as seen in some other studies, because this 
research uses a separate DI as a second screen for gentrification.  
 
 
Table XVII Indicators Used in Neighborhood Transformation Index 
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No INDICATORS (2000 & 2010) ABBR 
1 Foreign-born population FORBP 
2 Unmarried male & male/ female & female couples (gay & lesbian couples) GALEP 
3 Married-couple families without own children under 18 years old MCWNC 
4 Total population 20~44 years old TPOP2044 
5 
Persons 16+ years old employed in arts, design, entertainment, sports, and media occupations 
Persons 16+ years old employed in management occupations 
Persons 16+ years old employed in professional and technical occupations 
Persons 16+ years old employed in education, training, and library occupations 
Persons 16+ years old employed in arts, entertainment, and recreation 
Persons 16+ years old employed in educational services 
Persons 16+ years old employed in professional, scientific, and technical services 
Persons 16+ years old employed in the information industry 
GNTOCC 
6 Middle-income (including upper-income) family population  MIDPOP 
7 Persons 25+ years old who have a bachelor’s or graduate/professional degree EDU 
8 Median family income, previous year ($) MFI 
9 The median value of owner- occupied housing units MHV 
10 Median gross rent of renter- occupied housing units paying cash rent ($) MGR 
11 Median selected monthly. owner costs for owner- occupied housing units with a mortgage ($) MCSMORT 
12 Total renter-occupied housing units   OWNOCC 
13 Total owner-occupied housing units RNTOCC 
14 
Owner-occ. housing units with a mortgage whose mo. owner costs are $2,000-$2,499 
Owner-occ. housing units with a mortgage whose mo. owner costs are $2,500-$2,999  
Owner-occ. housing units with a mortgage whose mo. owner costs are $3,000+ 
MR3000 
15 
Renter-occ. housing units paying gross cash rent of $1,000-$1,249 
Renter-occ. housing units paying gross cash rent of $1,250-$1,499 
Renter-occ. housing units paying gross cash rent of $1,500-$1,999 
Renter-occ. housing units paying gross cash rent of $2,000+ 
GR2000 
 
 
Table XIII presents the justification for the included indicators. Most indicators 
employed in this dissertation are frequently used variables in gentrification studies. They 
are commonly used to represent the socioeconomic status of neighborhoods and have 
been used to determine whether neighborhoods have been gentrified. Therefore, this 
dissertation chose to employ the same or similar indicators as seen in previous 
gentrification studies. 
 
Table XVIII Variable Justification 
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No ABBR Justification 
1 FORBP 
A young population (without children), professionals, middle-class, and college degree 
holders are the same cohort, group. They are the most common indicators used in 
gentrification studies, and most previous studies have identified gentrified 
neighborhoods through these indicators. Due to globalization, the foreign-born labor 
force has been considered an important source of gentrification.  
 
Ley (1978, 1980, 1981, & 1996) argued that these populations were gentrifiers. Florida 
(2002) argued that the “creative class” were gentrifiers. The creative class is called 
Bobos (bourgeois + bohemian). Brooks (2000) argued that Bobos were highly cultured 
and well-educated people. 
2 GALEP 
3 MCWNC 
4 TPOP2044 
5 GNTOCC 
6 MIDPOP 
7 EDU 
8 MFI 
9 MHV 
Actual dollar value in terms of income, home value, and rent are important indicators 
representing the economic condition of certain areas or neighborhoods. They are also 
very common indicators identifying circumstances of gentrified neighborhoods. For 
example, “rent-gap theory” (Smith 1979) explains these indicators of the gentrification 
process. 
 
Measuring total renter and owner-occupied housing units between 2000 and 2010 
captures changes in residential patterns.  
 
10 MGR 
11 MCSMORT 
12 RNTOCC 
13 OWNOCC 
14 MR3000 
15 GR2000 
 
Formula 1 represents a calculation of the socioeconomic status change (X) and the 
standardization of the change X. This formula is a z-score. Z-score indicates the location 
of the indicator's value within the standard deviation of its group and has no dimension. 
Z-score is also called the standardization score. Therefore, it enables the indicators to be 
compared or aggregated even though they have different units of measurement. 
 
𝒁 =
   (𝑿 – 𝝁) 
𝝈 
  ∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙ Formula 1 
Where: 
X = Variable A (2010) - Variable A (2000), (X = Changes) 
𝜇 = 𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑋 
𝜎 = 𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑑 𝑑𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 
 
Table XIX summarizes the process in creating the NTI. Because several 
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transformations or manipulations of data may induce distorted results, only three steps 
were used to create the NTI. The first step involved standardizing the calculated changes 
of neighborhood indicators. Formula 1 is the first step to building the NTI. The z-scores 
of the calculated changes for all 15 indicators were aggregated in the second step (see 
Formula 2 below).  
 
𝑍 𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟1 +  𝑍 𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟2 + 𝑍 𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟3 … … … . 𝑍 𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟15
= 𝑆𝑢𝑚 𝑜𝑓 𝑍 𝑆𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑜𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑐 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑛 𝑎 𝐶𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑠 𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡 … … … Formula 2 
 
The third step employed the Jenks Optimization Method (JOM) as the classification 
method. Commonly called the “Jenks natural breaks” classification method, JOM is a 
data-clustering methodology that can determine the optimized arrangement of data value 
into different classes. JOM searches for ways to minimize each class’s average deviation 
from the mean while maximizing each class’s deviation from the means of the other 
groups. JOM looks to reduce the variance within classes and maximize the variance 
between classes (Jenks, 1967; McMaster, 1997).  
A method of manual data classification that seeks to partition data into classes 
based on natural groups in the data distribution. Natural breaks occur in the 
histogram at the low points of valleys. Breaks are assigned in the order of the size 
of the valleys, with the largest valley being assigned the first natural break 
(Retrieved from Esri, GIS Dictionary, http://support.esri.com). 
The Jenks optimization method is also known as the goodness of variance fit 
(GVF). It is used to minimize the squared deviations of the class means. 
Optimization is achieved when the quantity GVF is maximized (Retrieved from 
http://support.esri.com). 
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The Jenks natural breaks classification method, also called the Jenks optimization 
method, is a data classification method designed to determine the best 
arrangement of values into different classes. This is done by seeking to minimize 
each class's average deviation from the class mean, while maximizing each class's 
deviation from the means of the other groups (Chen et al., 2013, p.1). 
 
The z-scores for the 15 aggregated variables were clustered into four groups using 
the Jenks Natural Break function in ArcMap (see Table 19) and then assigned a score 
from -2 to 2. Census tracts with a score of 2 were categorized as highly transformed; 
census tracts with a score of 1 were categorized as somewhat positively transformed; 
census tracts with a score of -1 were categorized as somewhat negatively transformed, 
and census tracts with a score of -2 were categorized as highly negatively transformed, 
indicating they had undergone severe decline in neighborhood indicators of 
transformation. Despite their high score on the NTI, census tracts that have been highly 
positively transformed are not necessarily classified as gentrified in the context of this 
research. The NTI alone could be misleading because neighborhoods may display 
transformations associated with gentrification without being gentrified. To avoid such a 
classification error, a two-stage process was used to determine whether neighborhoods 
were gentrified. The second stage involved the creation of a displacement index (DI). 
Only census tracts with high scores on the DI as well as the NTI were classified as a 
gentrified neighborhood. This method of using both the NTI and DI allowed for 
identifying neighborhoods that best fit the transformation and displacement associated 
with gentrification. 
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Table XIX Procedure of Creating NTI (for Each MSA) 
Step 1 Calculating and Standardizing the Changes  
15 Employed Variables 
Between 2000-2010 
Step 2 
Aggregating the Calculated and Standardized Changes 
All 15 Variables 
Z Indicator1+Z Indicator2+……..….Z Indicator15 
Step 3 Classifying Sum of 15 Z scores through Jenks Natural Break   
Natural Break 
Classification 
2 
1 
-1 
-2 
Track Statue  Score 
NTI 
The highly positively transformed (+) neighborhood attributes  2 
Somewhat positively transformed (+) neighborhood attributes 1 
Somewhat negatively transformed (-) neighborhood attributes -1 
Highly negatively transformed (-) neighborhood attributes -2 
 Highly positively transformed (+) neighborhood attributes: This group consists of census tracts 
exhibiting the greatest increase in the transformation variables from 2000 to 2010. 
 Somewhat positively transformed (+) neighborhood attributes: This group consists of census tracts 
showing positive transformation from 2000 to 2010 but less than what was seen among the highly 
positively transformed neighborhoods. 
 Somewhat negatively transformed (-) neighborhood attributes: This group consists of census tracts 
showing negative transformation from 2000 to 2010 but less than what was seen among the highly 
negatively transformed neighborhoods.  
 Highly negatively transformed (-) neighborhood attributes: This group consists of census tracts 
exhibiting the greatest decrease in the transformation variables from 2000 to 2010.  
 
 
3.4.8. Displacement Index 
Glass (1964), Ley (1980 & 1981), and Smith (1979) all suggested specific 
indicators that induced and explained displacement. Even though their ideological 
perspectives differed, all three researchers identified specific indicators and social 
circumstances to explain displacement. Moreover, the literature indicates displacement to 
be a necessary condition of gentrification. As such, signs of displacement would be 
assumed to accompany neighborhood transformation indicators.  
With that theoretical connection in mind, this research presents a simple way of 
identifying gentrified areas, requiring no complicated statistical method or mathematical 
calculation. A Displacement Index (DI) was developed to identify whether census tracts 
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experienced severe decline in low-income population. Used in conjunction with the NTI, 
the DI provides a reasonable method for identifying gentrified neighborhoods and 
avoiding misclassification. A census tract showing signs of NTI (scoring high on the NTI) 
would only be deemed gentrified if it simultaneously showed a substantial decline in low-
income population (scored high on the DI). In other words, even if the transformation 
indicators are representing gentrification, displacement must also be evident. 
Certainly, other researchers have attempted to explore displacement. Freeman and 
Braconi (2004) and Freeman (2005), for example, employed longitudinal survey or panel 
datasets and measured residential mobility among disadvantaged households. However, 
since the U.S. Census does not provide individual-level information, it is not possible to 
measure whether poverty-level or low-income individuals are moving in and out of 
potentially gentrified areas.  
Instead of measuring individual mobility, this dissertation employs an alternative 
indicator, family income for 2000 and 2010, to assess displacement in census tracts (see 
Table XIII). Certainly, census tract data are less accurate than individual-level data. 
Nevertheless, census tract data have the advantage of allowing analysis of and 
comparison across larger areas, as with the 12 MSAs examined for this research.  
 
Table XX Example of Measuring the Low-Income Family 
2000 
Census Tract Family Income 
2010 
Income Level 
Total 
Family 
Tract 
Family 
Tract 
Family 
Total 
Family 
Income Level 
< 50% of 
MFI Low 
Income Class 
304 
161 Families with less than $10,000  47 
181 
< 50% of 
MFI Low 
Income Class 
90 Families with $10,000-$14,999  26 
53 Families with $15,000-$19,999  33 
  
Families with $20,000-$24,999  49 
Families with $25,000-$29,999  26 
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To aggregate the low-income family population in each census tract, the FFIEC’s 
income threshold for 2000 and 2010 was used to classify census tract family income. For 
example, all families with incomes falling below the FFIEC’s low-income threshold in 
2000 and 2010 were aggregated to represent the census tract's total share of low-income 
families. This then allowed for calculating how the low-income population in each census 
tract changed over the 10-year period.  
Table XIVI, below, presents the procedure for creating the Displacement Index. 
Census tracts that saw an increase in low-income family population from 2000 to 2010 
would not be considered gentrified because gentrification requires an inverse relationship 
between displacement and neighborhood transformation – decrease in low-income 
families as gentrification indicators increase. In other words, when a neighborhood 
gentrifies, census tract data would show a decrease in low-income family population.  
Therefore, after calculating the change in low-income family population from 2000 
to 2010, the census tracts were classified using the natural breaks method. In the 
Displacement Index, census tracts with a score of -2 were categorized as highly increased 
low-income family population. Census tracts with a score of -1 were categorized as 
somewhat increased low-income family population. Census tracts with a score of 1 were 
categorized as somewhat decreased low-income family population. Census tracts with a 
score of 2 were categorized as highly decreased low-income family population.  
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Table XXI Procedure for Creating the Displacement Index (for Each MSA) 
Step 1 Calculating and standardizing changes in low-income family  The Low-Income Family 
Step 2 
Classifying z-scores of census tracts’ low-income family through 
Natural Break method   
Natural Break Classification 
2 
1 
-1 
-2 
Tract Status DI Score 
DI 
Highly decreased (-) low-income family population 2 
Somewhat decreased (-) low-income family population 1 
Somewhat increased (+) low-income family population -1 
Highly increased (+) low-income family population -2 
 Highly decreased (-) low-income family population: This group consists of census tracts that saw 
substantial loss of low-income family population from 2000 to 2010. In other words, they saw a high level 
of displacement. 
 Somewhat decreased (-) low-income family population: This group consists of census tracts that saw 
some decline in low-income family population from 2000 to 2010. In other words, the neighborhood has 
experienced some low-income family displacement or the process may be ongoing. 
 Somewhat increased (+) low-income family population: This group consists of census tracts that 
experienced a gradual increase in low-income family population from 2000 to 2010. In other words, no 
low-income displacement. 
 Highly increased (+) low-income family population: This group consists of census tracts that 
experienced the highest increase in low-income family population. 
 
3.4.9. Gentrification Index 
As discussed earlier, based on gentrification theories, gentrified neighborhoods 
display an inverse relationship between neighborhood transformation indicators and low-
income class migration. This means that a neighborhood experiencing an increase in the 
transformation indicators and a decrease in low-income population at the same time 
would be considered gentrified. Table XVI presents the inverse relation between NTI and 
DI used to sort census tracts and identify gentrified neighborhoods.  
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Table XXII The Inverse Relationship between NTI and DI 
NTI NTI ←  Jenks Natural Break  → DI DI 
GI  
Classification (Sum of DI & 
NTI) 
2 
The highly transformed (+) 
neighborhood attributes 
The highly decreased (-) 
the low-income family 
2 From 3 to 4 Gentrified 
1 
Somewhat positively 
transformed (+) 
neighborhood attributes 
Somewhat decreased (-) 
the low-income family 
1 2 
Somewhat 
Gentrified 
-1 
Somewhat negatively 
transformed (-) 
neighborhood attributes 
Somewhat increased (+) 
the low-income family 
-1 
From 1 to -4 
No 
Gentrification 
-2 
The highly transformed (-) 
neighborhood attributes 
The highly increased (+) 
the low-income family 
-2 
 Gentrified: “Gentrified”: Census tracts in this group satisfied the inverse relationship between increased 
neighborhood transformation indicators and decreased low-income family population. 
 Somewhat Gentrified: “Somewhat Gentrified”: Census tracts in this group reveal a limited amount of 
displacement and suggest either an area that has already gentrified or one where gentrification is in 
process. 
 No Gentrification: “No Gentrification”: Census tracts in this group that did not satisfy the inverse 
relationship between neighborhood transformation and low-income family population loss. In other words, 
the neighborhood may be improving but low-income 
 
As explained in the NTI and DI sections, census tracts were assigned scores of 2, 1, 
-1, and -2 for both indices. This scoring scheme enables separating out the two 
component processes of gentrification: 1) transformation and 2) displacement. As can be 
seen in Table XVII, census tracts with a combined NTI and DI score, or Gentrification 
Index score, of 4 and 3 were classified as “gentrified.” Census tracts with a GI score of 2 
were classified as “somewhat gentrified.” Census tracts with GI scores of 1 or lower were 
classified as “no gentrification.” Using positive and negative scores for the NTI and DI 
served to prevent misclassification and distinguish the “somewhat gentrified” census 
tracts. 
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Table XXIII Calculating Gentrification Index Score without Errors 
D
I 
S
co
re
 
DI Description 
N
T
I 
S
co
re
 
NTI Description 
G
I 
S
co
re
 
Classification 
2 
Highly decreased 
(-)  low-income 
family population 
2 Highly positively transformed (+) neighborhoods  4 Gentrified 
1 Somewhat positively transformed (+) neighborhoods  3 Gentrified 
-1 Somewhat negatively transformed (-) neighborhoods  1 No Gentrification 
-2 Highly negatively transformed (-) neighborhoods  0 No Gentrification 
1 
Somewhat 
decreased (-) low-
income family 
population 
2 Highly positively transformed (+) neighborhoods  3 Gentrified 
1 Somewhat positively transformed (+) neighborhoods  2 
Somewhat 
Gentrified 
-1 Somewhat negatively transformed (-) neighborhoods  0 No Gentrification 
-2 Highly negatively transformed (-) neighborhoods  -1 No Gentrification 
-1 
Somewhat 
increased (+) low-
income family 
population 
2 Highly positively transformed (+) neighborhoods  1 No Gentrification 
1 Somewhat positively transformed (+) neighborhoods  0 No Gentrification 
-1 Somewhat negatively transformed (-) neighborhoods  -2 No Gentrification 
-2 Highly negatively transformed (-) neighborhoods  -3 No Gentrification 
-2 
Highly increased 
(+)low-income 
family population 
2 Highly positively transformed (+) neighborhoods  0 No Gentrification 
1 Somewhat positively transformed (+) neighborhoods  -1 No Gentrification 
-1 Somewhat negatively transformed (-) neighborhoods  -3 No Gentrification 
-2 Highly negatively transformed (-) neighborhoods  -4 No Gentrification 
 
 
3.5. Uses of the Gentrification Index 
This dissertation uses the gentrification index in three ways: 1) extracting gentrified 
census tracts among urban areas located in 12 MSAs, 2) using extracted gentrified census 
tracts to investigate conventional gentrification theories within the context of regional 
characteristics, and 3) rethinking population dynamics in gentrified neighborhoods.   
One way in which this dissertation adds to previous research is that the 
gentrification index was not created based on particular areas or neighborhoods already 
associated with gentrification. Another contribution is that this dissertation employs 
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“low-income family” to measure the displacement of residents. Most gentrification 
studies are case studies and select areas for analysis that are already considered gentrified 
neighborhoods. This means that the studies assume displacement to be a phenomenon 
that has already happened rather than a subject to measure. Therefore, in this research, all 
measured displacement and gentrification indicators are used for extracting gentrified 
census tracts, not by comparison, but by the score of indicators.  
 
3.6. The Result of NTI and DI 
Table XXIV presents the distribution of NTI accros MSAs. Among the 7,969 
census tracts in the ECT hub MSAs, only 188, or 2.4%, had experienced high 
neighborhood transformation over the study period. Among the 4,834 census tracts in the 
RLS MSAs, only 143, or 3.0%, had experienced high neighborhood transformation. 
Among the 12,803 total census tracts, only 331, 2.6%, had experienced the highest 
neighborhood transformation.  
 
Table XXIV Results of NTI by MSA types 
MSAs 
Highly negatively 
transformed (-)  
neighborhoods  
Somewhat 
negatively 
transformed (-) 
neighborhoods  
Somewhat 
positively 
transformed (+) 
neighborhoods  
Highly 
positively 
transformed (+) 
neighborhoods  
Total % 
-2 % -1 % 1 % 2 % 
ECT 2,327 29.2% 4,325 54.3% 1,129 14.2% 188 2.4% 7,969 62.2% 
RLS 1,743 36.1% 2,232 46.2% 716 14.8% 143 3.0% 4,834 37.8% 
Total 4,070 31.8% 6,557 51.2% 1,845 14.4% 331 2.6% 12,803 100.0% 
 
Table XVII presents the distribution of the DI across ECT and RLS MSAs. Among 
the 7,969 census tracts in the ECT hub MSAs, 867, or 10.9%, had undergone substantial 
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loss of low-income population. Among the 4,834 census tracts in the RLS MSAs, 536, or 
11.1%, had undergone substantial loss of low-income population. Among the 12,803 total 
census tracts, 1,403, or 11.0%, had undergone substantial loss of low-income family.    
Overall, more urban neighborhoods had experienced the low-income family 
displacement than positive neighborhood transformation. This means the share of census 
tracts experiencing low-income population decline is larger than the share of census tracts 
experiencing increases in the neighborhood transformation indicators. However, the NTI 
did not investigate whether the census tracts were gentrified. Instead, the NTI indicates 
which census tracts are undergoing a range of changes within the employed indicators. 
Yet, the NTI does indicate which census tracts are more likely to be gentrified. In other 
words, highly positively transformed census tracts have a much higher possibility to be 
gentrified than somewhat positively and non-transformed census tracts if the 
displacement index shows high displacement. Therefore, the 331 highly transformed 
census tracts are the most likely to reveal gentrification, and the 1,845 somewhat 
positively transformed census tracts are the next most likely locations to see 
gentrification.  
Table XXV Displacement Index Results by MSA Type 
MSAs  
Highly 
increased (+) 
low-income 
family 
Somewhat 
increased (+) low-
income family 
Somewhat 
decreased (-) low-
income family 
Highly decreased 
(-) low-income 
family 
Total % 
-2 % -1 % 1 % 2 % 
ECT 561 7.0% 2,896 36.3% 3,645 45.7% 867 10.9% 7,969 62.2% 
RLS 366 7.6% 1,679 34.7% 2,253 46.6% 536 11.1% 4,834 37.8% 
Total 927 7.2% 4,575 35.7% 5,898 46.1% 1,403 11.0% 12,803 100.0% 
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Table XVIIII presents the results of using both the neighborhood transformation 
index and the displacement index to sort the study MSAs. Of the six ECT hub MSAs, 
Charlotte-Gastonia-Rock Hill, NC-SC, urbanized area (UA) had the highest share of 
highly positively transformed census tracts (5.2%). Meanwhile, this area experienced a 
9.4 percentage point decrease in the share of the low-income population. The other five 
ECT hub areas had a relatively similar share of census tracts in the category representing 
the most improvement in neighborhood attributes: Austin-Round Rock-San Marcos, TX 
Metro Area (2.9%), Boston-Cambridge-Quincy, MA-NH Metro Area (2.1%), New York-
Northern New Jersey-Long Island, NY-NJ-PA Metro Area (2.0%), San Francisco-
Oakland-Fremont, CA Metro Area (2.4%) and Seattle-Tacoma-Bellevue, WA Metro Area 
(2.9%).  
Among the ECT tech hubs, New York recorded the highest share of census tracts in 
the displacement category indicating the largest loss of low-income family populations 
(12.1%). Austin had the second-highest share of census tracts in that substantial low-
income decline category (10.8%). The remaining ECT tech hubs had between 8.8% and 
9.6% of census tracts in that high-displacement category.  
Among the RLS MSAs, all six had a relatively similar share of census tracts in the 
NTI category indicating highly positive neighborhood transformation between 2000 and 
2010. The Flint, MI Metro Area had the most such census tracts (3.5%), but the other five 
RLS MSAs had between 2.8% and 3.2% of their census tracts exhibiting a relatively high 
level of neighborhood improvement. 
Among the six RLS MSAs, the Flint, MI Metro Area also had the largest share of 
census tracts in the DI category indicating the greatest loss of low-income family 
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population (15.7%). The Pittsburgh, PA Metro Area had the second-highest share of 
census tracts (13.1%) in that DI category. The Cleveland-Elyria-Mentor, OH Metro Area 
had 11.4% of its census tracts (71 of 625) and the Detroit-Warren-Livonia, MI Metro 
Area had 11.3% (143 of 1,270 census tracts) in the category indicating the greatest level 
of low-income displacement. The Baltimore-Towson, MD Metro Area had 10.8% and the 
Philadelphia-Camden-Wilmington, PA-NJ-DE-MD Metro Area had 9.6% of its census 
tracts in the DI category. 
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Table XXVI Results of NTI and DI by Each MSA 
MSAs 
Neighborhood Transformation Index 
Total % 
-2 % -1 % 1 % 2 % 
E
C
T
 
Austin-Round Rock-San Marcos, TX Metro Area 148 43.3% 115 33.6% 69 20.2% 10 2.9% 342 4.3% 
Boston-Cambridge-Quincy, MA-NH Metro Area 282 27.4% 563 54.6% 164 15.9% 22 2.1% 1,031 12.9% 
Charlotte-Gastonia-Rock Hill, NC-SC Metro Area 191 44.9% 129 30.4% 83 19.5% 22 5.2% 425 5.3% 
New York-Northern New Jersey-Long Island, NY-NJ-PA Metro Area 1,193 26.6% 2,618 58.4% 579 12.9% 90 2.0% 4,480 56.2% 
San Francisco-Oakland-Fremont, CA Metro Area 247 25.3% 589 60.3% 117 12.0% 23 2.4% 976 12.2% 
Seattle-Tacoma-Bellevue, WA Metro Area 266 37.2% 311 43.5% 117 16.4% 21 2.9% 715 9.0% 
ECT Total 2,327 29.2% 4,325 54.3% 1,129 14.2% 188 2.4% 7,969 100.0% 
R
L
S
 
Baltimore-Towson, MD Metro Area 274 41.0% 252 37.7% 124 18.5% 19 2.8% 669 13.8% 
Cleveland-Elyria-Mentor, OH Metro Area 230 36.8% 288 46.1% 86 13.8% 21 3.4% 625 12.9% 
Detroit-Warren-Livonia, MI Metro Area 432 34.0% 636 50.1% 171 13.5% 31 2.4% 1,270 26.3% 
Flint, MI Metro Area 53 46.1% 39 33.9% 19 16.5% 4 3.5% 115 2.4% 
Philadelphia-Camden-Wilmington, PA-NJ-DE-MD Metro Area 531 36.0% 682 46.3% 215 14.6% 46 3.1% 1,474 30.5% 
Pittsburgh, PA Metro Area 223 32.7% 335 49.2% 101 14.8% 22 3.2% 681 14.1% 
RLS Total 1,743 36.1% 2,232 46.2% 716 14.8% 143 3.0% 4,834 100.0% 
MSAs 
Displacement Index 
Total % 
-2 % -1 % 1 % 2 % 
E
C
T
 
Austin-Round Rock-San Marcos, TX Metro Area 38 11.1% 83 24.3% 184 53.8% 37 10.8% 342 4.3% 
Boston-Cambridge-Quincy, MA-NH Metro Area 73 7.1% 339 32.9% 527 51.1% 92 8.9% 1,031 12.9% 
Charlotte-Gastonia-Rock Hill, NC-SC Metro Area 43 10.1% 119 28.0% 223 52.5% 40 9.4% 425 5.3% 
New York-Northern New Jersey-Long Island, NY-NJ-PA Metro Area 273 6.1% 1,823 40.7% 1,843 41.1% 541 12.1% 4,480 56.2% 
San Francisco-Oakland-Fremont, CA Metro Area 84 8.6% 294 30.1% 504 51.6% 94 9.6% 976 12.2% 
Seattle-Tacoma-Bellevue, WA Metro Area 50 7.0% 238 33.3% 364 50.9% 63 8.8% 715 9.0% 
ECT Total 561 7.0% 2,896 36.3% 3,645 45.7% 867 10.9% 7,969 100.0% 
R
L
S
 
Baltimore-Towson, MD Metro Area 40 6.0% 249 37.2% 307 45.9% 73 10.9% 669 13.8% 
Cleveland-Elyria-Mentor, OH Metro Area 49 7.8% 237 37.9% 268 42.9% 71 11.4% 625 12.9% 
Detroit-Warren-Livonia, MI Metro Area 90 7.1% 464 36.5% 573 45.1% 143 11.3% 1,270 26.3% 
Flint, MI Metro Area 4 3.5% 51 44.3% 42 36.5% 18 15.7% 115 2.4% 
Philadelphia-Camden-Wilmington, PA-NJ-DE-MD Metro Area 114 7.7% 469 31.8% 749 50.8% 142 9.6% 1,474 30.5% 
Pittsburgh, PA Metro Area 69 10.1% 209 30.7% 314 46.1% 89 13.1% 681 14.1% 
RLS Total 366 7.6% 1,679 34.7% 2,253 46.6% 536 11.1% 4,834 100.0% 
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Overall, the share of census tracts in the greatest displacement category was 
relatively similar for the two groups, ECT MSAs having 10.9% compared to 11.1% for 
RLS MSAs. The overall share of census tracts experiencing highly positive neighborhood 
transformation was also similar for the two groups, with 2.4% of ECT MSAs compared 
to 3.0% of RLS MSAs. In other words, the two distinct groups of MSAs did not show a 
large gap in neighborhood transformation and low-income displacement. 
Once again, it is important to emphasize that scoring a 2 on the NTI or DI does not 
mean the census tracts are gentrified. Superficially, 188 census tracts in the ECT MSAs 
and 143 census tracts in the RLS MSAs have experienced the highest improvement 
regarding socioeconomic indicators, and 867 census tracts in the ECT MSAs and 536 
census tracts in the RLS MSAs have experienced the greatest low-income family 
displacement. 
However, it cannot be affirmed that all of these tracts have gentrified, even though 
some have satisfied the necessary condition of improving socioeconomic indicators and 
some have satisfied the condition of low-income displacement. Yet, results from the NTI 
or DI alone are not sufficient to establish gentrification. The gentrification index (GI) 
uses both the NTI and DI to identify census tracts where positive neighborhood 
transformation has been accompanied by low-income family displacement.  
 
 
3.7. The Result of Gentrification Index 
Table XIXI presents the results of the gentrification index. Census tracts are 
classified as “no gentrification,” “somewhat gentrified,” or “gentrified” based on 
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aggregating NTI and DI scores. Census tracts with scores between -4 and 1 were assigned 
as “no gentrification.” Among 12,803 census tracts, 11,690 were classified as no 
gentrification. 7,302 census tracts belonging to the urban areas whether among the ECT 
or RLS MSAs, more than 90% of census tracts showed no gentrification.  
The GI classified only 2.1% (167 ECT census tracts and 103 RLS census tracts) as 
“gentrified.” The share of gentrified neighborhoods was similar despite the distinct 
regional contexts. Charlotte had the largest share of gentrified census tracts among the 
ECT MSAs with 3.1%; San Francisco had the least (1.1%). Pittsburgh had the largest 
share of gentrified census tracts among the RLS MSAs, with 3.2%; Flint had no 
gentrified census tracts. 
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Table XXVII Classification of MSA Census Tracts by GI 
MSAs 
Classification 
Total 
N
o
 G
en
tr
if
ic
a
ti
o
n
 
S
o
m
ew
h
a
t 
G
en
tr
if
ie
d
 
G
en
tr
if
ie
d
 
-4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 
E
C
T
 
Austin-Round Rock-San Marcos, TX Metro Area 10 46 23 99 106 21 32 5 - 342 
Boston-Cambridge-Quincy, MA-NH Metro Area 10 130 184 167 385 57 79 19 - 1,031 
Charlotte-Gastonia-Rock Hill, NC-SC Metro Area 14 74 23 106 132 22 41 12 1 425 
New York-Northern New Jersey-Long Island, NY-NJ-PA Metro Area 56 619 1,086 533 1,534 318 228 101 5 4,480 
San Francisco-Oakland-Fremont, CA Metro Area 17 105 185 149 388 63 58 11 - 976 
Seattle-Tacoma-Bellevue, WA Metro Area 17 110 98 141 234 40 62 13 - 715 
ECT Total 124 1,084 1,599 1,195 2,779 521 500 161 6 7,969 
R
L
S
 
Baltimore-Towson, MD Metro Area 14 95 101 142 226 27 48 16 - 669 
Cleveland-Elyria-Mentor, OH Metro Area 23 91 113 95 221 34 38 9 1 625 
Detroit-Warren-Livonia, MI Metro Area 37 184 236 180 458 70 85 20 - 1,270 
Flint, MI Metro Area 1 20 18 22 38 9 7 - - 115 
Philadelphia-Camden-Wilmington, PA-NJ-DE-MD Metro Area 49 217 209 247 532 67 118 32 3 1,474 
Pittsburgh, PA Metro Area 31 87 106 101 243 44 47 19 3 681 
RLS Total 155 694 783 787 1,718 251 343 96 7 4,834 
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Table XXVII Classification of MSA Census Tracts by GI (cont.) 
MSAs N
o
 
G
en
tr
if
ic
a
ti
o
n
 
%
 
S
o
m
ew
h
a
t 
G
en
tr
if
ie
d
 
%
 
 
G
en
tr
if
ie
d
 
%
 
Total % 
E
C
T
 
Austin-Round Rock-San Marcos, TX Metro Area 305 89.2% 32 9.4% 5 1.5% 342 4.3% 
Boston-Cambridge-Quincy, MA-NH Metro Area 933 90.5% 79 7.7% 19 1.8% 1,031 12.9% 
Charlotte-Gastonia-Rock Hill, NC-SC Metro Area 371 87.3% 41 9.6% 13 3.1% 425 5.3% 
New York-Northern New Jersey-Long Island, NY-NJ-PA Metro Area 4,146 92.5% 228 5.1% 106 2.4% 4,480 56.2% 
San Francisco-Oakland-Fremont, CA Metro Area 907 92.9% 58 5.9% 11 1.1% 976 12.2% 
Seattle-Tacoma-Bellevue, WA Metro Area 640 89.5% 62 8.7% 13 1.8% 715 9.0% 
ECT Total 7,302 91.6% 500 6.3% 167 2.1% 7,969 100.0% 
R
L
S
 
Baltimore-Towson, MD Metro Area 605 90.4% 48 7.2% 16 2.4% 669 13.8% 
Cleveland-Elyria-Mentor, OH Metro Area 577 92.3% 38 6.1% 10 1.6% 625 12.9% 
Detroit-Warren-Livonia, MI Metro Area 1,165 91.7% 85 6.7% 20 1.6% 1,270 26.3% 
Flint, MI Metro Area 108 93.9% 7 6.1% - 0.0% 115 2.4% 
Philadelphia-Camden-Wilmington, PA-NJ-DE-MD Metro Area 1,321 89.6% 118 8.0% 35 2.4% 1,474 30.5% 
Pittsburgh, PA Metro Area 612 89.9% 47 6.9% 22 3.2% 681 14.1% 
RLS Total 4,388 90.8% 343 7.1% 103 2.1% 4,834 100.0% 
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Among the 7,969 census tracts of the ECT MSAs, 500, or 6.3%, were determined 
to be “somewhat gentrified.” Of the 4,834 RLS MSA census tracts, 343, or 7.1%, were 
identified as “somewhat gentrified.” Although the aggregating of NTI and DI scores 
suggest that these census tracts may be gentrifying, this dissertation does not assume all 
these census tracts to be gentrified. This is because these census tracts are composed of 
highly and somewhat positively transformed neighborhoods with highly and somewhat 
decreased low-income family populations. Table XXI shows a combination of the 
somewhat positively transformed neighborhood (NTI score: 1) and the somewhat 
decreased low-income family (DI score: 1). The sum of NTI and DI score is 2. In GI, the 
summed score 2 is classified as somewhat gentrified tracts. 
 
Table XXVIII NTI and DI Combinations for Somewhat Gentrified Area 
SCORE NTI DI SCORE 
1 
Somewhat positively transformed (+) 
neighborhoods  
Somewhat decreased (-) low-income family  1 
 
The combination of improved socioeconomic indicators of gentrification and low-
income displacement is the necessary condition of gentrified areas. Therefore, more than 
90% of census tracts in the 12 MSA study areas did not satisfy the necessary condition. 
On the other hand, only about 2% of all census tracts in the study areas demonstrated the 
necessary condition of gentrification. Even though about 6% to 7 % of census tracts in 
the study areas did not fully satisfy the necessary condition of gentrification, these 
“somewhat gentrified” census tracts may indicate the ongoing process of gentrification or 
may indicate a higher possibility for gentrification in the future. 
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Figure 3.  Gentrification map for the Austin-Round Rock-San Marcos, TX Metro Area 
 
Figure 3 shows the location of gentrification for the Austin (the inset box provides 
the entire MSA boundary). This urban area is composed of 342 census tracts. Among 
these census tracts, only five, 1.5%, were identified as gentrified. One census tract is 
located near the city center of Austin, and other gentrified census tracts are located 10 and 
20 miles away from the city center. There are 32 somewhat gentrified census tracts, and 
they are distributed on the southeast, west, and northwest areas. The gentrified census 
tracts are located near the city center and suburbs, but somewhat gentrified census tracts 
are more spread out around the MSA. 
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Figure 4.  Gentrification map of the Boston-Cambridge-Quincy, MA-NH Metro Area 
 
Figure 4 is the gentrification map of the Boston Area. Among 1,031 census tracts, 
only 19 (or 1.5%) were identified as gentrified. A few gentrified census tracts are in the 
outer suburbs. However, most gentrified census tracts are concentrated near the city 
center. Among the ECT MSAs, the Boston MSA shows the highest concentration of 
gentrified census tracts near the city center. Perhaps the many universities and colleges 
located near the city center of Boston are important elements for these gentrified census 
tracts. In terms of the somewhat gentrified census tracts, 79 are located throughout the 
urban area. They are not concentrated in any particular areas but are distributed across the 
entire urban area. 
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Figure 5.  Gentrification map of the Charlotte-Gastonia-Rock Hill, NC-SC Metro Area 
 
Figure 5 is the gentrification map of Charlotte Area. Only 13 census tracts (3.1%) 
were identified as gentrified and 41 census tracts (9.6%) were identified as somewhat 
gentrified. A few gentrified census tracts are near the city center, and the rest are mostly 
located between 10 and 20 miles away from the city center. The Charlotte-Gastonia-Rock 
Hill, NC-SC Metro Area is composed of 342 census tracts, but it has the highest 
proportion of gentrified census tracts. 
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Figure 6.  Gentrification map of the New York-Northern New Jersey-Long Island, NY-NJ-PA Metro Area 
           
Figure 6 is the gentrification map of New York Area. New York Area is the largest 
urban area among all 12 ECT and RLS MSAs. Therefore, this dissertation assumed that 
there would be more gentrified census tracts. However, the proportion of gentrified 
census tracts is not the highest among the ECT and RLS MSAs. Among the New York 
MSA’s 4,480 census tracts, 106 were identified as gentrified and 228 as somewhat 
gentrified. Most gentrified census tracts are concentrated in the areas of Manhattan and 
Brooklyn. Manhattan and Brooklyn are very well-known areas of gentrification in the 
United States. Zukin (1989), Freeman (2006), and many scholars or institutions have 
done much research in identifying the locations of gentrification in these two areas. 
Therefore, the gentrified neighborhoods that most often come to mind are Harlem, lower 
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Manhattan (Soho) or Brooklyn. However, what is most interesting about this map is that 
many gentrified census tracts have also emerged on the north part of Manhattan and the 
east part of Long Island. Also, this map presents many other gentrified areas in New 
Jersey and upper Manhattan.  
 
Figure 7.  Gentrification map of the San Francisco-Oakland-Fremont, CA Metro Area 
 
Figure 7 is the gentrification map of San Francisco Area. There are a few gentrified 
census tracts located in the districts of South of Market, Inner Sunset, Richmond, and 
south Sunset, all within five miles of the city center of San Francisco. Another three 
gentrified census tracts are located in Longfellow, South Berkeley, and near Oakland 
Avenue-Harrison Street, all within five miles of the city center of Oakland. Of the 5.9% 
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(58) of census tracts identified as somewhat gentrified, many are distributed in the inland 
areas and around the Bay areas. 
 
Figure 8.  Gentrification map of the Seattle-Tacoma-Bellevue, WA Metro Area 
 
Figure 8 is the gentrification map of Seattle Area. Among 715 census tracts, 13 
were identified as gentrified. Gentrified census tracts are concentrated near the city center 
of Seattle, or within 10 to 20 miles of the city center. The 62 somewhat gentrified census 
tracts are spread out like a fan shape to the north, south, and west of the city center of 
Seattle.   
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Figure 9.  Gentrification map of the urban area in Baltimore-Towson, MD Metro Area 
 
Figure 9 is the gentrification map of Baltimore Area. Among 699 census tracts, 16 
were identified as gentrified and 48 were identified as somewhat gentrified. The 
interesting feature of this map is the lack of change around of the city center and suburbs. 
A few gentrified and somewhat gentrified census tracts are located within five miles of 
the city center of Baltimore. There is a buffer between five and 10 miles from the city 
center that is almost empty of gentrification. Gentrified and somewhat gentrified census 
tracts reemerge about 10 miles from the city center of Baltimore. 
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Figure 10.  Gentrification map of the Cleveland-Elyria-Mentor, OH Metro Area 
          
Figure 10 is the gentrification map of the Cleveland Area. Among 625 census 
tracts, 10 (1.6%) were identified as gentrified and 38 (6.1%) were identified as somewhat 
gentrified. A few gentrified census tracts are concentrated near the city center of 
Cleveland. There is a large area empty of gentrification between five and 10 miles from 
the city center. Gentrified and somewhat gentrified census tracts reemerge between 10 
and 30 miles of the Cleveland city center. Although a couple of somewhat gentrified 
census tracts are located within 10 miles of the Cleveland city center, the distribution of 
gentrified and somewhat gentrified census tracts looks similar to the pattern seen in the 
Baltimore-Towson, MD Metro Area. Gentrified census tracts are located in downtown 
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Cleveland, Ohio City and Tremont on the city’s West Side, and University Circle on the 
East Side. These neighborhoods are well-known in Cleveland for having experienced no 
demographic changes and physical improvements.  
 
Figure 11.  Gentrification map of the Detroit-Warren-Livonia and Flint, MI Metro Area 
 
Figure 11 is the gentrification map of Detroit Area and Flint Area combined. 
Among the 1,270 census tracts in the Detroit MSA, only 20 were identified as gentrified, 
and 85 were identified as somewhat gentrified. Of the 115 Flint MSA census tracts, none 
were identified as gentrified, and only 7 (6.1%) were identified as somewhat gentrified. A 
few gentrified census tracts are congregated within a 10-mile buffer from the city center 
of Detroit. Gentrified and somewhat gentrified census tracts reappear about 20 miles 
away from the city center. This indicates a lack of change occurring in the areas between 
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10 and 20 miles from Detroit’s city center. The Flint Area shows little sign of potential 
gentrification. The seven census tracts identified as somewhat gentrified are located five 
miles from the city center of Flint. Even though the Flint Area is small, the pattern of 
somewhat gentrified census tracts appearing far from the city center is similar to that seen 
in other RLS MSAs.  
 
Figure 12.  Gentrification map of the Philadelphia-Camden-Wilmington, PA-NJ-DE-MD Metro Area 
 
Figure 12 is the gentrification map of Philadelphia Area. This urban area is the 
largest of the RLS MSAs in terms of size. Among 1,474 census tracts, 35 (2.4%) were 
identified as gentrified, and 118 were categorized as somewhat gentrified. The 
Philadelphia MSA shows almost the same pattern seen in other RLS MSAs, where a few 
gentrified and somewhat gentrified census tracts are located near the city center and other 
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gentrified census tracts re-emerge after about a 10 mile-buffer. Among the somewhat 
gentrified census tracts, a few are located near the city center of Philadelphia, but most 
are distributed between 10 and 40 miles from the city center.  
 
Figure 13.  Gentrification map of the Pittsburgh, PA Metro Area 
        
Figure 13 is the gentrification map of Pittsburgh Area. Among 681 census tracts, 22 
(3.2%) were identified as gentrified and 47 (6.9%) were identified as somewhat 
gentrified. As can be seen on the map, a few gentrified and somewhat gentrified census 
tracts are located near the city center of Pittsburgh. Other gentrified and somewhat 
gentrified census tracts appear between five and 30 miles from the city center. 
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3.8. Summary of the Gentrification Index 
This dissertation has sought to identify gentrified and somewhat gentrified census 
tracts by combining indexes indicating neighborhood transformation and displacement. 
Combining these two indexes aligns with the conceptualization of the gentrification 
process as involving both a decrease in low-income population and an increase in 
socioeconomic indicators associated with gentrification. Conventional gentrification 
theories posit both positive neighborhood transformation and low-income displacement 
occur in concert.  
Therefore, two different types of census tract data in each of the ECT and RLS 
MSAs were investigated. The first investigated which census tracts showed improved 
socioeconomic indicators through the NTI, and the second identified which census tracts 
had experienced severe losses of low-income family populations through the DI. This 
analysis then combined these findings to identify which census tracts experienced both 
improvement in the socioeconomic indicators and decline in low-income populations 
simultaneously.  
As a result, of the 7,969 census tracts in the ECT MSAs, 167 (2.1%) were 
identified as gentrified census tracts (2.1%) and 500 (6.3%) were identified as somewhat 
gentrified. Among the 4,834 census tracts in the RLS MSAs, 103 (2.1%) were identified 
as gentrified and 343 (7.1%) were identified as somewhat gentrified.  
The findings show some interesting distribution patterns of gentrified and 
somewhat gentrified census tracts in the ECT and RLS MSAs. Most gentrified census 
tracts in the ECT MSAs are distributed near the major city centers. However, somewhat 
gentrified census tracts are broadly distributed throughout the urban areas. Even though 
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some gentrified census tracts are also located in suburban or rural areas, the density of 
gentrified census tracts in the ECT MSAs is more concentrated in the center of major 
cities. 
On the other hand, the distribution pattern of gentrified census tracts in the RLS 
MSAs is different from that of the ECT MSAs. A few gentrified census tracts are located 
near the major city centers. Then, usually five to 10 miles from the major city centers, 
there is a ring that shows no sign of gentrification. Gentrified and somewhat gentrified 
census tracts re-emerge 10 miles or more from the major city centers. It seems that the 
RLS MSAs have more suburban and rural gentrification than the ECT MSAs. 
There could be many reasons that the RLS MSAs show different distribution 
patterns of gentrified and somewhat gentrified census tracts than the ECT MSAs. For 
example, urban sprawl and growth, the size of their economy, the effects of a collapsed 
economy, declining manufacturing activities, and occupational changes in RLS MSAs 
might have led to the different distribution pattern of gentrified and somewhat gentrified 
census tracts in RLS MSAs. Even though these phenomena impacted both ECT and RLS 
MSAs, these forces may have had more of an effect on population dynamics of the RLS 
MSAs.  
 
3.9. Discussion 
Gentrification studies follow a typical procedure or pattern of selecting areas for 
study that are already considered as or known as gentrified neighborhoods. These 
neighborhoods are analyzed through various data comparison methods. Therefore, data 
comparison became the most popular method for examining the gentrification process.  
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However, for this dissertation, gentrified census tracts have been extracted based on 
the unique mechanism of gentrification: that the capital investment or gentrifiers cause 
the low-income displacement. This distinct characteristic is what separates gentrification 
from other types of redevelopment or neighborhood improvement. Therefore, this 
dissertation explored gentrification by combining results from two indexes indicating 
neighborhood transformation and displacement.  
However, the purpose of identifying gentrified and somewhat gentrified census 
tracts is not just to quantify the number. The purpose is to explore the value of applying a 
two-dimensional approach (Neighborhood Transformation Index and Displacement 
Index) to extracting gentrified census tracts. This method allowed for measuring 
fluctuation in the low-income family population within the context of change in 
socioeconomic indicators representing gentrifiers and a physical transformation of 
gentrified neighborhoods. Only when a census tract satisfied both the conditions of 
substantial loss of low-income population and of rapid increase in socioeconomic 
indicators representing gentrification was a census tract identified as gentrified. This 
method can provide a practical way to monitor neighborhood transformation and identify 
gentrified neighborhoods (including somewhat gentrified neighborhoods). 
As mentioned above, this dissertation identified gentrified and somewhat gentrified 
census tracts by combining the NTI and the DI. This method provided the specific 
number of and locations of gentrified and somewhat gentrified census tracts for each ECT 
and RLS MSA. Therefore, it was possible to examine the distribution of gentrified and 
somewhat gentrified census tracts throughout the ECT and RLS MSAs. 
The differing distribution patterns of gentrified and somewhat gentrified census 
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tracts in the ECT and RLS MSAs is interesting because, even though the same 
socioeconomic indicators representing gentrification and low-income displacement were 
measured, the location patterns of gentrified and somewhat gentrified census tracts are 
different depending on the characteristics of regions.  
What explains the different distribution patterns of gentrified and somewhat 
gentrified census tracts in the ECT and RLS MSAs? Why do the RLS MSAs have more 
suburban and rural gentrification than the ECT MSAs? Industry mix and job market 
structure, growth of suburban businesses, urban sprawl, and globalization may have led 
to suburban and rural gentrification. Hartshorn and Muller (1989) described how 
suburbanization has occupied a large portion of the American economy. Stough, Haynes, 
and Campbell (1998) argued that edge cities developed rapidly in the 1980s and linked to 
the extensive commercial and retail centers of large urban areas. These edge cities are 
composed of small or medium-sized firms oriented around high-technology information 
services. Ley (1980) argued that post-industrialization and occupational changes are the 
background of gentrification. (Neil Smith, 2002) argued that global capital has begun to 
drive gentrification. These forces listed above might have linked together and created 
suburban and rural gentrification similar to what has been revealed in the RLS MSAs.  
On the other hand, gentrified census tracts in the ECT MSAs are still concentrated 
near central cities, and somewhat gentrified census tracts are distributed evenly 
throughout the ECT MSAs. This dissertation posits that the ECT MSAs were able to cope 
better with the above cited changes than the RLS MSAs because their main industries 
were not manufacturing. Therefore, the ECT MSAs might have undergone less industry 
shift (manufacturing) and occupational changes than the RLS MSAs. Once the industry 
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shift begins (manufacturing businesses begin to close or leave), related businesses and 
suppliers close or leave as well. This dissertation posits that the RLS MSAs were much 
more vulnerable to the above cited changes than the ECT MSAs. 
In conclusion, based on the unique gentrification mechanism, this dissertation 
operationalized the inverse combination of low-income displacement and gentrification 
indicators in what became the gentrification index. The gentrification index identified 
gentrified and somewhat gentrified census tracts and found different distribution patterns 
of gentrified and somewhat gentrified census tracts among the ECT and RLS MSAs.  
 
3.10. Limitations  
First, this dissertation used census tract as the unit of analysis. Therefore, it is 
difficult to trace the detailed information of the employed indicators. For example, this 
dissertation is not able to recognize, through use of census tract information, the low-
income residents who may have moved into the moderate, middle, or upper-income 
classes but did not physically relocate. Even though some scholars have used panel data 
to track the mobility of income status for low-income residents, a panel data can only 
cover small areas or neighborhoods. The study areas of this dissertation are urban areas 
located in 12 metropolitan statistical areas. Therefore, there are no available panel data to 
cover the study areas of this dissertation. However, this is a common issue in studies that 
have used the census tract as the unit of analysis. 
The second issue to reflect upon is whether a difference in the low-income family 
population between 2000 and 2010 is regarded as low-income displacement. This issue is 
also caused by using census tract information. Census tract datasets do not provide 
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individual-level information. It is difficult to find data sets that cover large study areas. 
Even though block or block group data are available, there are even more critical 
problems in that fewer socioeconomic indicators are available. 
The third issue is that gentrified neighborhoods would be much smaller than 
gentrified areas presented through census tracts because census tract geography typically 
covers larger areas. Thus, the census tracts might not represent specific gentrified or 
somewhat gentrified neighborhoods, but rather larger areas surrounding pockets of 
gentrification activity. 
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CHAPTER IV 
IV. THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN GENTRIFIED NEIGHBORHOODS AND 
REGIONAL CONTEXTS 
4.1.Conventional Gentrification Theory 
For more than 50 years, gentrification has been studied and interpreted in various 
ways although not much has changed regarding factors and interpretations of the driving 
forces of gentrification. Gentrification studies are often qualitative in nature, relying on 
case studies of areas already assumed to exhibit gentrification. Since the term 
gentrification appeared, it has been explained by demographic and physical changes of 
certain neighborhoods. The demographic and physical changes have become the key 
explanation of gentrification, and low-income resident displacement has been considered 
an inevitable problem. Therefore, conventional gentrification theories have focused on 
demographic and physical changes as important indicators inducing low-income 
displacement. According to the production-based approach to gentrification (Smith, 
1979), a physical change in capital investment causes low-income displacement; the 
consumption-based approach (Ley, 1981) argued that gentrifiers induce low-income 
displacement.  
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4.2. Different Viewpoints in Gentrification  
Almost all gentrification studies have explained the phenomenon with a particular 
set of socioeconomic indicators and process flows depending on researchers’ 
epistemologies regarding cause and effect of gentrification. The most interesting point is 
that an indicator inducing low-income displacement is different between the commonly 
used conflicting gentrification theories.  
This dissertation identified three different important concepts through drawing the 
conceptual gentrification process argued by Glass (1964), Ley (1978), and Smith (1979). 
Glass provided the fundamental concept of gentrification. However, Glass did not explain 
why and how the middle or upper class appeared in previously working-class dwellings. 
Ley developed and analyzed a concept of the new middle class and gentrifiers. Ley 
argued where and why the new middle class appeared and how it impacted low-income 
residents living in inner urban communities, suggesting that post-industrialization 
transformed occupational structures.  
 Smith identified physical improvement through capital investment as one of the 
important keys to gentrification. Smith directly refuted Ley’s gentrification concept 
because Smith believed the physical changes of neighborhoods by capital investment 
stimulated people who could afford housing prices or rents to move to the low-income 
residential areas. 
It is still an active discussion whether gentrifiers induce low-income displacement 
or capital investment causes low-income displacement. Therefore, defining what induces 
low-income displacement and considering the critical factor of gentrification is similar to 
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the question of which came first, the chicken or the egg. 
It is necessary to draw the conceptual image of gentrification as first defined by 
Glass (1964) in order to operationalize consumption- and production-based approaches. 
Glass’s concept of gentrification had a particular flow: Middle and upper classes moved 
into low-income dwellings, inducing low-income displacement, which then spread 
quickly across neighborhoods, transforming social characteristics. Hamnett (2003) noted 
that Glass’s concept of gentrification focused on an intricate process involving physical 
improvement of the housing stock, housing resident changes from renting to owning, 
price increases, and working class displacement by the new middle class.   
However, gentrification is a continuous process until low-income displacement is 
complete and attributions of neighborhoods are fully replaced by affluent residents. As a 
result, a neighborhood transformed by the middle class and physical improvement is 
called a gentrified neighborhood.  
 
Figure 14.  Gentrification Process of Ruth Glass (1964) 
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Figure 14 is a conceptual order of Glass’s gentrification process. As represented 
through the figure, Glass’s gentrification has an order to it. One popular gentrification 
theory, the consumption-based approach, seems to have followed Glass’s 
conceptualization.  
Ley (1980) argued that gentrifiers are the main factors inducing low-income 
displacement, and the real estate business (capital investment) might follow. Smith 
(1979) insisted that physical changes (capital investment) are the key factors causing low-
income displacement. Under the prerequisite conditions, such as post-industrialization 
and occupational changes, Ley’s consumption-based approach posits that a new middle-
class, who are represented as younger, childless, highly educated professional workers, is 
the main factor inducing low-income displacement. Then the real estate business follows. 
Figure 15 presents the consumption-based approach to the gentrification process, and 
Figure 16 shows the gentrification process of the production-based approach. Even 
though Figure 15 shows the sequential order, the inflowing of the middle-class, the 
leaving of the low-income class, and physically changed neighborhoods would happen at 
almost the same time in the real world. It could be applied to Figure 15, the production-
based approach.  
 
Figure 15.  Gentrification Process of Consumption-Based Approach 
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Figure 16.  Gentrification Process of Production-Based Approach 
 
These two approaches have been popularly cited in almost all gentrification 
research. However, there could be a gap between theories and reality. The above 
gentrification processes cannot explain every single instance of gentrification in different 
neighborhoods and contexts. 
 
4.3. The Conventional Methods of Analyzing Gentrification 
Even though there is a disjunction between theories and reality, many gentrification 
studies have tried to narrow the gap. Therefore, gentrification has been identified and 
analyzed through various methods and data. One popular gentrification research method 
is data comparison. Figure 17 shows the general data comparison method used in most 
gentrification studies. Certainly, data comparison is a useful method for identifying 
neighborhood transformation status. However, it's hard to say whether the changes 
represent a causal relationship among investigated indicators. Most studies infer 
gentrification from data comparison, but regional characteristics have not been 
considered as an important factor when analyzing gentrified neighborhoods through 
consumption- or production-based approaches. 
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Figure 17.  General Comparison Method 
 
As commonly understood, gentrification cannot be represented by a single variable. 
Most gentrification studies have identified gentrification as a process, which can be 
analyzed by observing changes in neighborhood structure. Several socioeconomic 
indicators have been used to analyze changes in neighborhood structure. These indicators 
have some causal relationship to each other, as indicated in Glass’s (1964) very first 
description of gentrification. 
From Glass’s coining of the term to the contemporary era, scholars have discussed 
gentrification as a neighborhood transformation process and have analyzed gentrified 
neighborhoods through their preferred epistemologies and ideologies. Thus, the same 
physical changes observed in neighborhoods will be interpreted and explained differently 
because of the preferred epistemologies and ideologies of researches and the different 
study areas they choose to focus on.  
It was difficult to find in the literature examples of researchers applying 
consumption- and production-based theories at the same time to their areas of study. It 
was even harder to find literature in which researchers considered the regional 
characteristics of their study areas. Even though researchers use several of the same 
indicators regardless of whether they take consumption- or production-based approaches, 
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their interpretations are usually framed by their preferred approaches. 
 
4.4. Hypotheses and Research Questions 
The underlying hypothesis of this dissertation started from a very simple idea. 
America is often classified by various regional characteristics, such as location, natural 
environment, dominant industry, economic size, cultural or political pattern, inland or 
coastal areas, and much more. Therefore, this dissertation reasoned that the gentrification 
process might be different depending on regional characteristics.  
The production-based approach may fit the neighborhood changes occurring in 
Rust Belt or legacy regions because gentrification phenomena in these regions may need 
capital investment to rebuild neighborhoods rather than affluent people. Contrary to the 
production-based approach, this dissertation assumed that gentrification in a strong 
economy and cosmopolitan regions (various cultured regions) may fit the consumption-
based approach. These areas may need people who can change the atmosphere of 
neighborhoods rather than capital investment to improve their neighborhoods. From this 
simple reasoning, this dissertation developed a series of hypotheses and their 
operationalization. 
 
4.4.1. Hypotheses  
Most gentrification studies employ consumption- or production-based approaches 
when explaining gentrification. Moreover, most studies also draw on specific indicators 
of gentrification espoused by either Smith’s (1979) production-based theory or Ley’s 
(1980) consumption-based approach. Ideological conflicts have long existed in 
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gentrification studies, and both camps have often asserted their theories and 
methodologies as the preferred approach to understanding gentrification. 
This dissertation posits that regional characteristics should be considered regardless 
of whether the approach to gentrification is production-based or consumption-based. This 
dissertation assumes that gentrification in census tracts located in MSAs that are often 
referred to as “Rust Belt,” “legacy,” or “shrinking” regions may best be explained by a 
production-based approach, and gentrification observed in census tracts located within 
MSAs seen as “economic,” “cultural” and “technology hubs” may best be explained by a 
consumption-based approach. In other words, regional context may influence the 
gentrification process. Thus, the hypotheses are as follows: 
 
HO: There is no relationship between a region's attributes and the process by which 
gentrification occurs. 
HA1: Gentrified neighborhoods located in the urban areas of economic, cultural, and 
technology (ECT) hub MSAs can be explained better by a consumption-based approach.  
HA2: Gentrified neighborhoods located in the urban areas of Rust Belt, legacy, and 
shrinking (RLS) region MSAs can be explained better by a production-based approach. 
 
4.4.2. Research Questions 
To examine the hypotheses and answer the research questions, this dissertation 
employed an inferential statistical method, the structural equation model. The structural 
equation model can identify the causal relationship between latent variables and the 
significance level of the causal relationships. In the research method section, the 
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structural equation model is explained in detail. The research questions are as follows:  
RQ1: Do regional characteristics influence the gentrification process?  
RQ1-1: If regional characteristics influence the gentrification process, how are they 
different in the urban areas of ECT and RLS MSAs? 
RQ1-2: Do latent variables representing production and consumption actually induce 
low-income family displacement?   
RQ1-3: Do latent variables representing gentrifiers and physical changes positively 
stimulate each other in the urban areas of ECT and RLS MSAs? 
RQ2: Among production- and consumption-based approaches, what approach explains 
gentrification better when regional characteristics are included in the analysis? 
 
4.5. Data and Variables 
4.5.1. Data and Unit of Analysis 
This dissertation employed the Neighborhood Change Database [NCDB] census 
tract data from 1970-2010. The NCDB provides 1970, 1980, 1990, and 2000 census data 
and the 2010 Summary File 1 and 2010 American Community Survey (ACS) data with 
details such as demography, housing, income, poverty status, education level, and other 
socioeconomic indicators. This data set is normalized to 2010 census tract boundaries 
(Geolytics, Neighborhood-Change-Database-1970-2000). 
This dissertation uses 2000 and 2010 normalized census tracts data in the urban 
areas of ECT and RLS MSAs. After removing model outliers, 7,347 census tracts for the 
urban areas of ECT MSAs and 4,527 census tracts for the urban areas of RLS MSAs have 
been used for this research. A total of 11,874 census tracts have been used, and the unit of 
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analysis is census tracts. 
4.5.2. Variables  
This dissertation employed 13 variables for the urban areas of ECT MSAs and 13 
variables for the urban areas of RLS MSAs (see Table XXIX). This dissertation created 
several constructs through these indicators. These variables were selected based on 
previous gentrification studies, and most of them were used in Chapter 3 when 
identifying gentrified census tracts. 
The latent variables, consumption and production, were created by change- 
measured variables between 2000 and 2010. The construct representing consumption is a 
latent variable reflecting gentrifiers. The construct representing production is a latent 
variable reflecting physical improvement by capital investment. The construct 
representing neighborhood reflects gentrified census tracts. The measured variable, low-
income family population, reflects low-income displacement. These variables are 
reflecting gentrification theories, such as the consumption- and production-based 
approaches. 
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Table XXIX Measured Variables and Created Constructs 
MSAs Measured Variables Year 
Constructs 
(Latent Variables) 
Measured 
Variables 
C
o
n
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n
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D
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p
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T
h
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U
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f 
E
C
T
 M
S
A
s 
Educational Attainment 2000-2010 v    
Quaternary Sector Occupations 2000-2010 v    
Quinary Sector Occupations 2000-2010 v    
Occupations Related to Gentrifiers 2000-2010 v    
Middle and Upper Income Family 2000-2010 v    
Total Housing Units 2000-2010  v   
Total Occupied Housing Units 2000-2010  v   
Person in Owner-Occupied Housing 
Units 
2000-2010  v   
Married Couple Without Children 2010   v  
Occupations Related to Gentrifiers 2010   v  
Median Family Income 2010   v  
Middle and Upper Income Family 2010   v  
Low Income Family Population 2000-2010    v 
T
h
e 
U
rb
an
 A
re
as
 o
f 
R
L
S
 M
S
A
s 
Educational Attainment 2000-2010 v    
Quaternary Sector Occupations 2000-2010 v    
Quinary Sector Occupations 2000-2010 v    
Occupations Related to Gentrifiers 2000-2010 v    
Middle and Upper Income Family 2000-2010 v    
Total Housing Units 2000-2010  v   
Total Occupied Housing Units 2000-2010  v   
Person in Owner-Occupied Housing 
Units 
2000-2010  v   
Married Couple Without Children 2010   v  
Occupations Related to Gentrifiers 2010   v  
Total Housing Units 2010   v  
Population 20 to 44 Years Old 2010   v  
Low Income Family Population 2000-2010    v 
 
Through these latent variables and the measured variable, the low-income family 
population, how consumption and production changes between 2000 and 2010 impact the 
low-income family population and the neighborhoods are analyzed. The neighborhood 
latent variable is created by the 2010 census tract data set because the neighborhood is 
the result of gentrified census tracts affected by changes in consumption and production. 
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Since the production and consumption latent variables represent changes in 
attributes of the gentrified census tracts, they are considered to be exogenous variables. 
The neighborhood latent variable is an endogenous variable affected by the exogenous 
variables. Low-income displacement is considered to be endogenous and exogenous 
variables at the same time. 
 
4.5.3. Manipulating Variables  
Chapter 3 (p. 56) introduced how to create the middle- and low-income family 
indicators, and, as mentioned above, most variables used in the analysis presented in 
Chapter 4 are the same variables discussed in Chapter 3. However, some indicators have 
been used in the analysis presented here, and some indicators have not due to reasons 
such as multicollinearity and low factor loading. For example, employment and 
educational attainment have multicollinearity, and the foreign-born population caused 
low factor loading. The quaternary sector and quinary sector variables aggregate the 
number of workers in occupations in each sector. 
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Table XXX Occupations in Sectors of the Economy 
Primary 
Sector 
Agriculture (both subsistence and commercial), mining, forestry, farming, grazing, 
hunting, gathering, fishing, and quarrying 
Secondary 
Sector 
Metal working and smelting, automobile production, textile production, chemical and 
engineering industries, aerospace manufacturing, energy utilities, engineering, breweries 
and bottlers, construction, and shipbuilding 
Tertiary 
Sector 
Retail and wholesale sales, transportation, and distribution, entertainment (movies, 
television, radio, music, theater, and so on), restaurants, clerical services, media, tourism, 
insurance, banking, healthcare, and law 
Quaternary 
Sector 
Government, culture, libraries, scientific research, education, and information technology 
Quinary 
Sector 
Top executives or officials in such fields as government, science, universities, nonprofit, 
healthcare, culture, and the media 
Source: Rosenberg (2011) and Mobility and Change in Modern Society (Payne, 1987, p.68) 
 
The quaternary and quinary sector occupations have been classified based on Table 
XXI. Table XXIII represents how this dissertation classified and manipulated data. The 
variable QUA is the abbreviation of quaternary sector occupations, and it is the sum of 
six different indicators. QUI is the abbreviation for quinary sector occupations, and it is 
the sum of three different indicators. 
 
Table XXXI Manipulated Indicators 
The Quaternary Sector 
Occupation 
Persons 16+ years old employed in community and social services occupations 
Persons 16+ years old employed in education, training, and library occupations 
Persons 16+ years old employed in professional and technical occupations 
Persons 16+ years old employed in the information industry 
Persons 16+ years old employed in professional, scientific, and technical 
services 
Persons 16+ years old employed in educational services 
The Quinary Sector 
Occupation 
Persons 16+ years old employed in healthcare practitioner and technical 
occupations 
Persons 16+ years old employed as executives, managers, and administrators 
(excl. farms) 
Persons 16+ years old employed in public administration 
Source: Rosenberg (2011) and Mobility and Change in Modern Society (Payne, 1987, p.68) 
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4.5.4. Unbalanced Data and Random Undersampling 
As described in Chapter 3, this dissertation identified gentrified and somewhat 
gentrified census tracts: 167 (2.1%) census tracts in the ECT MSAs were categorized as 
gentrified and 500 (6.3%) as somewhat gentrified. Among the RLS MSAs, 103 (2.1%) 
census tracts were identified as gentrified, and 343 (7.1%) as somewhat gentrified.  
The number of gentrified census tracts in the ECT and RLS MSAs was too small 
relative to non-gentrified tracts for proper analysis. The ratio of gentrified census tracts to 
non-gentrified census tracts was almost 1:9. Again, among 12,803 census tracts, 11,690 
(91.3%) showed no evidence of gentrification; only 1,113 census tracts (8.7%) showed 
any signs of gentrification. Because the data were too dominated by non-gentrified 
census tracts, the dataset was not properly balanced to investigate the hypotheses and 
answer the research questions. This is called imbalanced or unbalanced data. “If classes 
are not approximately equally represented, it can be said that dataset is unbalanced” 
(Chawla, Bowyer, Hall, and Kegelmeyer, 2002, p.321). An unbalanced data set causes 
problems in maximum likelihood (ML) estimation (Kaplan, 1998; Muthén, 1990 & 
1994). Kaplan (1998) and Muthén (1990 & 1994) argued that it led to incorrect chi-
square values, model fit problems, and standard errors.    
To address the problems associated with unbalanced data, a balanced dataset was 
created using the random undersampling method. Random undersampling is a technique 
that adjusts the class (case) distribution of a dataset. Undersampling randomly 
downsamples the majority class (Fawcett, 2016). According to Han, Wang and Mao et al. 
(2005), He & Garcia, (2009) and Liu, Wu, and Zhou, (2009), undersampling is a popular 
method of dealing with class-imbalance problems. It is efficient for a large dataset.  
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Only 8.4% to 9.2% of census tracts showed any evidence of gentrification. 
Therefore, about 10% of non-gentrified census tracts were extracted through random 
undersampling from the 7,302 non-gentrified census tracts in the ECT MSAs and about 
10% of the 4,388 non-gentrified census tracts in the RLS MSAs. This balanced the non-
gentrified census tracts to the proportion of census tracts showing evidence of 
gentrification in the ECT and RLS MSAs (see Table XXIII).  
 
Table XXXII Strategy of Random Undersampling 
MSAs 
Random Sampling 
in Non-Gentrified 
Census Tracts 
Group 
% 
Gentrified and 
Somewhat 
Gentrified Census 
Tracts Group 
% Merged Data % Total 
ECT 734/ 7,302   10.05 %  667/ 7,969  8.40% 1,401 17.58% 7,969 
RLS 423/ 4,388   9.64 % 446/ 4,834  9.23% 869 17.98% 4,834 
Total 1,157/ 11,690   9.90 % 1,113/ 12,803 8.70% 2,270 17.73% 12,803 
 
After the cases were extracted, the collected non-gentrified census tracts and the 
census tracts related to gentrification were merged. Therefore, a randomly selected 
sample of 17.73% of the total 12,803 census tracts was obtained. The disadvantage of 
undersampling is the loss of a large amount of information. However, it is one of the 
conventional methods for handling unbalanced data in a large dataset, and loss of 
information is unavoidable in creating a balanced dataset. Balanced data are critical to 
SEM. 
Because this research only collected census tract data from six ECT MSAs and six 
RLS MSAs, careful attention was paid to random undersampling because random 
undersampling can create biased samples. For example, census tracts in the urban areas 
of Boston Area make up about 12% of the total census tracts in the ECT MSAs. 
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Therefore, random undersampling should collect about 12% of cases from the urban 
areas of Boston Area. If random undersampling pulls out too much or too little, the 
random sampling may be biased. Therefore, to prevent creating a biased dataset by 
random undersampling, cases were collected to mirror the proportion of MSA census 
tracts in the ECT and RLS groupings (see Table XXIV). 
 
Table XXXIII The Proportion of Census Tracts in ECT and RLS MSAs 
ECT MSAs 
Balanced Data Total Tract 
Tract 
Within 
MSA % 
Within 
Total % 
Tract 
Within 
MSA % 
Within 
Total % 
Austin-Round Rock-San Marcos, TX Metro Area 67 5.04% 3.09% 324 4.10% 2.50% 
Boston-Cambridge-Quincy, MA-NH Metro Area 158 11.89% 7.28% 1,031 12.90% 8.10% 
Charlotte-Gastonia-Rock Hill, NC-SC Metro Area 89 6.70% 4.10% 425 5.30% 3.30% 
New York-Northern New Jersey-Long Island, NY-NJ-PA Metro 
Area 
729 54.85% 33.61% 4,480 56.20% 35.00% 
San Francisco-Oakland-Fremont, CA Metro Area 139 10.46% 6.41% 976 12.20% 7.60% 
Seattle-Tacoma-Bellevue, WA Metro Area 147 11.06% 6.78% 715 9.00% 5.60% 
Total 1,329 100.00% 61.27% 7,969 100.00% 62.20% 
RLS MSAs 
Balanced Data  Total Tract 
Tract 
Within 
MSA % 
Within 
Total % 
Tract 
Within 
MSA % 
Within 
Total % 
Baltimore-Towson, MD Metro Area 110 13.10% 5.07% 669 13.80% 5.20% 
Cleveland-Elyria-Mentor, OH Metro Area 112 13.33% 5.16% 625 12.90% 4.90% 
Detroit-Warren-Livonia, MI Metro Area 225 26.79% 10.37% 1,270 26.30% 9.90% 
Flint, MI Metro Area 16 1.90% 0.74% 115 2.40% 0.90% 
Philadelphia-Camden-Wilmington, PA-NJ-DE-MD Metro Area 252 30.00% 11.62% 1,474 30.50% 11.50% 
Pittsburgh, PA Metro Area 125 14.88% 5.76% 681 14.10% 5.30% 
Total 840 100.00% 38.73% 4,834 100.00% 37.80% 
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Through the undersampling and merging methods, a new sample was created to 
estimate structural equation modeling. The data sample size of each urban area has a 
similar proportion to the share of total census tracts in both MSAs. Therefore, the final 
dataset is composed of 1,329 census tracts from the ECT MSAs and 840 census tracts 
from the RLS MSAs (see Table XXXIV). This represents 16.7% of the total number of 
ECT MSA census tracts and 17.4% of the RLS MSA census tract total.  
 
Table XXXIV Final Data Size 
MSAs 
Final Data 
Total Tract 
Tract % 
ECT 1,329 16.7% 7,969 
RLS 840 17.4% 4,834 
 
4.5.5. Normal Distribution of Data 
Structural equation modeling is an inferential method. Therefore, SEM should 
follow the rules of inferential statistics. One of those rules is normal distribution, but the 
NCDB data set did not show normal distribution. There are several ways to normalize a 
data set. For example, natural log can make skewness and kurtosis gentle. However, 
natural log could not overcome the high kurtosis seen in several variables of the NCDB 
dataset. Therefore, a two-step approach modeled by Templeton (2011) was used to 
transform the non-normally distributed data into the assumed normal distribution. “Step 1 
involves transforming the variable into a percentile rank, which will result in uniformly 
distributed probabilities. Step 2 applies the inverse-normal transformation to the results of 
the first step to form a variable consisting of normally distributed z-scores” (Templeton, 
2011, p. 41). 
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𝑆𝑡𝑒𝑝 1 … … … … . 𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑒 𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑘 = 1 −
[𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑘(𝑋𝑖)]
𝑛
 
Where,  
Rank(𝑋𝑖) = Rank of value(𝑋𝑖) 
n = sample size 
𝑆𝑡𝑒𝑝 2 … … … … … … . . 𝜇 + √2𝜎 𝑒𝑟𝑓−1(−1 + 2 Pr) 
Where, 
P =z-score resulting from Step 2 
μ = mean pf p (recommendation is 0 for standardized z-scores) 
σ = standard deviation of p (recommendation is 1 for standardized z-scores) 
𝑒𝑟𝑓−1 = inverse error function 
Pr = probability that is the result of step 1 
Source : Templeton (2011, p. 45) 
 
 
All these formulas have been transformed through the Rank Cases function and 
Compute Variable function (inverse DF) in SPSS Statistics 22. Despite the two-step 
normalizing data method, a few variables in the dataset still had skewness and kurtosis 
issues (see Table XXV).  
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Table XXXV Skewness and Kurtosis 
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Variable 
N Skewness Kurtosis Result of 1.96 Rule 
Statistic Statistic Std. Error Statistic Std. Error Skewness Kurtosis 
EDUC160 1329 -.037 .067 .071 .134 -0.545 0.528 
QUAOCC0 1329 -.040 .067 .079 .134 -0.598 0.591 
QUIOCC0 1329 -.038 .067 .071 .134 -0.563 0.530 
GENOCC0 1329 -.036 .067 .076 .134 -0.543 0.567 
M_UFAM0 1329 -.024 .067 .090 .134 -0.357 0.673 
TOTHSUN0 1329 -.040 .067 .103 .134 -0.596 0.770 
OWNOCC0 1329 -.028 .067 .076 .134 -0.416 0.565 
PRSOWNU0 1329 -.024 .067 .095 .134 -0.361 0.708 
MCNKID1A 1329 -.089 .067 .262 .134 -1.327 1.954 
GENOCCA 1329 -.122 .067 .271 .134 -1.821 2.021 
MDFAMY1A 1329 -.134 .067 .277 .134 -1.998 2.066 
M_UFAM1A 1329 -.091 .067 .315 .134 -1.352 2.348 
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Variable 
N Skewness Kurtosis Result of 1.96 Rule 
Statistic Statistic Std. Error Statistic Std. Error Skewness Kurtosis 
EDUC160 840 .390 .084 .496 .169 4.628 2.942 
QUAOCC0 840 .223 .084 .389 .169 2.646 2.311 
QUIOCC0 840 .175 .084 -.169 .169 2.070 -1.005 
GENOCC0 840 .233 .084 .199 .169 2.759 1.179 
M_UFAM0 840 .246 .084 -.087 .169 2.921 -0.514 
TOTHSUN0 840 .200 .084 -.348 .169 2.371 -2.066 
OWNOCC0 840 .093 .084 -.198 .169 1.101 -1.177 
PRSOWNU0 840 .093 .084 -.210 .169 1.103 -1.247 
MCNKID1A 840 -.127 .084 .091 .169 -1.504 0.543 
GENOCCA 840 -.023 .084 -.241 .169 -0.271 -1.429 
POP2044_1A 840 -.013 .084 -.104 .169 -0.152 -0.616 
TOTHSUN1A 840 -.055 .084 -.321 .169 -0.647 -1.903 
 
There are several ways to decide whether a dataset has skewness and kurtosis 
issues (peak or flat). Also, there are various thresholds for determining skewness and 
kurtosis. This dissertation employed the 1.96 rule (Ghasemi and Zahediasl, 2012). When 
the measured skewness is divided by the standard error of skewness and the measured 
kurtosis is divided by the standard error of kurtosis, the divided value should be between 
-1.96 and +1.96. If the divided value is not in the range, the level of skewness or kurtosis 
is considered problematic.  
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Table XXXVI Tests of Normality 
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Tests of Normality 
Variables 
Kolmogorov-Smirnova Shapiro-Wilk 
Statistic df Sig. Statistic df Sig. 
EDUC160 .005 1329 .200* 1.000 1329 .999 
QUAOCC0 .007 1329 .200* 1.000 1329 .999 
QUIOCC0 .007 1329 .200* 1.000 1329 .998 
GENOCC0 .006 1329 .200* 1.000 1329 .998 
M_UFAM0 .007 1329 .200* 1.000 1329 .999 
TOTHSUN0 .006 1329 .200* 1.000 1329 .997 
OWNOCC0 .007 1329 .200* 1.000 1329 .999 
PRSOWNU0 .004 1329 .200* 1.000 1329 .999 
MCNKID1A .007 1329 .200* .998 1329 .091 
GENOCCA .010 1329 .200* .998 1329 .059 
MDFAMY1A .007 1329 .200* .995 1329 .000 
M_UFAM1A .007 1329 .200* .997 1329 .021 
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Tests of Normality 
Variables 
Kolmogorov-Smirnova Shapiro-Wilk 
Statistic df Sig. Statistic df Sig. 
EDUC160 .038 840 .007 .991 840 .000 
QUAOCC0 .032 840 .046 .995 840 .007 
QUIOCC0 .022 840 .200* .997 840 .136 
GENOCC0 .027 840 .189 .995 840 .010 
M_UFAM0 .041 840 .002 .995 840 .005 
TOTHSUN0 .038 840 .005 .993 840 .001 
OWNOCC0 .027 840 .191 .998 840 .273 
PRSOWNU0 .022 840 .200* .998 840 .270 
MCNKID1A .024 840 .200* .998 840 .375 
GENOCCA .013 840 .200* .999 840 .783 
POP2044_1A .012 840 .200* 1.000 840 1.000 
TOTHSUN1A .021 840 .200* .998 840 .321 
*. This is a lower bound of the true significance.   
a. This is a lower bound of the true significance. 
  
 
After the data were transformed, the dataset was assessed for normality. Some 
researchers and statisticians argue that the Shapiro-Wilk (SW) test is more valid than the 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test. However, this dissertation comprehensively evaluated 
normality of the dataset through the KS and SW test indices, histogram normality curve, 
and the normal quantile-quantile plot (Q-Q plot) (see Table XXVII). Data from the 
sample of ECT MSAs satisfied the KS and SW significance levels, the normality curve 
pattern of the histogram, and the Q-Q plot.  
However, the normality tests revealed problems with some variables in the group of 
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RLS MSAs. The variables EDUC160, M_UFAM0, and TOTHSUN0 showed a significant 
p value, indicating that the three variables were not normally distributed. However, the 
normal quantile-quantile plots (Q-Q plot) of these variables did not show abnormal 
curves, and the histogram normality curves indicated normal distribution. (Razali & Wah, 
2011) provides guidance on which results are considered more reliable: “The normal 
quantile-quantile plot (Q-Q plot) is the most commonly used and effective diagnostic tool 
for checking normality of the data” (p. 21). Therefore, this dissertation considered data in 
the RLS MSAs to be normally distributed.  
 
4.5.6. Multicollinearity  
Multicollinearity refers to a circumstance where there are linear relationships 
between independent variables. Therefore, multicollinearity is to be avoided in most 
inferential statistical methods. It is one of the important prerequisite conditions for 
inferential statistical methods. Multicollinearity is detected by tolerance or variance 
inflation factor (VIF) values. However, interpreting tolerance and VIF values varies 
depending on researchers. This dissertation used the most common threshold, which is 
that VIF values of all variables were less than 10 (Kayhan, McCart, and Bhattacherjee, 
2010). To address observed issues of multicollinearity in the dataset, variables having a 
problem with multicollinearity were removed from the list of variables (see Table 
XXVIII). After removing the variables exhibiting multicollinearity, confirmatory factor 
analysis was used to create latent variables from the correlated variables.  
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Table XXXVII Tests of Multicollinearity 
No 
ECT Model RLS Model 
Variable 
Collinearity Statistics 
Variable 
Collinearity Statistics 
Tolerance VIF Tolerance VIF 
1 EDUC160 .272 3.676 EDUC160 .273 3.663 
2 QUAOCC0 .217 4.616 QUAOCC0 .255 3.927 
3 QUIOCC0 .296 3.380 QUIOCC0 .258 3.871 
4 GENOCC0 .122 8.203 GENOCC0 .123 8.129 
5 M_UFAM0 .292 3.420 M_UFAM0 .270 3.710 
6 TOTHSUN0 .407 2.459 TOTHSUN0 .292 3.429 
7 OWNOCC0 .177 5.652 OWNOCC0 .119 8.436 
8 PRSOWNU0 .189 5.290 PRSOWNU0 .153 6.522 
9 MCNKID1A .198 5.055 MCNKID1A .320 3.126 
10 GENOCCA .317 3.157 GENOCCA .259 3.866 
11 MDFAMY1A .509 1.965 POP2044_1A .236 4.229 
12 M_UFAM1A .147 6.816 TOTHSUN1A .183 5.468 
Dependent Variable: LOWFAM0 
 
4.6. Methodology 
4.6.1. Structural Equation Modeling 
This section introduces the basic concept, fundamental principle, functions, and 
benefits of SEM based on Byrne's (2010) Structural Equation Modeling with AMOS. 
Structural equation modeling (SEM) is an inferential statistical method using a 
confirmatory approach to analyzing the structural theory of phenomena of interest. SEM 
shows causal processes that generate factors on multiple indicators. The causal processes 
of hypotheses are depicted by a series of structural equations. Therefore, these structural 
relations can be clearly conceptualized through the simple graphics. (Byrne, 2010).  
In many areas of research, several components cannot be observed directly. “An 
example of a component difficult to observe directly in education is study achievement; 
in business, customer satisfaction; in economics, capitalism and social class” (Byrne, 
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2010, p. 4). However, many theoretical explanations often describe social phenomena 
through these unobservable components. Often in such cases, researchers use factor 
analysis as a data reduction strategy and create latent variables (or factors). These latent 
variables are commonly used as independent or dependent variables in statistical 
analyses. The benefit of SEM is its ability to embody theoretical explanation in a model 
by using latent variables.  
 
Figure 18.  General Structural Equation Model Demarcated Into Measurement and Structural Components 
Source: Structural Equation Modeling with AMOS (Byrne, 2010, p. 13) 
 
Figure 18 represents each function of a general SEM. First, the measurement model 
section shows the Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) creating latent variables 1 and 2 
through observations 1 to 5. The left rectangle represents a one-factor model (Latent 
Variable 1) measured by three observations, and the right rectangle shows a one-factor 
model (Latent Variable 2) measured by two observations. The created latent variables 1 
and 2 are distinguished as an independent variable (Latent Variable1) and a dependent 
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variable (Latent Variable 2). Variable 1 is also an exogenous variable, and Variable 2 is an 
endogenous variable. Exogenous variables cause fluctuations in the values of other latent 
variables in the model (Byrne, 2010). In SEM, latent variables also can simultaneously 
become endogenous and exogenous variables when the latent variables play the role of 
mediators.  
 
4.6.2. Confirmatory and Exploratory Factor Analysis 
The oldest and best-known statistical procedure for investigating relations between 
sets of observed and latent variables is factor analysis (Byrne, 2010). As Figure 9 shows 
above, SEM has two different sections: the measurement model and the structural 
component. In the measurement model section, factor analysis is used. According to 
Byrne (2010), exploratory factor analysis (EFA) is designed for situations where links 
between observed and latent variables are unknown or uncertain. In contrast to EFA, 
confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) is appropriately used when the researcher has some 
knowledge of the underlying structure of latent variables (see Figure 19).  
 
Figure 19.  CFA and EFA 
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Therefore, when there are neither systematic explanations (or theories) nor an 
established logical relationship, exploratory factor analysis should be applied. In other 
words, EFA is used when researchers are not able to expect what observations can be 
joined together. Confirmatory factor analysis is used when researchers can establish 
relationships between observations on theoretical grounds or previous literature. In SEM, 
CFA is the most common factor analysis used to create latent variables.  
Additionally, there are covariance arrows (two-headed arrows) between latent 
variables. This means that the latent variables are correlated. If the covariance arrows are 
not connected between latent variables, it is assumed that these variables are uncorrelated 
in forming the implied covariance matrix (Retrieved from IBM Support, Amos, 2017). In 
social science, it is difficult to say that the created latent variables regarding gentrification 
are uncorrelated. This assumption is not only applied to the CFA process but also to the 
structure model process. Also, analysis of moment structures (Amos) does not run if 
covariance arrows are not connected between the latent variables. 
4.6.3. Formative and Reflective Models in CFA 
There are two types of models in confirmatory factor analysis: formative and 
reflective. If researchers are investigating effects of observations on the latent variable, 
the formative model can be applied (Hur, 2013). However, for a formative model to be 
established, a critical condition is required: Observations should be under the control of 
researchers. For this reason, the formative model is usually applied to a true experimental 
design. A latent variable using a formative model could be seen as one of the indices 
created by observations rather than a latent factor (Lee, 2008).  
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Figure 20.  Formative and Reflective Models 
           
Typically, the arrow direction is toward the latent variable (see Figure 20). The no-
error term means that each observation can explain the latent factor 100% within its 
portion. However, in quasi-experimental design, it is not able to expect how many 
observations are related to dependent (or endogenous) variables (see Table XXVIII). That 
is the reason that the formative model is not popular in social science research. In 
contrast, the reflective model is popular in social science for its usefulness in research 
requiring quasi-experimental design. Even though researchers cannot employ all existing 
indicators related to their latent variable, through previous studies, they can gather 
significant indicators, and the latent variable represents what researchers hypothesize.  
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Table XXXVIII Symbols 
Symbols Meanings 
ξ Exogenous construct 
η Endogenous construct 
γ Path coefficient from exogenous construct to endogenous construct 
β Path coefficient from endogenous construct to endogenous construct 
λx Factor loading amount of exogenous construct’s measured variables 
λy Factor loading amount of endogenous construct’s measured variables 
φ Covariance (or correlation) of exogenous construct 
δ Error term of observation x 
ε Error term of observation y 
θδ Residual variance and covariance related to measured variable x 
θε Residual variance and covariance related to measured variables y 
ζ Error term of endogenous construct 
 
4.6.4. Identification 
One of the important procedures in SEM is to confirm whether the given 
information identifies all parameters. This procedure is called identification or model 
identification. In other words, the meaning of “identified” in the identification stage is 
that all parameters can get a unique value or single solution based on the given 
information.  
SEM is divided into two sections: measurement model and structural model. This 
research first runs CFA in the measurement model and, through CFA, the fitness and 
amount of factor loading are calculated. After CFA creates the latent variables, a 
structural model incorporating the established latent variables can be constructed. It is 
important to understand that identification should be confirmed before constructing a 
structural model.  
There is a three-indicator rule regarding the identification procedure. This means 
that, to identify the CFA model, there should be at least three indicators. Therefore, if 
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there are fewer than three indicators, the model is called “under-identified.” If there are 
three indicators, it is called “just-identified.” Finally, if there are more than three 
indicators, the model is considered “over-identified.” The reason that a certain CFA 
model is called under, just and over identified is that the number of estimating parameters 
should be less than the amount of information (variance & covariance) or at least equal.  
In SEM, information is the variance and covariance of measured variables. The 
variance and covariance matrices are composed based on measured variables. Thus, the 
numbers of these values are the given information in SEM. In this case, the numbers of 
the given information should be more than the investigated parameters. It is similar to the 
need for more equations than the unknown quantity in algebra. Simply, the given 
information is at least the same as the degree of freedom (df) or more.  
Figure 21 represents three different types of identifications in CFA models. The 
under-identified shows a 2 X 2 covariance matrix through two indicators. Through this 
matrix, indicators X1 and X2 can develop two variances and one covariance (a total of 
three pieces of information). However, the under-identified picture shows four arrows. 
This means that estimated parameters are four and created information is three. 
Therefore, the degree of freedom is -1, and analysis is impossible. Under-identified 
means that the numbers of given information are less than the estimated parameters. This 
explains the three-indicator rule. 
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Figure 21.  Three Categories of Model Identification 
 
Regarding a just-identified model, there should be three indicators. Just-identified 
has a 3 X 3 matrix. Through this matrix, the given information is six and estimating 
parameters are also six. As such, this model is just identified. The numbers of given 
information are more than the investigated parameters or at least the same quantity as 
parameters. Over-identified shows a 4 X 4 matrix that has 10 information and 8 
estimating parameters.  
For the purpose of model identification and to set the matrix for the factor, this 
dissertation fixed the loading of this indicator at 1 (see Figure 21), and all other factor 
loadings were freely estimated. Fixing one factor loading equal to 1 offers a reference 
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point to which other values can be tied and helps identify the model (Bowen & Guo, 
2012; Kline, 2011). 
 
4.6.5. Conceptualizing Gentrification with SEM 
A purpose of this dissertation is to examine conventional gentrification theories 
(production- and consumption-based approaches) within the context of regional 
characteristics. Numerous gentrification studies have analyzed and interpreted gentrified 
neighborhoods through their preferred theories. However, it is hard to find studies 
considering regional characteristics as an important component when analyzing gentrified 
neighborhoods. Therefore, this dissertation argues that consumption- and production-
based approaches explaining gentrification should take into account regional 
characteristics. This is because characteristics of gentrification may be different 
depending on regional characteristics. Thus, this dissertation draws on conventional 
gentrification theories to determine which best explain gentrified neighborhoods when 
regional characteristics are considered. 
This dissertation hypothesizes that the production-based approach will explain 
gentrification better than the consumption-based approach when gentrified 
neighborhoods are located in RLS (Rust Belt, Legacy, and Shrinking) regions. The main 
factor of gentrification in the production-based approach is physical change by capital 
investment. As Smith (1979) argued, the production-based approach assumes that capital 
investment induces neighborhood transformation, and this change is called gentrification 
as long as there is displacement. Therefore, if certain gentrified neighborhoods located in 
RLS regions are identified, a production-based approach rather than a consumption-based 
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approach may provide the better explanation. 
Contrary to the production-based approach, the consumption-based approach 
focuses on human preference for spatial attributes when explaining gentrification. This 
dissertation hypothesizes that gentrified neighborhoods located in strong economy 
regions, such Austin, New York, Boston, San Francisco, Seattle, and Chapel Hill, can 
better be explained through a consumption-based approach rather than a production-
based approach. These regions are known as hubs of finance, education, culture, and 
technology. Therefore, regional reputation and spatial attributes are primary factors of 
gentrification in such regions. As discussed earlier, this dissertation labels these regions 
as Economic, Cultural, and Technology (ECT) hubs. 
 
4.6.6. Conceptual Measurement Models for Constructs 
This dissertation examined consumption- and production-based approaches based 
on the characteristics of urban areas of ECT and RLS MSAs. The measured changes 
between 2000 and 2010 were the measured variables. Confirmatory factor analysis was 
used to create latent variables from the measured variables. The measured models were 
collected into latent variables representing physical changes of a neighborhood (2000-
2010), attributes of residents (2000-2010), and attributes of neighborhoods (2010) (see 
Figure 22). These latent variables became endogenous or exogenous variables depending 
on whether the hypothesized gentrification explanation is consumption- or production-
based.  
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Figure 22.  Measurement Models 
 
4.6.7. The Conceptual Structure Model and Model Hypotheses 
Two different types of models (measurement and structure models) make up the 
structural equation model. The benefit of this structural model is that the driving forces of 
gentrification argued by different schools of thought can be simultaneously represented 
through the models. This structural model can examine statistical causality among 
constructs and measured variables. Using constructs and examining causality in the 
gentrification context can provide an innovative approach to analyzing gentrification. 
Based on the latent variables created through the measurement models, this 
dissertation built two structure models reflecting consumption- and production-based 
approaches to gentrification (consumption and production models). For this dissertation, 
both models were used to investigate gentrification in both MSA groups through SEM. 
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Figure 23 represents the conceptual image of the prototype structure model in the 
ECT MSAs. This dissertation hypothesized that gentrification in the urban areas of ECT 
MSAs will be better explained by the consumption-based approach. Therefore, this 
dissertation expects that the latent variable consumption will be the main factor inducing 
low-income family displacement and improving gentrified neighborhoods in the urban 
areas of the ECT MSAs.  
Therefore, this dissertation set up the causal relationship between consumption, 
low-income family population, and neighborhood transformation. Through this causal 
relationship, path hypotheses (see Table XXXIX) were developed to examine whether the 
latent variable, consumption, played a role in gentrification of urban areas of ECT MSAs, 
as consumption-based approaches argue. 
 
Figure 23.  Prototype Structure Model in the Urban Areas of ECT MSAs 
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Table XXXIX Prototype Path Hypotheses for ECT MSAs 
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Path 
Hypothesis 
Path Consumption-Based Approach 
Path 
Hypothesis 1 
Consumption → LOWFAM 
Consumption will induce low-income family 
displacement 
Path 
Hypothesis 2 
Consumption → Neighborhood 
Consumption will positively influence the 
neighborhood (gentrified census tracts). 
Path 
Hypothesis 3 
Production → LOWFAM 
The effect of production on low-income displacement 
will be small or the effect will not be statistically 
significant. 
Path 
Hypothesis 4 
Production → Neighborhood 
Production positively influences the neighborhood 
(gentrified census tracts) 
Path 
Hypothesis 5 
LOWFAM → Neighborhood 
Low-income family displacement will positively 
influence the neighborhood.  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 24.  Prototype Structure Model in the Urban Areas of RLS MSAs 
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Table XL Prototype Path Hypotheses for RLS MSAs 
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Path 
Hypothesis 
Path Production Based Approach 
Path  
Hypothesis 1 
Consumption → LOWFAM 
The effect of consumption on low-income displacement 
will be small and the effect will not be statistically 
significant. 
Path 
Hypothesis 2 
Consumption → Neighborhood 
Consumption will positively influence the 
neighborhood (gentrified census tracts). 
Path 
Hypothesis 3 
Production → LOWFAM 
Production will induce low-income family 
displacement. 
Path 
Hypothesis 4 
Production → Neighborhood 
Production will positively influence the neighborhood 
(gentrified census tracts) 
Path 
Hypothesis 5 
LOWFAM → Neighborhood 
Low-income family displacement will positively 
influence the neighborhood 
 
Figure 24 represents the conceptual image of the prototype structure model for the 
RLS MSAs. This dissertation hypothesized that gentrification in the urban areas of the 
RLS MSAs will be better explained by the production-based approach. Therefore, model 
hypotheses (see Table XL) were developed to examine whether the latent variable 
production plays a role in gentrification of RLS MSAs, as the production-based approach 
argues.  
SEM provides an easy way to represent results. Path coefficients are calculated 
from the sum and multiplication of direct and indirect effects of exogenous, endogenous, 
and measured variables (see Table XXIXI and Figure 25). 
 
Table XLI Example of Path Coefficient Calculation 
Production Model 
Direct Effect A is direct effect from Consumption to Neighborhood 
Indirect Effect B x C is indirect effect from Consumption to Neighborhood 
Total Effect A + (B x C) is total effect from Consumption to Neighborhoods 
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Figure 25.  Structure Model Path Effects 
 
4.6.8. The Conceptual Alternative Models and Model Hypotheses 
This dissertation sets up four different types of alternative models. These 
alternative models examine consumption- and production-based approaches within the 
different causal relationships among the latent variables and the measurement variable, 
low-income family displacement. Table XXX represents the direction of the causal 
relationship depending on the urban areas and the consumption- and production-based 
variables.  
The difference between the prototype and the alternative models is that the latent 
variables, consumption and production, become exogenous or endogenous variables 
depending on the structure models. Therefore, based on the hypothesized direction of the 
path, the structure model was assigned as CPLN or PCLN, where CPLN refers to 
Consumption  Production  Low-Income Family Displacement  Neighborhood, and 
PCLN refers to Production  Consumption  Low-Income Family  Neighborhood. 
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Table XLII Examined Structure Models and Characteristics in MSAs 
The Urban 
Areas 
Structure 
Models 
The Direction of the Causal Relationship 
ECT MSAs 
Consumption 
Model 
ConsumptionProductionLow-Income Family DisplacementNeighborhood 
(CPLN) 
Production 
Model 
ProductionConsumptionLow-Income Family DisplacementNeighborhood 
(PCLN) 
RLS MSAs 
Consumption 
Model 
ConsumptionProductionLow-Income Family DisplacementNeighborhood 
(CPLN) 
Production 
Model 
ProductionConsumptionLow-Income Family DisplacementNeighborhood 
(PCLN)  
 
Figure 26 represents the conceptual image of alternative models for the urban areas 
of ECT MSAs. The consumption-based approach argues that gentrifiers are the main 
factors inducing the low-income displacement and the physical changes. Therefore, the 
sequential process of the consumption-based approach was drawn as changed resident 
attributes (2000-2010) induce low-income displacement (2000-2010) and lead to physical 
changes (2000-2010) and this process finally transforms a neighborhood into a gentrified 
neighborhood.  
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Figure 26.  Alternative Models for the Urban Areas of ECT MSAs 
 
The production-based approach argues that physical changes by capital investment 
induces low-income displacement and attracts affluent people into the low-income 
residential areas. The production model in Figure 26 illustrates the sequential process of 
the production-based approach to gentrification. In this model, the latent variable 
Physical Change is an exogenous variable and the latent variable Resident Attributes and 
the measured variable, the low-income family displacement became an endogenous and 
exogenous variable. The latent variable Neighborhood is an endogenous variable.   
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Table XLIII Model Hypotheses for ECT MSAs 
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Path Hypothesis Path 
Consumption-Based Approach in the Urban 
Areas of ECT MSAs (CPLN) 
Path Hypothesis 1 Consumption → Production Consumption will positively impact production.  
Path Hypothesis 2 Consumption → LOWFAM 
Consumption will induce low-income family 
displacement. 
Path Hypothesis 3 Consumption → Neighborhood 
Consumption will positively influence the 
neighborhood (gentrified census tracts). 
Path Hypothesis 4 Production → LOWFAM 
The effect of production on low-income family 
displacement will be small or the effect will not 
be statistically significant. 
Path Hypothesis 5 Production → Neighborhood 
Production will positively influence the 
neighborhood (gentrified census tracts) 
Path Hypothesis 6 LOWFAM → Neighborhood 
Low-income family displacement will positively 
influence the neighborhood. 
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Path Hypothesis Path 
Production-Based Approach in the Urban Areas 
of ECT MSAs (PCLN) 
Path Hypothesis 1 Production → Consumption 
The effect of production on consumption will be 
small or the effect will not be statistically 
significant. 
Path Hypothesis 2 Production → LOWFAM 
The effect of production on low-income family 
displacement will be small or the effect will not 
be statistically significant. 
Path Hypothesis 3 Production → Neighborhood 
Production will positively influence the 
neighborhood (gentrified census tracts) 
Path Hypothesis 4 Consumption → LOWFAM 
Consumption will induce low-income family 
displacement. 
Path Hypothesis 5 Consumption → Neighborhood 
Consumption will positively influence the 
neighborhood (gentrified census tracts) 
Path Hypothesis 6 LOWFAM → Neighborhood 
Low-income family displacement will positively 
influence the neighborhood. 
 
Figure 27 represents alternative models for the urban areas of RLS MSAs. As 
mentioned above, this dissertation hypothesized that gentrification in the urban areas of 
RLS MSAs can be explained better by a production-based approach. Therefore, the 
production-based approach model in Figure 27 represents the latent variable, where 
production plays the main role in inducing low-income family displacement and 
improving the latent variables consumption and neighborhood.   
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Figure 27.  Alternative Models for the Urban Areas of RLS MSAs 
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Table XLIV Path Hypotheses for RLS MSAs 
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Path 
Hypothesis 
Path 
Consumption-Based Approach in the Urban Areas of 
RLS MSAs (CPLN) 
Path 
Hypothesis 1 
Consumption → Production 
The effect of consumption on low-income displacement 
will be small or the effect will not be statistically 
significant. 
Path 
Hypothesis 2 
Consumption → LOWFAM 
The effect of consumption on low-income displacement 
will be small or the effect will not be statistically 
significant. 
Path 
Hypothesis 3 
Consumption → Neighborhood 
Consumption will positively influence the 
neighborhood (gentrified census tracts). 
Path 
Hypothesis 4 
Production → LOWFAM 
Production will induce low-income family 
displacement. 
Path 
Hypothesis 5 
Production → Neighborhood 
Production will positively influence the neighborhood 
(gentrified census tracts). 
Path 
Hypothesis 6 
LOWFAM → Neighborhood 
Low-income family displacement will positively 
influence the neighborhood. 
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Path 
Hypothesis 
Path 
Production-Based Approach in the Urban Areas of RLS 
MSAs (PCLN) 
Path 
Hypothesis 1 
Production → Consumption Production will positively impact consumption. 
Path 
Hypothesis 2 
Production → LOWFAM 
Production will induce low-income family 
displacement. 
Path 
Hypothesis 3 
Production → Neighborhood 
Production will positively influence the neighborhood 
(gentrified census tracts). 
Path 
Hypothesis 4 
Consumption → LOWFAM 
The effect of consumption on low-income displacement 
will be small or the effect will not be statistically 
significant. 
Path 
Hypothesis 5 
Consumption → Neighborhood 
Consumption will positively influence the 
neighborhood (gentrified census tracts). 
Path 
Hypothesis 6 
LOWFAM → Neighborhood 
Low-income family displacement will positively 
influence the neighborhood. 
 
Figures 26 and 27 represent the expected positive and negative effects between 
constructs. Put simply, the competing gentrification theories can be explained in two 
ways: 1) Gentrifiers boost up the real estate business (physical improvement), or 2) 
physical change from capital investment attracts affluent residents. Low-income 
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displacement positively impacts neighborhoods (gentrified neighborhoods) because, as 
the low-income population decreases, the indicators representing gentrification increase. 
This dissertation estimates the degree to which these negative and positive effects work 
the same way in the ECT and RLS MSAs. 
Overall, SEM provides a method for understanding whether gentrification 
(neighborhood transformation) happens due to selected socioeconomic indicators. The 
method outlined here helps identify the selected indicators that induce resident 
displacement and whether this resident displacement meets the definition of 
gentrification. Lastly, a relationship between suggested indicators and neighborhood 
transformation without displacement can be also confirmed. 
 
4.7. Measurement and Structure Models with Gentrification 
Measurement and structure models are often called two-step structural equation 
modeling. The process of two-step structural equation modeling is to set up confirmatory 
factor analysis and to arrange the causal paths between the created constructs based on 
theory. This means that creating latent variables is the first step and that arranging the 
created latent variables through exogenous and endogenous variables is the second step. 
The following sections explain how the latent variables were created and the causal paths 
between constructs were set up. 
 
4.7.1. Measurement Models for the ECT and RLS MSAs 
After collecting the measured variables, a confirmatory factor analysis was used to 
create the latent variables. Figure 28 provides the results of confirmatory factor analyses 
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on the data for 12 variables measured for the ECT MSAs and the RLS MSAs. There are 
six latent variables: a consumption variable for each MSA group representing the 
important characteristics of the consumption-based approach to gentrification, a 
production variable for each MSA group representing the important attributes of the 
production-based approach to gentrification, and a neighborhood variable representing 
related characteristics of gentrified census tracts for each MSA group.  
 
Figure 28.  CFAs for the Urban Areas of ECT and RLS MSAs 
 
The reflective CFA model was used for this research because many unknown 
indicators are assumed to affect the gentrification process, even though previous literature 
has shown the important components impacting gentrification process. Through the 
reflective CFA, six latent variables were created for the ECT MSAs and four latent 
variables were created for the RLS MSAs (see Figure 28). Based on the three-indicator 
rule, two latent variables were over-identified and two latent variables were just-
identified through CFA for the ECT MSAs; one latent variable was over-identified and 
three latent variables were just-identified through CFA for the RLS MSAs. Overall, CFA 
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for the ECT MSAs has 24 estimated parameters and 31 pieces of information, and CFA 
for the RLS MSAs has 24 estimated parameters and 31 pieces of information. Therefore, 
this dissertation has qualified the identification.  
 
4.7.2. Model Validity and Fit 
SEM is composed of a measurement model (CFA) and structure model (causal 
model) using constructs created by CFA. Therefore, it is necessary to measure validity 
and model fit in the CFA process before the created latent variables are tested in a causal 
model (or structure model). This dissertation established construct validity through 
assessing convergent and discriminant validity while running a CFA. After assessing 
validity, model fit was estimated. 
 
4.7.3. Measurement Model Validity (CFA) 
Construct validity, which represents the degree to which a measure actually 
evaluates the theoretical construct it is supposed to assess, can be assessed through CFA 
(Pahlevan Sharif, 2013).  
According to Pahlevan Sharif, if there is a convergent validity issue, it means that 
the employed variables do not correlate well with each other within their parent 
factor. The observed indicators do not explain the latent variable well and if there 
is a discriminant validity issue. It means that the employed variables correlate more 
highly with variables outside their parent factor than with the variables within their 
parent factor. Some other indicators (different variables) better explain the latent 
variable than the employed variables (p.4). 
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Table XLV Threshold of Validity  
Construct Validity 
Convergent Validity 
Critical Ratio (C.R.) 
C.R. ≥ 1.96  
C.R. ≥ 2.58  
C.R. ≥ 3.30  
Sig: *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01,  ***p < 0.001 
Average Variance Expected (AVE) 
AVE > 0.5 
Construct Reliability (CR) > 0.7 
Discriminant Validity 
Maximum Shared Variance 
Average Shared Variance 
MSV < AVE 
ASV < AVE 
Source: Gaskin (2016) 
Construct validity is composed of convergent and discriminant validities. These 
validities are assessed through several measures. Table XLV presents the thresholds used 
for construct reliability (CR), average variance extracted (AVE) (the degree to which a 
latent is explained by its observed variables), maximum shared squared variance (MSV), 
and average shared square variance (ASV) (Gaskin, 2016).  
 
CR = 
(∑ 𝜆𝑖)
2
(∑ 𝜆𝑖)
2+∑𝑖 𝑣𝑎𝑟(𝜀𝑖)
……………………………………………………..….Formula 3 
AVE =    
∑ 𝜆𝑖
2
∑ 𝜆𝑖
2+∑𝑖 𝑣𝑎𝑟(𝜀𝑖)
≥ .5……………………………………………….… Formula 4 
MSV = 𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑟2 < 𝐴𝑉𝐸………………………………………..… Formula 5 
ASV = 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑟2 < 𝐴𝑉𝐸…………………………………………..... Formula 6 
 
4.7.4. Model Fit (CFA) 
In general, SEM requires several types of model fit rather than a single fit. There 
are three general fit indices: absolute (e.g., chi-square statistic and goodness-of-fit index 
(GFI)), parsimonious (e.g., parsimony goodness-of-fit index and the root mean square 
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error of approximation), and incremental (e.g., normed fit index, comparative fit index, 
and Tucker-Lewis index) (Hu and Bentler, 1998; Kline, 2011). Hu and Bentler (1998) 
mentioned that the standardized root mean square residual (SRMR), the root mean square 
error of approximation (RMSEA), and the comparative fit index (CFI) can be replaced to 
assess absolute, parsimonious, and incremental model fit, respectively. In the traditional 
way, chi-square (χ2) has been used to test for absolute fit. However, Kline (2011) noted 
that the chi-square test for absolute fit is very sensitive depending on sample size (see 
Table 46 for more explanation). According to Hong (2000), the chi-square test is not 
recommended as a test of model fit due to the sensitivity of sample size, but chi-square 
can be replaced by other fit indices. Relative fit index (RFI), incremental fit index (IFI), 
and Hoelter index have not been used recently as tests of model fit. Akaike Information 
Criterion (AIC), Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC), consistent AIC (CAIC), and 
Expected Cross-Validation Index (ECVI) are used for comparing multiple models rather 
than estimating a single model.  
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Table XLVI Summary of Model Fit Indices 
GFI and AGFI (LISREL measures)  
These measures are affected by sample size. The current consensus is not to use these measures 
(Sharma, Mukherjee, Kumar, & Dillon, 2005). 
Root Mean Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA)  
This absolute measure of fit is based on the non-centrality parameter. 
Standardized Root Mean Square Residual (SRMR)  
The SRMR is an absolute measure of fit and is defined as the standardized difference between the 
observed correlation and the predicted correlation. It is a positively biased measure, and that bias is 
greater for small N and for low df studies. Because the SRMR is an absolute measure of fit, a value of 
zero indicates perfect fit. The SRMR has no penalty for model complexity. A value less than .08 is 
generally considered a good fit (Hu & Bentler, 1999). 
Comparative Fit Index (CFI)  
This incremental measure is directly based on the non-centrality measure.  
Bentler-Bonett Index or Normed Fit Index (NFI) 
This is the very first measure of fit proposed in the literature (Bentler & Bonett, 1980), and it is an 
incremental measure of fit. The best model is defined as one with a χ2 of zero and the worst model 
the χ2 of the null model. 
Tucker Lewis Index (TLI) or Non-Normed Fit Index    
A problem with the Bentler-Bonett index is that there is no penalty for adding parameters. The Tucker-
Lewis Index (also called the non-normed fit index or NNFI), another incremental fit index, does have such 
a penalty. 
Incremental Fit Index (IFI) 
An incremental (sometimes called relative in the literature) fit index is analogous to R2 and so a value of 
zero indicates having the worst possible model and a value of one indicates having the best possible. So 
the  model is placed on a continuum. 
Sample Size 
Bentler-Bonett fails to adjust for sample size: Models with larger sample sizes have smaller values. The 
TLI and CFI do not vary much with sample size. However, these measures are less variable with larger 
sample sizes. 
Note: Reproduced and Retrieved from Kenny (2015), Measuring Model Fit, Introduction to Fit Indices 
 
Therefore, this research focused on assessing the six most important model-fit 
indices: GFI and SRMR for absolute fit; RMSEA for parsimonious fit; CFI, NFI, and TLI 
for incremental fit.  
If the p-value of χ2 is not statistically significant, the model can be regarded as 
consistent with the data (Byrne, 2010). As another absolute index of fit, the GFI assesses 
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“how much better the researcher’s model fits compared with no model at all” (Kline, 
2011, p. 207). The range is between 0 and 1. If the score is close to 1, then it can be 
considered a good fit. The recommended threshold of GFI is > 0.90 (Hu & Bentler, 1998, 
p. 449). The SRMR represents the average value of all standardized residuals, and its 
range is 0 to 1 (Byrne, 2010). The values of SRMR will be small (i.e., 0.08 or less) in a 
well-fitting structural model (Hu & Bentler, 1998, p. 449). According to Bowen and Guo 
(2012), the RMSEA is “a measure of how close the implied matrix is to the observed 
variance-covariance matrix” (p. 144). A value of RMSEA < 0.05 displays close fit, values 
between 0.05 and 0.08 point to adequate fit, and values > 0.10 indicate poor fit (Byrne, 
2010, p. 80). Values for CFI range from 0 to 1, with values > 0.95 indicating good fit (Hu 
& Bentler, 1998, p. 449). These fit indices are derived from the comparison of a 
hypothesized model with the null model (Byrne, 2010). 
Even though there are standard thresholds for model fit, there are many arguments 
regarding adequate thresholds of fit. Woo (2014) has argued against determining whether 
a model is good or bad only based on model fit. Therefore, some scholars follow the 
standard thresholds for model fit indices, and others judge adequate model fit for 
themselves. Table XLVII provides some of the model fit indices and thresholds used by 
different scholars.   
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Table XLVII Model-Fit Thresholds Used by Different Scholars 
Fit indices  
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χ2/Degree of freedom  1 to 2 0 to 2 1.00 to 2.00 < 2.00 1.00 to 2.00 
Goodness of fit (GFI)  0(no fit) - 1(perfect fit) 
0 to 
≥1 
0.00 to 1.00  0.00 to 1.00 
Root mean square error of 
approximation (RMSEA)  
<0.05(very good) - 
0.1(threshold) 
≤0.07 
≤0.05 to 
≤0.08 
≤ 0.10 
<0.05 to 
0.07 
Standardized root mean square 
residual (SRMR)  
 ≤0.07   
<0.05 to 
0.07 
Comparative fit index (CFI)  0(no fit) - 1(perfect fit) ≥0.93 0 to 1 > 0.90 0.93 to 1.00 
Tucker-Lewis index (TLI)  0(no fit) - 1(perfect fit) ≥0.92 ≥0.95  0.95 to 1.00 
Normed fit index (NFI)  0(no fit) - 1(perfect fit)  0.60 to 0.90  0.60 to 1.00 
Incremental fit index (IFI)  0(no fit) - 1(perfect fit)  0 to 1 > 0.90 0.93 to 1.00 
Relative fit index (RFI)  0(no fit) - 1(perfect fit)    0.90 to 1.00 
Note: Retrieved from “Establishing a Common Ground for the Use of Structural Equation Modeling for 
Construction Related Research Studies” (Oke, Ogunsami, & Ogunlana, 2012, p. 92) 
 
The model fit thresholds in Table XLVII and the Gaskin and Lim (2016) model fit 
measure in AMOS Plugin guided a reassessment of fit for the ECT and RLS MSA 
models. In general, the CFI, GFI, NFI, and TLI require thresholds greater than .90 or .95, 
as can be seen in Table XLVIII. However, according to Woo (2012), a good model fit 
does not always represent a good model, and a poor model fit does not always represent a 
poor model. Therefore, there is no absolute rule determining the threshold of model fit. 
Table 48 is the adjusted thresholds of model fit used in this dissertation. This research 
followed .90 thresholds. However, it is difficult to say that some model fit measures that 
reached roughly .80 were not valid. It would be even more difficult to call scores close 
to .90 invalid. 
Therefore, for the purposes of this dissertation, scores > .70 were considered a poor 
fit, > .80 acceptable, > .90 good, and, finally, 1.00 is the perfect fit. These revised model 
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fits were informed by cutoff criteria of Gaskin and Lim (2016), who provided a flexible 
threshold, and Doloi, Iyer, and Sawhney, (2011), who set a range of importance rather 
than a certain threshold.  
 
Table XLVIII Reproduced Threshold of Model Fit 
Source Types of Fit Cutoff Criteria 
Oke, Ogunsami, & 
Ogunlana, 2012, p.92 
GFI 
0.70: Poor 
0.80: Acceptable 
0.90: Good 
1.00 : Perfect  
NFI 
0.70: Poor 
0.80: Acceptable 
0.90: Good 
1.00 : Perfect  
TLI 
Gaskin, J. & Lim, J. 
(2016), "Model Fit 
Measures", AMOS 
Plugin. Gaskination's 
StatWiki.  
Types of Fit 
Cutoff Criteria 
Poor Acceptable Excellent 
CFI <0.90 <0.95 >0.95 
SRMR >0.10 >0.08 <0.08 
RMSEA >0.08 >0.06 <0.06 
Note: Hu and Bentler (1999) "Cutoff Criteria for Fit Indexes in Covariance 
Structure Analysis: Conventional Criteria Versus New Alternatives") 
recommend combinations of measures.   
 
CFI>0.95 and SRMR<0.08. To further solidify evidence, add the 
RMSEA<0.06. 
 
 
4.8. The Result of Measurement Models  
Figure 29 represents the results of CFAs for ECT and RLS MSAs. Both CFA 
models have the same or similar measured variables to create the consumption, 
production, and neighborhood latent variables. However, depending on factor loadings, a 
couple of different variables were used for the RLS model.   
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Figure 29.  Results of Measurement Models for ECT and RLS MSAs 
 
Before assessing model validity and reliability, the reliability of the created factors 
was assessed using Cronbach's alpha, which can identify whether factor analysis is valid. 
Table XLIX shows that all the created latent variables exceed the threshold for the 
Cronbach's alpha test of reliability. Therefore, all measurement models can be deemed 
properly ran and valid.    
 
Table XLIX Cronbach's Alpha Test of Reliability 
Constructs 
ECT RLS 
Cronbach's Alpha 
Neighborhood 0.865  0.921  
Consumption 0.908  0.929  
Production 0.883  0.901  
Thresholds: α ≥ 0.9 Excellent/ 0.9 > α ≥ 0.8 Good/ 0.8 > α ≥ 0.7 Acceptable 
Source: Lee & Park (2012) 
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4.8.1. Results of Model Validity and Reliability 
Table L is a regression weights Table of both ECT and RLS CFA models. Through 
this Table, all Critical Ratios (C.R.) of unstandardized estimation those are higher than 
1.96 can be identified. The assessed significance levels of C.R. in both CFA models pose 
no issues. Standardized estimation (factor loading) is higher than .5. Therefore, the C.R., 
factor loading, and significance of C.R. in both CFA models are acceptable. 
 
Table L Critical Ratios (CR) 
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Observation ← Latent Variable 
Unstandardized 
Estimate 
Standardized 
Estimate 
S.E. C.R. P 
GENOCC0 ← Consumption 1 0.854       
QUIOCC0 ← Consumption 0.988 0.824 0.027 37.05 *** 
QUAOCC0 ← Consumption 0.744 0.625 0.021 35.32 *** 
EDUC160 ← Consumption 1.044 0.880 0.026 40.08 *** 
M_UFAM0 ← Consumption 1.107 0.937 0.034 33.03 *** 
PRSOWNU0 ← Production 1 0.952       
OWNOCC0 ← Production 0.965 0.917 0.017 55.90 *** 
TOTHSUN0 ← Production 0.803 0.766 0.026 31.09 *** 
M_UFAM1A ← Neighborhood 1 0.978       
MDFAMY1A ← Neighborhood 0.62 0.607 0.025 25.20 *** 
GENOCCA ← Neighborhood 0.72 0.707 0.022 32.13 *** 
MCNKID1A ← Neighborhood 0.898 0.881 0.019 47.40 *** 
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Observation ← Latent Variable 
Unstandardized 
Estimate 
Standardized 
Estimate 
S.E. C.R. P 
GENOCC0 ← Consumption 1 0.959       
QUIOCC0 ← Consumption 0.893 0.808 0.025 35.43 *** 
QUAOCC0 ← Consumption 0.895 0.852 0.022 39.83 *** 
EDUC160 ← Consumption 0.876 0.823 0.023 37.44 *** 
M_UFAM0 ← Consumption 1.055 0.913 0.032 32.88 *** 
PRSOWNU0 ← Production 1 0.958       
OWNOCC0 ← Production 0.982 0.944 0.019 52.58 *** 
TOTHSUN0 ← Production 0.827 0.861 0.025 33.13 *** 
POP2044_1A ← Neighborhood 1 0.926       
TOTHSUN1A ← Neighborhood 0.980 0.880 0.027 36.17 *** 
GENOCCA ← Neighborhood 0.893 0.775 0.031 28.74 *** 
MCNKID1A ← Neighborhood 1.029 0.847 0.042 24.81 *** 
Note: Sig: *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 
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C.R. = 
𝑈𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑑𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑑 𝜆
𝑆.𝐸.(𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑑 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟)
= ≥ 1.96 (∗ 𝑝 < 0.05) 
 
CR = 
(∑ 𝜆𝑖)
2
(∑ 𝜆𝑖)
2+∑𝑖 𝑣𝑎𝑟(𝜀𝑖)
 = 
(.88+.63+.82+.85+.94)2
(.88+.63+.82+.85+.94)2+(.234+.634+.338+.273+.125)
 = 0.916 
 
AVE = 
∑ 𝜆𝑖
2
∑ 𝜆𝑖
2+∑𝑖 𝑣𝑎𝑟(𝜀𝑖)
≥ .5 =
(.882+.632+.822+.852+.942)
(.882+.632+.822+.852+.942)+(.234+.634+.338+.273+.125)
 = 0.690 
 
MSV = 𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑟2 < 𝐴𝑉𝐸 = . 782= 0.6084 < AVE 0.690 
 
ASV = 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑟2 < 𝐴𝑉𝐸 =
.782+.392
2
= 0.380 < 𝐴𝑉𝐸 0.690 
 
 
In order to identify convergent and discriminant validities, several reliabilities and 
values, such as CR, AVE, MSV, and ASV, were assessed. The example calculations of 
CR, AVE, MSV, and ASV above are for the latent variable consumption in the ECT 
MSAs. For all the latent variables, CR, AVE, MSV, and ASV calculation formulas have 
been applied. Table LI summarizes model validity and reliability results for the ECT and 
RLS MSAs. The consumption, production, and neighborhood latent variables in both 
ECT and RLS CFA models have no issues with convergent or discriminant validities. 
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Table LI Summary of Model Validity and Reliability Results 
ECT-CFA-Model Validity  Factor Correlation 
Constructs CR AVE MSV ASV Consumption Production Neighborhood 
Consumption 0.916 0.690 0.605 0.380 0.831     
Production 0.913 0.778 0.605 0.152 0.778 0.882   
Neighborhood 0.878 0.650 0.153 0.380 0.385 0.392 0.806 
RLS-CFA-Model Validity  Factor Correlation 
Constructs CR AVE MSV ASV Consumption Production Neighborhood 
Consumption 0.941 0.762 0.591 0.385 0.873     
Production 0.944 0.850 0.591 0.389 0.769 0.922   
Neighborhood 0.918 0.737 0.181 0.181 0.426 0.416 0.859 
Note: CR ≥ 0.7 , AVE ≥ 0.5,  MSV < AVE,  ASV < AVE  
Validity Concerns: No validity concerns here. 
References 
Thresholds from: Hu, L., & Bentler, P.M. (1999), "Cutoff Criteria for Fit Indexes in Covariance Structure Analysis: 
Conventional Criteria Versus New Alternatives" SEM vol. 6 (1), pp. 1-55.  
Gaskin, J. & Lim, J. (2016), "Master Validity Tool", AMOS Plugin. Gaskination's StatWiki. 
 
 
4.8.2. Results of Model Fit 
Table LII presents the results of CFA model fit in the ECT MSAs. The Table 
contains unstandardized and standardized coefficients and model validity scores. The 
measurement model for the ECT MSAs has no issue with validity or reliability.  
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Table LII Results of Measurement Model for the ECT MSAs 
Urban Areas of ECT MSAs 
Unstandardized  
Coefficient 
Standardized  
Coefficient 
CR AVE MVS ASV 
GENOCC0 ← Consumption 1 0.854 
0.916 0.690 0.605 0.380 
QUIOCC0 ← Consumption 0.988 0.824 
QUAOCC0 ← Consumption 0.744 0.625 
EDUC160 ← Consumption 1.044 0.880 
M_UFAM0 ← Consumption 1.107 0.937 
PRSOWNU0 ← Production 1 0.952 
0.913 0.778 0.605 0.152 OWNOCC0 ← Production 0.965 0.917 
TOTHSUN0 ← Production 0.803 0.766 
M_UFAM1A ← Neighborhood 1 0.978 
0.878 0.650 0.153 0.380 
MDFAMY1A ← Neighborhood 0.620 0.607 
GENOCCA ← Neighborhood 0.720 0.707 
MCNKID1A ← Neighborhood 0.898 0.881 
Validity and Reliability CR ≥ 0.7,  AVE ≥ 0.5,  MSV < AVE,  AVS < AVE  
Absolute Fit 
GFI 0.851 acceptable 
SRMR 0.084 acceptable 
Incremental Fit 
NFI 0.903 acceptable 
CFI 0.906 acceptable 
TLI 0.852 acceptable 
Parsimonious Fit RMSEA 0.069 acceptable 
Degrees of freedom (390-180): 210, chi-square = 6843.668,  Probability level = .000 
 
Chi-square (χ2) of this model was 6843.668, and the probability level was P 
< .000. CMIN is 32.589. According to traditional recommendations, the probability level 
of chi-square (χ2) should show an insignificant level, which would mean that this CFA 
model did not meet the traditional chi-square threshold. The GFI and TLI scores were 
also below the traditional cutoff of .90, but because GIF at 0.851 and TLI at 0.852 were 
very close to .90, they were deemed acceptable for this research. Such close scores are 
difficult to rule invalid. Regarding the other model fit indices, SRMA, NFI, CFI, and 
RMSEA met traditional cutoff criteria for acceptable levels. According to Noh (2015), 
RMSEA can be used as a supplement for chi-square. Therefore, the model fit of CFA for 
the ECT MSAs was considered valid.  
. 
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Table LIII Results of Measurement Model for the RLS MSAs 
Urban Areas of RLS MSAs 
Unstandardized  
Coefficient 
Standardized  
Coefficient 
CR AVE MVS ASV 
GENOCC0 ← Consumption 1 0.959 
0.941 0.762 0.591 0.385 
QUIOCC0 ← Consumption 0.893 0.808 
QUAOCC0 ← Consumption 0.895 0.852 
EDUC160 ← Consumption 0.876 0.823 
M_UFAM0 ← Consumption 1.055 0.913 
PRSOWNU0 ← Production 1 0.958 
0.944 0.85 0.591 0.389 OWNOCC0 ← Production 0.982 0.944 
TOTHSUN0 ← Production 0.827 0.861 
POP2044_1A ← Neighborhood 1 0.926 
0.918 0.737 0.181 0.181 
TOTHSUN1A ← Neighborhood 0.980 0.880 
GENOCCA ← Neighborhood 0.893 0.775 
MCNKID1A ← Neighborhood 1.029 0.847 
Validity and Reliability CR ≥ 0.7  AVE ≥ 0.5  MSV < AVE  AVS < AVE  
Absolute Fit 
GFI 0.857 acceptable 
SRMR 0.100 acceptable 
Incremental Fit 
NFI 0.913 acceptable 
CFI 0.917 acceptable 
TLI 0.879 acceptable 
Parsimonious Fit RMSEA 0.067 acceptable 
Degrees of freedom (390-165): 225, Chi-square = 4370.647,  Probability level = .000 
 
Table LIII provides results of the measurement model for the RLS MSAs. The GFI 
of 0.857 and TLI of 0.879 also did not reach the .90 cutoff criteria. However, they were 
very close to the cutoff criteria. The other model fit indices, SRMR, NFI, CFI, and 
RMSEA, reached the acceptable level (.90). Overall, both measurement models for the 
ECT and RLS MSAs were found to have acceptable fit.   
 
4.9. The Results of Structure Model 
This dissertation has examined the performance of the consumption- and the 
production-based approaches in the ECT and RLS MSAs to identify which approach 
better explains the gentrification process depending on regional characteristics.  
First, this dissertation discusses the result of the prototype models examined in the 
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urban areas of ECT and RLS MSAs. This dissertation has investigated the causal 
relationships (ConsumptionLow Income Family DisplacementNeighborhood) and 
(ProductionLow Income Family DisplacementNeighborhood) in the urban areas of 
ECT and RLS MSAs through the prototype models.  
Second, this dissertation discusses the result of the alternative models examined in 
the urban areas of ECT and RLS MSAs. This dissertation has also reviewed the causal 
relationship between employed latent variables and the low-income family. However, the 
alternative models have the different causal relation path against the prototype models. 
This dissertation also investigated the effects of the consumption on the production and 
the effect of the production on the consumption. Therefore, the causal relationships 
examined in the ECT and RLS MSAs are (Consumption  Production  Low-Income 
Family  Neighborhood) and (Production  Consumption  Low-Income Family  
Neighborhood).  
 
4.9.1. Results of the Prototype Model in ECT MSAs  
Figure 30 presents results of the prototype model in the ECT MSAs, and Table LIV 
summarizes the analysis results of Figure 30. As this dissertation hypothesized that the 
gentrification process in the ECT MSAs could be explained better by the consumption-
based approach, this prototype model expected strong path effects from the latent variable 
consumption.  
All these path effects were classified through total, direct, and indirect effects, and 
the significance level was verified through a bootstrap test. Most direct, indirect, and total 
effect causal relationships satisfied significance level requirements for the bootstrap test. 
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However, the indirect effect of (consumption neighborhood) and (production  
neighborhood), and the total and direct effects of (low-income family displacement 
neighborhood) were identified as insignificant. 
 
Figure 30.  ECT Prototype Path Model for the Urban Areas of ECT MSAs 
 
Table LIV Effects of the Prototype Path Model (ECT) 
Path Hypothesis Path 
Total 
Effect 
Direct 
Effect 
Indirect 
Effect 
Path 
Hypothesis 1 
Consumption → Low-Income Family Displacement -0.502** -0.502**   
Path 
Hypothesis 2 
Consumption → Neighborhood 0.224** 0.246** -0.022 
Path 
Hypothesis 3 
Production → Low-Income Family Displacement 0.532** 0.532**   
Path 
Hypothesis 4 
Production → Neighborhood 0.199** 0.176** 0.023 
Path 
Hypothesis 5 
Low-Income Family Displacement → Neighborhood 0.043 0.043   
GFI: .843 / SRMR: .081/ NFI: .887/ CFI: .890/ TLI: .843/ RMSEA: .068 
Degrees of freedom (455 - 195): 260, Chi-square = 8219.491, Probability level = .000 
*p < 0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.000  
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A number of conclusions can be drawn from Figure 30 and Table LIV: Path 
Hypothesis 1, that consumption will induce low-income family displacement, is 
statistically significant, indicating that gentrifiers are the key cause of low-income family 
displacement. Path Hypothesis 2, that consumption will positively influence the 
neighborhood, is statistically significant. However, the indirect effect of consumption on 
the neighborhood is statistically insignificant. Path Hypothesis 3, that the effect of 
production on low-income displacement will be small or will be insignificant, has been 
rejected. The total and direct effects are statistically significant and positive meaning that 
production does not cause low-income family displacement. Again, it reflects that the 
physical change (or improvement) of the neighborhood does not induce low-income 
family displacement. Path Hypothesis 4, that production positively influences the 
neighborhood, is statistically significant. However, the indirect effect of production on 
the neighborhood is statistically insignificant. Path Hypothesis 5, that low-income family 
displacement will positively influence the neighborhood, is statistically insignificant, 
meaning there is not much relationship between the decline in low-income population 
and gentrified neighborhoods.  
Overall, the latent variable consumption induced low-income family displacement, 
and it positively affected the gentrified census tracts in this model. This means that the 
increased occupation and demographic characteristics related to gentrifiers induced low-
income family displacement. It seems that the consumption-based approach works in the 
urban areas of ECT MSAs.  
The effect of low-income family displacement on the neighborhood was minimal 
and statistically insignificant. The latent variable production showed an unexpected 
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pattern in this model. The latent variable production positively affected the low-income 
family rather than inducing low-income displacement. This means that more 
homeownership and an increased number of housing units increased the low-income 
family population. In other words, the production-based approach in the urban areas of 
ECT MSAs did not explain the gentrification process because it did not induce 
displacement, but it was significantly related to positive neighborhood change.  
 
4.9.2. Results of the Prototype Model in RLS MSAs 
Figure 31 provides the prototype structure model applied to the urban areas of RLS 
MSAs. Table XXXI summarizes of the total, direct, and indirect effects of the latent 
variables and the measurement variable, low-income family displacement. Figure 31 and 
Table XXXII reveal whether the hypotheses of causal paths are acceptable and 
statistically significant.        
  
 
Figure 31.  RLS Prototype Path Model 
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Table LV Effect of the Prototype Path Model (RLS) 
Path 
Hypothesis 
Path Total Effect Direct Effect Indirect Effect 
Path 
Hypothesis 1 
Consumption → The Low-Income Family -0.454** -0.454**   
Path 
Hypothesis 2 
Consumption → Neighborhood 0.214** 0.214** -0.051** 
Path 
Hypothesis 3 
Production → The Low-Income Family 0.399** 0.399**   
Path 
Hypothesis 4 
Production → Neighborhood 0.259** 0.259** 0.045**  
Path 
Hypothesis 5 
The Low-Income Family → Neighborhood 0.113**     
GFI: .856 / SRMR: .095/ NFI: .906/ CFI: .911/ TL: .911/ RMSEA: .064 
Degrees of freedom (455 - 185): 270, Chi-square = 4810.537, Probability level = .000 
*p < 0.05 ,** p<0.01,*** p<0.000 
 
A number of conclusions can be drawn from Figure 31 and Table LV: Path 
Hypothesis 1, that the effect of consumption on low-income displacement will be small 
and the effect will not be statistically significant, has been rejected. The latent variable 
consumption induced low-income family displacement and positively impacted the 
neighborhood. The total and direct effects are statistically significant, meaning that the 
consumption-based approach also works in the urban areas of the RLS MSAs. Path 
Hypothesis 2, that consumption will positively influence the neighborhood, is statistically 
significant. Even though the indirect effect of consumption on the neighborhood is 
statistically significant, it has minimal influence. Path Hypothesis 3, that production will 
induce low-income family displacement, has been rejected. Production increases low-
income family population rather than inducing low-income family displacement. The 
direct and indirect effects are statistically significant, meaning that the physical change 
(or improvement) of neighborhoods by capital investment does not cause low-income 
family displacement. Path Hypothesis 4, that production positively influences the 
neighborhood, is statistically significant, perhaps indicating that, even though the 
physical change (or improvement) of neighborhoods by capital investment does not 
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induce low-income family displacement, it helps neighborhoods gentrify. Path 
Hypothesis 5, that low-income family displacement will positively influence the 
neighborhood, is statistically significant. However, the effect is relatively small, meaning 
that the change in low-income family population between 2000 and 2010 did not much 
impact neighborhood changes.  
The RLS MSAs are formerly prosperous regions with a legacy of manufacturing 
activity. As the manufacturing industry has deteriorated, many manufacturing-dominated 
regions have struggled with job and population loss (Mallach & Brachman, 2013). 
Therefore, this dissertation hypothesized that gentrification in the neighborhoods of RLS 
MSAs would be led by physical change (or improvement) from capital investment. In 
other words, gentrification in the RLS MSAs was hypothesized to better be explained by 
a production-based approach. 
Yet, the prototype model for the RLS MSAs reveals that the gentrification process 
is better explained by the consumption-based approach than by the production-based 
approach. As with the ECT MSAs, the gentrification process in the RLS MSAs results 
more from gentrifiers than physical changes from capital investment. 
Overall, this dissertation identified how the dynamics of the gentrification process 
work in the urban areas of ECT and RLS MSAs. This dissertation revealed that 
characteristics of a strong economy and abundant cultural and technology resources of 
these urban areas attract new residents to move in. After that, the new residents induce 
low-income displacement and lead to gentrification. In other words, gentrification 
processes in the urban areas of both ECT and RLS MSAs are not explained by the 
production-based approach. The hypothesis that the gentrification process can be 
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explained better by the production-based approach in the RLS MSAs is rejected. 
This dissertation hypothesized that regional characteristics affect the gentrification 
process. However, the regional characteristics did not interfere in the gentrification 
process in both the ECT and RLS MSAs. The fact that the consumption-based approach 
better explained gentrification for both MSA groups reflects three important findings: 
First, gentrifiers are the main force for causing low-income displacement, meaning that 
gentrification began in both the ECT and RLS MSAs with the arrival of gentrifiers. 
Second, physical improvement of a neighborhood in the ECT and RLS MSAs did not 
directly cause low-income family displacement. Third, regional characteristics did not 
affect the gentrification process.  
In these prototype models, even though the production latent variable did not cause 
low-income family displacement, it did contribute to neighborhood change in the ECT 
and RLS MSAs. This suggests that physical improvement from capital investment is one 
of the necessary components of the gentrification process. Therefore, it is hard not to 
point to physical improvement of the neighborhood when explaining gentrification. 
 
4.9.3. Results of the CPLN Alternative Model in ECT MSAs 
Through the prototype model, this dissertation examined the most popular 
gentrification theories, the consumption- and production-based approaches. However, as 
reported above, the production-based approach did not explain the gentrification process 
in the urban areas of RLS MSAs, as hypothesized. Therefore, both theories were re-
examined through the alternative structure models based on the alternative model 
hypotheses (see Tables LVI and LVII). This alternative structure model represents 
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different causal relationships from the prototype structure model. Dissertation built up 
four various types of alternative structure models: CPLN and PCLN. The CPLN 
alternative model stands for a causal relationship direction (ConsumptionProduction-
Low-Income Family DisplacementNeighborhood).  
According to the consumption-based approach, gentrifiers cause low-income 
displacement and boost the real estate business. Therefore, this research has modeled a  
causal relationship between consumption and production. If gentrifiers (consumption) 
stimulate production (physical change), production will cause low-income displacement. 
This means consumption and production together would cause the low-income 
displacement. Each causal relation arrow in Figure 32 has a hypothesis, just as in the 
prototype model. All hypotheses have been examined through the alternative structure 
models.  
 
Figure 32.  ConsumptionProductionLow-Income Family Displacement Neighborhood (CPLN) in 
ECT MSAs 
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Table LVI Effects of CBA in the ECT MSAs 
Path Hypothesis Path Total Effect Direct Effect Indirect Effect 
Path Hypothesis 1 Consumption → Production 0.841** 0.841**   
Path Hypothesis 2 Consumption → LOWFAM -0.085*  -0.669** 0.584** 
Path Hypothesis 3 Consumption → Neighborhood 0.424** 0.412** 0.012 
Path Hypothesis 4 Production → LOWFAM 0.695** 0.695**   
Path Hypothesis 5 Production → Neighborhood 0.075** 0.022 0.053* 
Path Hypothesis 6 LOWFAM → Neighborhoods 0.077* 0.077*  
GFI: .857 / SRMR: .079/ NFI: .902/ CFI: .905/ TLI: .852/ RMSEA: .064 
Degrees of freedom (455 - 205): 250, Chi-square = 7071.423, Probability level = .000 
*p < 0.05 ,** p<0.01,*** p<0.000 
 
A number of conclusions can be drawn from Figure 31 and Table XXXIIIVI: Path 
Hypothesis 1, that consumption will positively influence production, is statistically 
significant, meaning that gentrifiers boost physical change or improvement in the 
neighborhood. Path Hypothesis 2, that consumption will induce low-income family 
displacement, is statistically significant for direct, indirect, and total effects. However, the 
indirect effect of consumption increases the low-income family population rather than 
inducing displacement. Although gentrifiers positively stimulate physical changes, the 
physical improvements increase the low-income family population. Physical 
improvement increases low-income family population whether or not gentrifiers affect 
the physical change positively. Path Hypothesis 3, that consumption will positively 
influence the neighborhood, is statistically significant. However, the indirect effect of 
consumption on the neighborhood is small and not statistically significant, meaning that 
gentrifiers stimulate the neighborhood to be gentrified. However, the effect of gentrifiers 
on the neighborhood via low-income displacement is overshadowed by the low-income 
family. Path Hypothesis 4, that the effect of production on low-income displacement will 
be small or the effect will not be statistically significant, is rejected. Production increases 
the low-income family population rather than inducing displacement. It is also 
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statistically significant, meaning that physical change (or improvement) by capital 
investment does not cause low-income displacement. Path Hypothesis 5, that production 
will positively influence the neighborhood, is statistically significant regarding total 
effect. However, the direct effect is small and insignificant. The indirect effect is small 
but statistically significant. This means that physical change (or improvement) from 
capital investment is an important factor to gentrification, but not directly so. Path 
Hypothesis 6, that low-income family displacement will positively influence the 
neighborhood, is statistically significant. However, the effects are small, meaning the 
positive effect and the statistical significance can be interpreted as the more low-income 
family is more possibility of more gentrified. However, in this model, low-income family 
displacement has a minor impact on neighborhood gentrification.  
This dissertation tried to materialize the consumption-based approach through the 
CPLN structure model. Because the consumption-based approach always starts with 
gentrifiers, the CPLN structure model starts with the latent variable consumption and 
then tracks back the role of consumption. This research assumed that the latent variable 
production would be positively affected by consumption and would negatively influence 
low-income family population (inducing low-income family displacement). If the CPLN 
model demonstrated those relationships, it would perfectly explain the consumption-
based approach. However, the model did not show the expected direction of the causal 
relationship between consumption and low-income displacement via physical changes. 
Even though the latent variable consumption directly induced low-income displacement, 
the indirect effect (Consumption  Production  Low-Income Family Displacement) 
did not reveal the expected relationship. 
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Overall, it can be interpreted that consumption (gentrifiers) is the major factor in 
inducing low-income displacement and affects the gentrified neighborhoods in the urban 
areas of ECT MSAs. Even though production (physical improvement or change) can 
positively affect the gentrified census tracts, it does not play a role in inducing low-
income family displacement. It could be that gentrifiers improve the real estate market. 
However, real estate improvement (or physical change) did not directly induce low-
income family displacement in the ECT MSAs. Therefore, the main hypothesis of 
Chapter 4, that the consumption-based approach better explains gentrification in the 
urban areas of ECT MSAs, is only partially accepted. 
 
4.9.4. The Result of PCLN Alternative Model in ECT MSAs 
Figure 32 represents the second alternative model (PCLN), which slightly switched 
the causal relation direction (Production  Consumption  Low-Income Family 
DisplacementNeighborhood) As described in the section above, the role of the latent 
variable consumption (gentrifiers) in the urban areas of ECT MSAs was explored through 
CPLN structure model. Figure 33 shows the process for investigating the role of the 
latent variable production (physical improvement or change) on low-income family 
displacement and other latent variables in the ECT MSAs. In other words, this model was 
used to examine Smith’s production-based approach in the urban areas of ECT MSAs.  
This dissertation hypothesized that the production-based approach does not 
properly explain the gentrification process in the urban areas of ECT MSAs. Therefore, 
the hypothesis regarding the role of the production-based approach to gentrification was 
explored through the PCLN alternative model in the ECT MSAs. As noted earlier, each 
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causal relation arrow has its own hypothesis.  
 
 
Figure 33.  ProductionConsumptionLow-Income Family DisplacementNeighborhood (PCLN) in 
ECT MSAs 
 
Table LVII Effects of PBA in the ECT MSAs 
Path Hypothesis Path Total Effect Direct Effect Indirect Effect 
Path Hypothesis 1 Production → Consumption 0.805** 0.805**   
Path Hypothesis 2 Production → LOWFAM 0.131** 0.570** -0.439** 
Path Hypothesis 3 Production → Neighborhood 0.379** 0.174** 0.205** 
Path Hypothesis 4 Consumption → LOWFAM -0.545** -0.545**   
Path Hypothesis 5 Consumption → Neighborhood 0.224** 0.247** -0.024 
Path Hypothesis 6 LOWFAM → Neighborhood 0.044 0.044   
GFI: .849 / SRMR: .082/ NFI: .895/ CFI: .898/ TLI: .841/ RMSEA: .067 
Degrees of freedom (455 - 205): 250, Chi-square = 7617.749, Probability level = .000 
*p < 0.05 ,** p<0.01,*** p<0.000 
 
Several conclusions can be drawn from findings presented in Figure 33 and Table 
LVII: Path Hypothesis 1, that the effect of production on consumption will be small or 
the effect will not be statistically significant, is rejected. It is statistically significant and 
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the effect is strong, meaning that physical change (or improvement) by capital investment 
is important in gentrification. Path Hypothesis 2, that the effect of production on low-
income family displacement, will be small or the effect will not be statistically 
significant, is rejected. It too is statistically significant and the effect strong. However, the 
indirect effect of production on low-income family population is negative and statistically 
significant. This means that the effect of physical change (or improvement) via gentrifiers 
causes low-income family displacement. Physical change does not directly induce low-
income family displacement, but it is still an important factor in the gentrification 
process. Path Hypothesis 3, that production positively influences the neighborhood, is 
statistically significant. Path Hypothesis 4, that consumption will induce low-income 
family displacement, is statistically significant, mean that, whether or not gentrifiers have 
effects from physical changes, gentrifiers are the main factor causing low-income family 
displacement. Path Hypothesis 5, that consumption positively influences the 
neighborhood, is statistically significant. However, the indirect effect of consumption on 
the neighborhood is negative, meaning that consumption is not only an important factor 
causing low-income family displacement, but also a significant factor stimulating 
neighborhoods to be gentrified. Path Hypothesis 6, that low-income family displacement 
will positively influence the neighborhood, is small and statistically insignificant. The 
effect of low-income family displacement on a neighborhood is the same as the effect of 
low-income population on a neighborhood observed using the CPLN model on the ECT 
MSAs. 
This dissertation expected that the latent variable production would have a small 
and statistically insignificant effect on consumption and low-income family 
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displacement. In other words, the production-based approach was not expected to explain 
properly gentrified census tracts in the urban areas of ECT MSAs. However, the total and 
direct effects of production was shown to increase low-income family population. 
However, the indirect effect of production on low-income family population via 
consumption was shown to induce displacement. 
If the total and direct effects of production on low-income family population were 
negative, the PCLN model would be the optimal model to explain the gentrification 
process. However, results from the PCLN model can be interpreted as physical change 
positively influencing the gentrifiers and gentrifiers positively affected by physical 
changes inducing low-income family displacement and the effect of physical changes on 
low-income family population via consumption also inducing displacement.  
Overall, this dissertation found that the production-based approach does not 
properly explain gentrification in the urban areas of ECT MSAs. Even though the causal 
relation path was changed, consumption was shown to induce low-income family 
displacement and positively influence the neighborhood.  
 
4.9.5. Results of CPLN Alternative Model in RLS MSAs 
Figure 34 illustrates the CPLN alternative model for the urban areas of RLS MSAs, 
and Table LVIII provides the path effects of the causal relations shown in Figure 34. This 
model materializes the consumption-based approach, which is hypothesized not to 
explain properly the gentrification process in the urban areas of RLS MSAs. 
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Figure 34.  ConsumptionProductionLow-Income Family DisplacementNeighborhood (CPLN) in 
RLS MSAs 
 
Table LVIII CPLN in RLS MSAs 
Path Hypothesis Path Total Effect Direct Effect Indirect Effect 
Path Hypothesis 1 Consumption → Production 0.765* 0.765*   
Path Hypothesis 2 Consumption → LOWFAM -0.149** -0.454** 0.306** 
Path Hypothesis 3 Consumption → Neighborhood 0.412* 0.265** 0.147* 
Path Hypothesis 4 Production → LOWFAM 0.399** 0.399**   
Path Hypothesis 5 Production → Neighborhood 0.259* 0.214* 0.045* 
Path Hypothesis 6 LOWFAM → Neighborhood 0.113* 0.113*   
GFI: .856 /SRMR: .095/ NFI: .906/ CFI: .911/ TL: .911/ RMSEA: .064 
Degrees of freedom (455 - 185): 270, Chi-square = 4810.537, Probability level = .000 
*p < 0.05 ,** p<0.01,*** p<0.000 
 
Important conclusions can be drawn from results contained in Figure 34 and Table 
XXXIVI: Path Hypothesis 1, that the effect of consumption on production will be small 
or statistically insignificant, is rejected. The effects of consumption on production are 
strong and statistically significant, meaning that gentrifiers are an important factor in 
physical change in the urban areas of RLS MSAs. Path Hypothesis 2, that the effect of 
consumption on low-income displacement will be small or statistically insignificant, is 
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rejected. Consumption induced low-income family displacement. However, the indirect 
effect of consumption increases low-income family population rather than inducing 
displacement. In Path Hypothesis 2, gentrifiers are still the primary factor causing low-
income family displacement in the urban areas of RLS MSAs. However, the effect of 
gentrifiers on the low-income population is offset by physical change, meaning that 
production does not cause low-income family displacement regardless of whether 
gentrifiers affect physical change (or improvement). Path Hypothesis 3, that consumption 
will positively influence the neighborhood, is statistically significant, meaning that 
gentrifiers are also important in stimulating neighborhood gentrification. Path Hypothesis 
4, that production will induce low-income family displacement, is rejected. Physical 
change was shown to increase low-income population rather than inducing displacement. 
Path Hypothesis 5, that production positively influences the neighborhood, is statistically 
significant, meaning that physical change is also important to neighborhood gentrification 
in the RLS MSAs. Path Hypothesis 6, that low-income family displacement will 
positively influence the neighborhood, is statistically significant. The more low-income 
family is associated with a greater likelihood of neighborhood gentrification. 
This dissertation hypothesized that the consumption-based approach would not 
properly explain the gentrification process in the urban areas of the RLS MSAs. 
However, the CPLN model demonstrates that the gentrification process in the RLS MSAs 
can better be explained by the consumption-based approach. Consumption induced low-
income family displacement. On the other hand, the production latent variable increased 
the low-income population, and production, even when affected by the consumption 
variable, did not induce low-income family displacement. However, as seen in the CPLN 
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model in the context of the ECT MSAs, physical change (or improvement) still positively 
affected gentrifiers and the neighborhood to be gentrified in the urban areas of RLS 
MSAs. Therefore, in the RLS MSAs, physical change is still an important factor in the 
gentrification process. 
 
4.9.6. Results of the PCLN Alternative Model in RLS MSAs 
Figure 35 represents the PCLN alternative model for the urban areas of the RLS 
MSAs, and Table XXXV outlines the causal relation path effects presented in Figure 35. 
This model was used to explore the production-based approach in the urban areas of RLS 
MSAs. As hypothesized, this dissertation expects that the production-based approach 
properly explains the gentrification process in the urban areas of the RLS MSAs.  
 
Figure 35.  ProductionConsumptionLow-Income Family DisplacementNeighborhood (PCLN) in 
RLS MSAs 
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Table LIX PCLN in RLS MSAs 
Path Hypothesis Path Total Effect Direct Effect Indirect Effect 
Path Hypothesis 1 Production → Consumption 0.765* 0.765*   
Path Hypothesis 2 Production → LOWFAM 0.052 0.399** -0.348** 
Path Hypothesis 3 Production → Neighborhood 0.423** 0.214* 0.209** 
Path Hypothesis 4 Consumption → LOWFAM -0.454** -0.454**   
Path Hypothesis 5 Consumption → Neighborhood 0.214** 0.265** -0.051* 
Path Hypothesis 6 LOWFAM → Neighborhood 0.113* 0.113*   
GFI: .856 /SRMR: .095/ NFI: .906/ CFI: .911/ TL: .911/ RMSEA: .064 
Degrees of freedom (455 - 185): 270, Chi-square = 4810.537, Probability level = .000 
*p < 0.05 ,** p<0.01,*** p<0.000 
 
 
A number of conclusions can be drawn from results presented in Figure 35 and 
Table XXXVIX: Path Hypothesis 1, that production will positively impact consumption, 
is statistically significant, meaning that physical change (or improvement) attracts 
gentrifiers. As seen in the PCLN model in the context of the ECT MSAs, physical change 
(or improvement) stimulates gentrifiers in the urban areas of the RLS MSAs as well. Path 
Hypothesis 2, that production will induce low-income family displacement, is rejected. 
However, the indirect effect of the production latent variable on the income family 
displacement is statistically significant and satisfies the hypothesis. This is a critical result 
for the model that tests the production-based approach because physical improvement by 
capital investment did not induce low-income family displacement directly but did 
indirectly. Therefore, even though physical change is an important element in 
gentrification, it is not the main driver of displacement. Path Hypothesis 3, that 
production positively influences the neighborhood, is statistically significant. Again, 
physical change (or improvement) is shown to be a significant component in 
gentrification.  
Path Hypothesis 4, that the effect of consumption on low-income displacement will 
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be small or the effect will not be statistically significant, is rejected. The effects of the 
consumption latent variable on low-income population are strong and statistically 
significant, indicating that gentrifiers push low-income families out of the neighborhood. 
This again supports a view of gentrifiers leading gentrification. Path Hypothesis 5, that 
consumption positively influences the neighborhood, is statistically significant. However, 
the indirect effect of consumption on the neighborhood is negative and statistically 
significant. Path Hypothesis 6, that low-income family displacement will positively 
influence the neighborhood, is statistically significant. The results of Path Hypotheses 5 
and 6 are the same as for the other CPLN and PCLN models exploring the urban areas of 
the ECT and RLS MSAs. 
This dissertation hypothesized that the production-based approach would better 
explain the gentrification process in the urban areas of the RLS MSAs. However, this 
PCLN model has partially explained the gentrification process in the RLS MSAs because 
hypotheses regarding the direct effect of production on low-income displacement and the 
indirect effect of consumption on the neighborhood are not satisfied. Consumption 
negatively affected the gentrified neighborhood. Even though the indirect effect of 
production induced low-income family displacement, the total and direct effects of 
consumption on displacement are greater. Results of the PCLN model do not support the 
production-based approach to gentrification within the regional context of the RLS 
MSAs.   
Two overarching hypotheses guided the research presented in Chapter 4: (HA1): 
Gentrified neighborhoods located in the urban areas of economic, cultural and technology 
(ECT) hub MSAs can be explained better by a consumption-based approach, and (HA2): 
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Gentrified neighborhoods located in the urban areas of Rust Belt, legacy, and shrinking 
(RLS) MSAs can be explained better by a production-based approach. The research 
presented here reveals that both hypotheses should be largely rejected: First, regional 
characteristics were not shown to affect the gentrification process between 2000 and 
2010. Second, gentrification is explained better by the consumption-based approach in 
the urban areas of both regional groups. This means that gentrification starts when 
gentrifiers flow into decayed neighborhoods and that gentrifiers are the main drivers of 
low-income family displacement whether in urban areas of ECT MSAs or RLS MSAs. 
 
4.10.  The Conclusion and Discussion of the Structure Models 
This dissertation examined the consumption- and production-based approaches to 
gentrification through prototype and alternative models within the context of two distinct 
groups of regions. The consumption-based approach argues that gentrifiers are the main 
factor inducing low-income displacement and boost up the real estate market. The 
production-based approach argues that physical improvement due to capital investment is 
the main factor inducing low-income displacement and attracting new, affluent residents. 
This dissertation took the approach that regional context matters in the gentrification 
process. The gentrification process was hypothesized to be explained better by the 
consumption-based approach in the ECT MSAs, and the gentrification process was 
hypothesized to be explained better by the production-based approach in the RLS MSAs.  
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Table LX Summary of Hypotheses Acceptance 
Regions Models Acceptance 
Urban Areas of ECT MSAs Prototype Model Partially Accepted 
Urban Areas of RLS MSAs Prototype Model Rejected 
Urban Areas of ECT MSAs 
CPLN Alternative Models Partially Accepted 
PCLN Alternative Models Rejected 
Urban Areas of RLS MSAs 
CPLN Alternative Models Partially Accepted 
PCLN Alternative Models Rejected 
 
Table LX summarizes the hypotheses acceptance. It is important to remember that 
both the prototype model and the alternative models used latent variables reflecting 
consumption and production gentrifying activity. The prototype model controlled for the 
effects of consumption on production and production on consumption to explore the pure 
effects of consumption and production on low-income displacement and neighborhood 
transformation. The alternative models aimed to explore mediating effects of 
consumption on production and production on consumption.  
 
4.10.1. The Prototype Model  
The prototype model revealed that the consumption-based approach to 
gentrification had better explanatory power within both the context of ECT MSAs and 
RLS MSAs. Direct and total effects of gentrifiers were shown to induce low-income 
family displacement and positively influence the neighborhood in gentrified census tracts 
of ECT MSAs. Counter to the hypothesized relationship, the prototype model revealed 
that the production-based approach could not explain the gentrification process in the 
RLS MSAs as well as the consumption-based approach. 
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4.10.2. CPLN Alternative Model 
As hypothesized, the CPLN alternative model revealed that the consumption-based 
approach best explained gentrification in the ECT MSAs. In other words, gentrifiers 
induce low-income family displacement and drive physical improvements. However, the 
physical changes did not perform as the production-based approach argues, inducing low-
income displacement. This means that the production-based approach cannot explain the 
gentrification process in the urban areas of the ECT MSAs.  
The CPLN model also revealed that the consumption-based approach best 
explained gentrification in the RLS MSAs. The CPLN model demonstrated the powerful 
performance of the latent variable consumption on production, the low-income 
population, and the neighborhood. However, this dissertation hypothesized that the 
gentrification process in the urban areas of RLS MSAs would be explained better by the 
production-based approach. The CPLN model refuted this hypothesis, showing gentrifiers 
to be the main factor inducing low-income family displacement and driving physical 
improvements in the neighborhoods. 
 
4.10.3. PCLN Alternative Model  
The PCLN alternative model revealed that physical change (or improvement) did 
not perform as the production-based approach argues in either of the MSA groups. The 
physical improvement was hypothesized to be the main factor inducing low-income 
displacement, attracting more affluent residents, and positively affecting the 
neighborhoods in the gentrified tracts of the RLS MSAs. However, because the physical 
changes variable was not shown to induce the low-income displacement in the RLS 
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MSAs, the hypothesis regarding the production-based approach in RLS MSAs must be 
rejected. 
Among the ECT MSAs, the PCLN model revealed that physical improvement 
increased the low-income population rather than inducing displacement.  As noted 
earlier, this was not what the production-based approach would have predicted. Instead, 
the latent variable consumption was shown to cause low-income family displacement and 
positively affect the gentrified census tracts. Therefore, the PCLN model also supports 
the consumption-based approach as better explaining gentrification in both MSA groups. 
 
4.11. Key Takeways 
Overall, gentrification processes in the urban areas of both the ECT and RLS MSAs 
have been explained better by the consumption-based approach. Gentrifiers drive 
gentrification. The physical improvement was not shown to induce low-income family 
displacement, but it positively influenced gentrifiers and the gentrified census tracts. 
Moreover, this dissertation has found that, counter to what was hypothesized, regional 
characteristics do not shape the gentrification process.  
An interesting point is that the gentrification process as examined through the 
PCLN model in the urban areas of the RLS MSAs showed a different pattern. The 
gentrifiers affected by the physical change (or improvement) induced low-income 
displacement. This can be interpreted as physical changes attracting the gentrifiers and 
the gentrifiers inducing the low-income displacement. However, the physical changes did 
not directly induce the low-income displacement.  
According to the production-based approach, the physical change (or improvement) 
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induces low-income family displacement and attracts more affluent residents. However, 
the PCLN model revealed that the physical change (production) positively affected the 
gentrifiers (consumption). The gentrifiers positively affected by the physical change 
induced low-income displacement. However, the physical change (or improvement) did 
not induce the displacement. This means that the physical change (or improvement) 
might play a role in attracting gentrifiers, but it is not a direct factor in causing 
displacement. This pattern had been identified in other models too. 
Indirect effects of gentrifiers on the low-income population via physical change did 
not cause displacement. Even though gentrifiers stimulate physical improvement, the 
indirect effect of gentrifiers did not reach the low-income family. This means the effect 
was lessened by the physical change (or improvement). On the other hand, physical 
change (or improvement) itself had very strong effects in both the CPLN and PCLN 
models, increasing the low-income population in both the ECT and RLS MSAs. 
However, physical improvement did not greatly affect the neighborhood in both MSAs.  
However, it is necessary to rethink the indirect effects of production on low-income 
population because the physical change did not directly cause displacement, but it 
positively affected the consumption affected by the production caused the low-income 
family displacement. Even though production did not directly cause low-income 
displacement, the PCLN model identified that the causal paths from production to low-
income displacement via the production are significant in the urban areas of ECT and 
RLS MSAs.  
Contrary to the assertions of the production-based approach to gentrification, the 
prototype model and both alternative models indicated that physical change (production) 
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did not cause low-income displacement. However, the indirect effect of production on the 
low-income population via consumption should not be ignored. The consumption-based 
approach asserts that gentrifiers stimulate the real estate market to gentrify 
neighborhoods. In contrast, the production-based approach asserts that people 
(gentrifiers) are one of the capital investment gentrification results. 
Regarding the sequenced causal relation link (total effects), both the CPLN and the 
PCLN models demonstrated that the total effects (all path effects included) of 
consumption on the neighborhood was much stronger than the total effects of production 
on the neighborhood in the urban areas of ECT MSAs. The CPLN and the PCLN models 
were split on the total effects of consumption and production on the neighborhood in the 
RLS MSAs.  
Based on the direct, indirect, and total effects, the roles of gentrifiers and physical 
change cannot be separated from each other. The effect of consumption and production 
on each other is very strong and statistically significant in both the CPLN and PCLN 
models for both groups of regions. This may mean that they are mutually involved when 
neighborhoods are gentrifying. In other words, consumption and production are the 
necessary conditions for each other in the gentrification process.  
It is hard to decide which approach can explain gentrification perfectly based only 
on path effects. However, within the context of this dissertation, the consumption-based 
approach seems to explain gentrification better regardless of regional context.   
Regarding the causal relationship and generalization, the findings of this 
dissertation have supported the existing gentrification theories and have also been 
supported by the existing pattern of gentrification. The causal relationships between 
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“gentrifiers and the low-income displacement” and “capital investment and low-income 
displacement” have been well explained by many scholars and researchers. The result of 
this dissertation tried to identify whether or not the characteristics of the region impact 
these well-established gentrification processes.  
The causal relationships explained in the existing gentrification theories have also 
been observed in this dissertation. Even though this dissertation set up different regional 
circumstances, the causal relationship among capital investment and low-income 
displacement, gentrifiers and low-income displacement, and capital investment and 
gentrifiers did not deviate from the explanation of the causal relationship in the existing 
gentrification theories.  
In other words, it could be said that the causal relationships in this dissertation 
support the existing gentrification theories in various regional conditions. Furthermore, 
the causal relationships shown in this dissertation have been supported not only by the 
existing gentrification theories but also by the SEM model performance.   
Regarding generalization, gentrification theories have been substantially 
generalized regarding where gentrification happens, how gentrification unfolds, and what 
causes the low-income displacement. Therefore, this dissertation investigated the 
performances of traditional gentrification theories on different characteristics of regions 
through SEM. As a result, SEM showed gentrifiers are main actors inducing the low-
income displacement, as well as capital investment indirectly causing low-income 
displacement strongly through impacts on gentrifiers and neighborhoods being gentrified. 
Furthermore, the SEM model showed that gentrifiers and capital investment have an 
inseparable relationship with each other. These results have firmly supported applied 
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gentrification theories in different regional contexts. 
Therefore, a take-away message of this dissertation is that the consumption and 
production-based approaches explain the gentrification process as they are, regardless of 
regional characteristics. It means that economic size, the reputation of areas, the type of 
former and current industry, or local cultural amenity (assets) do not impact the 
consumption and production explanations of the gentrification process.
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CHAPTER V 
V. RETHINKING GENTRIFICATION 
The first phase of this dissertation was extracting gentrified neighborhoods by 
using the gentrification and displacement indices. The second phase involved 
investigating the impact of regional context on the gentrification process. In other words, 
this dissertation has sought to identify which theoretical explanation better describes 
gentrified neighborhoods based on regional characteristics. Finally, the third phase is a 
critical analysis of the population and income class dynamics of gentrified 
neighborhoods.  
Gentrification has been defined as a phenomenon largely happening in inner urban 
neighborhoods. Earlier studies indicate displacement as one of the essential components 
in the gentrification process, contributing to the upgrading of socioeconomic status 
( Clark, 2005; Lees, 2008; Ley, 1981; Kennedy & Leonard, 2001).  Therefore, most 
gentrification studies have focused on low-income displacement and increased 
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affluent residents referred to as gentrifiers. However, this dissertation questioned the 
dynamic of other income classes and population in the gentrified areas.  
According to Ley (1980, 1981), middle- and upper-middle-income gentrifiers often 
are well-educated, have small households, and work in professional, educational, 
technical and other white-collar occupations. Conversely, those displaced by gentrifiers 
are frequently described in the literature as less-educated, lower income workers engaged 
in junior non-manual personal service, foreman and supervisor-manual, skilled manual, 
semi-skilled manual work, and agricultural activities (Atkinson, 2000; Freeman & 
Braconi, 2004).   
Most gentrification studies have been concerned with low-income displacement 
and have measured the impact of new residents in the gentrified areas. However, except 
for the low- and the high-income classes, other income classes have been rarely 
mentioned. Also, population dynamics based on age have been only mentioned in terms 
of the younger generation. Therefore, identifying the entire population dynamics of 
gentrified census tracts would fill a gap in the literature. 
The extracted gentrified and somewhat gentrified census tracts, described in 
Chapter 3, were used to identify the population and income class dynamics. Then, cluster 
analysis was applied to identify the population and income dynamics within the gentrified 
census tracts. 
 
5.1. Research Question 
Over 50 years of gentrification studies, many have dealt with what factors cause 
low-income displacement and how the gentrification process transforms a neighborhood. 
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As a result, the new middle-class residents referred to as gentrifiers and the physical 
changes refer to as capital investment have been considered factors inducing low-income 
displacement. Therefore, in gentrified neighborhoods, the fluctuations of only the 
displaced low-income class and the new middle class who can afford expensive housing 
or rent costs have been of interest. However, this dissertation assumed that, in addition to 
the migration of low-income residents out and middle-income classes in, there would also 
be other income classes and other generations of residents affected by gentrification. 
Therefore, this dissertation questions whether there is an increase or decrease in middle- 
and upper-middle-income families in gentrified neighborhoods that counters or expands 
low-income displacement. 
RQ1: Are there income-level dynamics in gentrified neighborhoods other than the out-
migration of low-income families?  
RQ2: Are there fluctuation of moderate-, middle-, and upper-middle-income residents in 
gentrified neighborhoods? 
 
5.2. Data 
This dissertation employed the 1,113 gentrified census tracts extracted from the 
ECT and RLS MSAs, as described in Chapter 3. These 1,113 gentrified census tracts 
were composed of 270 gentrified census tracts and 843 somewhat gentrified census tracts 
(see Table LXI). This chapter recounts efforts to identify whether there are non-typical 
population and income class dynamics in the extracted gentrified areas. As in Chapter 3, 
data on changes in population and income class for the sample of gentrified areas 
between 2000 and 2010 were used for this analysis. 
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Table LXI Status of Gentrified Census Tracts 
MSA TYPE 
Status 
Total 
Gentrified Somewhat Gentrified 
ECT Urban Areas 167 500 667 
RLS Urban Areas 103 343 446 
Total 270 843             1,113  
 
5.2.1. Variables 
Family income status was used for the hierarchical cluster analysis (see Table 
XXXVII). Through Hierarchical Cluster Analysis (HCA), gentrified census tracts were 
grouped into clusters based on their income group profiles. After the different clusters (or 
income group profiles) were identified, each cluster was analyzed through descriptive 
statistics.  
 
Table LXII HCA Variables 
Variable Variable for Cluster Analysis (2000~2010) Value 
INCOME1 Families with less than $10,000 income previous year Number of Family 
INCOME2 Families with $10,000-$14,999 income previous year Number of Family 
INCOME3 Families with $15,000-$19,999 income previous year Number of Family 
INCOME4 Families with $20,000-$24,999 income previous year Number of Family 
INCOME5 Families with $25,000-$29,999 income previous year Number of Family 
INCOME6 Families with $30,000-$34,999 income previous year Number of Family 
INCOME7 Families with $35,000-$39,999 income previous year Number of Family 
INCOME8 Families with $40,000-$44,999 income previous year Number of Family 
INCOME9 Families with $45,000-$49,999 income previous year Number of Family 
INCOME10 Families with $50,000-$59,999 income previous year Number of Family 
INCOME11 Families with $60,000-$74,999 income previous year Number of Family 
INCOME12 Families with $75,000-$99,999 income previous year Number of Family 
INCOME13 Families with $100,000-$124,999 income previous year Number of Family 
INCOME14 Families with $125,000-$149,999 income previous year Number of Family 
INCOME15 Families with $150,000-$199,999 income previous year Number of Family 
INCOME16 Families with $200,000+ income previous year Number of Family 
 
After the HCA distinguished different profiles of income groups, several 
demographic and socioeconomic variables were collected for principal component 
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analysis (PCA). Both HCA and PCA used change measured between 2000 and 2010. 
These variables represent attributes of gentrified neighborhoods and have already been 
introduced and used by many researchers, including Ley (1980 and 1981), Atkinson 
(2000), and Freeman and Braconi (2004). The variables used in the PCA were population 
age 20-44, educational attainment (BA, MA, Professional, and Ph.D. degree holders), and 
several indicators representing occupations belonging to primary, secondary, tertiary, and 
quaternary sectors (see Tables XXXVIII and XXXIX).  
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Table LXIII Variables for Principal Component Analysis 
Variable for Principal Component Analysis 
Variables 
2000~2010 
1 Total Population TPOP 
2 POP 0-4 years old 
POP1 
3 POP 5-9 years old 
4 POP 10-14 years old 
POP2 
5 POP 15-19 years old 
6 POP 20-24 years old 
POP3 
7 POP 25-29 years old 
8 POP 30-34 years old 
POP4 
9 POP 35-44 years old 
10 POP 45-54 years old 
POP5 
11 POP 55-64 years old 
12 POP 65-74 years old 
POP6 
13 POP 75+ years old 
14 Foreign-Born Population FORBORN 
15 Married Couple Without Children MCNKID 
16 Population 20-44 Years Old : Sum of POP(20-24) +( 25~29) +(30~34) +(35~44) POP2044 
17 Educational Attainment for Pop. Age 25 or Older (BA, MA, Prof., & Ph.D.) EDUC16 
18 Employment  INDEMP 
19 Total Family Population T_FAM 
20 Primary Sector Occupation PRIOCC 
21 Secondary Sector Occupation SECOCC 
22 Tertiary Sector Occupation TEROCC 
23 Quaternary Sector Occupation QUAOCC 
24 Total Housing Units TOTHSUN 
25 Total Renter-Occupied Housing Units RNTOCC 
26 Total Owner-Occupied Housing Units OWNOCC 
27 
Owner-occupied housing units with a mortgage whose monthly owner costs are less than $200 
and $200 to $499 
MR499 
28 Owner-occupied housing units with a mortgage whose monthly owner costs are $500 to $999 MR999 
29 
Owner-occupied housing units with a mortgage whose monthly owner costs are $1,000 to 
$1,999 
MR1999 
30 
Owner-occupied housing units with a mortgage whose monthly owner costs are $2,000 to 
$3,000 or more 
MR3000 
31 Renter-occupied housing units paying gross cash rent of less than $100 and $499 GR299 
32 Renter-occupied housing units paying gross cash rent of $450 to $599 GR599 
33 Renter-occupied housing units paying gross cash rent of $600 to $999 GR999 
34 Renter-occupied housing units paying gross cash rent of $1000 to $2,000 or more GR2000 
 
The Neighborhood Change Database (NCDB) provides 54 occupational categories 
in the 2000 and 2010 data set. Those 54 occupations were classified into primary, 
secondary, tertiary, and quaternary sectors. Table XL presents the types of occupations 
belonging to each of the four industry sectors. These indicators were used to identify the 
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professions of movers into and out of gentrified neighborhoods. Forty occupational 
indicators have been used, with 5 indicators assigned to the primary sector, 8 to the 
secondary sector, 19 to the tertiary, and 8 to the quaternary sector.  
Given that the literature suggests that gentrified neighborhoods attract highly 
educated and affluent professional workers (Ley, 1980, 1981), all household income 
levels were examined to classify socioeconomic indicator profiles. However, there are 
many reasons why the profile of middle- or upper-middle-income may not exactly match 
the traditional view of gentrified neighborhoods. For example, some tertiary sector 
occupations may pay higher wages than quaternary sector occupations. Therefore, this 
dissertation has taken a broad approach to gentrification and displacement and has 
comprehensively analyzed the profiles of gentrified areas.  
There is another issue that the NCDB dataset cannot detect. NCDB does not 
provide the change in occupation. For example, if a person was employed in the 
construction field in 2000 but took a job in retail in 2010, NCDB does not track this type 
of change. This kind of change may be considered a form of displacement. Therefore, it is 
a limitation of the NCDB dataset that limits understanding of change in occupational 
structure over the two periods of study. 
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Table LXIV Occupational Classifications 
Primary 
Sector 
Occupation 
(5) 
Persons 16+ years old employed in farm management occupations 
Persons 16+ years old employed in farming, fishing, and forestry occupations 
Persons 16+ years old employed as farm workers or in forestry and fishing 
Persons 16+ years old employed in agriculture, forestry, fishing and hunting 
Persons 16+ years old employed in mining 
Secondary 
Sector 
Occupation 
(8) 
Persons 16+ years old employed in architecture and engineering occupations 
Persons 16+ years old employed in building and grounds cleaning and maintenance occupations 
Persons 16+ years old employed in construction and extraction occupations 
Persons 16+ years old employed in installation, maintenance, and repair occupations 
Persons 16+ years old employed as precision production, craft, and repair workers 
Persons 16+ years old employed in the utility industry 
Persons 16+ years old employed in construction 
Persons 16+ years old employed in manufacturing 
Tertiary 
Sector 
Occupation 
(19) 
Persons 16+ years old employed in business and financial operations occupations 
Persons 16+ years old employed in legal occupations 
Persons 16+ years old employed in arts, design, entertainment, sports, and media occupations 
Persons 16+ years old employed in healthcare practitioner and technical occupations 
Persons 16+ years old employed in healthcare support occupations 
Persons 16+ years old employed in food preparation and serving related occupations 
Persons 16+ years old employed in sales and related occupations 
Persons 16+ years old employed in transportation and material moving occupations 
Persons 16+ years old employed as operators, assemblers, transportation, material moving, nonfarm 
laborers, and service workers 
Persons 16+ years old employed as sales workers 
Persons 16+ years old employed as operators, assemblers, transportation, and material moving 
workers 
Persons 16+ years old employed as service workers 
Persons 16+ years old employed in wholesale trade 
Persons 16+ years old employed in retail trade 
Persons 16+ years old employed in transportation and warehousing 
Persons 16+ years old employed in finance and insurance 
Persons 16+ years old employed in health care and social assistance 
Persons 16+ years old employed in arts, entertainment, and recreation 
Persons 16+ years old employed in accommodation and food services 
Quaternary 
Sector 
Occupation 
(8) 
Persons 16+ years old employed in computer and mathematical occupations 
Persons 16+ years old employed in education, training, and library occupations 
Persons 16+ years old employed in professional and technical occupations 
Persons 16+ years old employed as executives, managers, and administrators (excl. farms) 
Persons 16+ years old employed in the information industry 
Persons 16+ years old employed in professional, scientific, and technical services 
Persons 16+ years old employed in educational services 
Persons 16+ years old employed in public administration 
Occupation Source: Rosenberg, (2017) 
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5.3. Methods 
Hierarchical cluster analysis (HCA) was used to identify unique groups of income 
class distribution for the time periods 2000 and 2010. After the distribution of these 
income classes was classified, PCA was used to better understand the principal elements 
of the groups formed by HCA. PCA helps represent the elements most critical in 
explaining each of the distinct income groups. 
 
5.3.1. Hierarchical Cluster Analysis  
Among various clustering methods, HCA can identify “sub-clusters” of items and 
“clusters “ including “the sub-clusters” (Mikelbank, 2011). HCA involves a series of 
steps where individual cases begin as individual clusters and, step by step, are compared 
until the most similar clusters are joined together. As a result, one cluster includes all 
cases ( Clatworthy, Buick, Hankins, Weinman, and Horne, 2005). On the other hand, non-
hierarchical cluster analysis or “K-means clustering is a well-known partitioning method” 
(Kaur & Kaur, 2013, p.1454). “The clustering process starts by randomly assigning 
objects to a number of clusters. The objects are then successively reassigned to other 
clusters to minimize the within-cluster variation, which is basically the (squared) distance 
from each observation to the center of the associated cluster” (Mooi & Sarstedt, 2011, p. 
256). 
Both hierarchical and K-means (non-hierarchical) cluster analyses are very popular 
methods (Clatworthy, Buick, Hankins, Weinman, and Horne, 2005). However, it is hard 
to say which cluster analysis is better or more accurate. Depending on the purpose of the 
study, the type of dataset, and the researcher’s preference, either clustering method may 
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be selected. HCA was selected for this research because HCA makes it possible to 
identify a process where each observation can be classified into a cluster through 
similarity and the formed clusters can be reclassified from larger groups to smaller 
groups. 
After selecting the most appropriate clustering method, it was necessary to decide 
how many clusters would be used for the analysis. This dissertation followed the 
“stopping rule” based on the dendrogram. According to Clatworthy, Buick, Hankins, 
Weinman, and Horne (2005), the researcher needs to decide how many clusters will be 
used based on experience, and the most commonly used method for making a decision is 
based on the dendrogram. For HCA, it is necessary to assign a clustering method and a 
method of similarity measurement. Most statistical tools provide several clustering 
methods and a method of similarity measurement in HCA. Clustering involves 
agglomerating cases based on their similarity on selected indicators (Clatworthy, Buick, 
Hankins, Weinman, and Horne, 2005; Mikelbank, 2011).  
Among the many methods of investigating similarity, squared Euclidian distance 
was used in this research because squared Euclidean distance can emphasize larger 
differences between cases and clusters (Mikelbank, 2011). In terms of hierarchical 
method, Clatworthy, Buick, Hankins, Weinman, and Horne, (2005) cited Ward’s method 
as dominantly used in studies. Also, squared Euclidean distance has been predominantly 
used with Ward’s method. Therefore, Ward’s method was the hierarchical method used in 
this research and squared Euclidean distance was similarity measurement selected.  
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5.3.2. Principal Component Analysis 
In order to examine the characteristics of the formed clusters, this dissertation 
employed principal component analysis (PCA). PCA is often used for explanatory data 
analysis. According to Wold, Esbensen, and Geladi (1987), “principal component analysis 
of a data matrix extracts the dominant patterns in the matrix in terms of a complementary 
set of score and loading plots” (p. 34). Abdi and Williams (2010) mentioned that PCA 
represents the pattern of similarity of the observations. Therefore, once the income and 
population agglomerations were formed in this research using HCA, PCA was used to 
emphasize variation and extract variables with dominant patterns in the clusters.  
PCA helps identify the primary elements of each cluster using demographic and 
socioeconomic indicators. In order to practice PCA, the clusters formed by HCA need to 
be standardized. Combining HCA and PCA was used as an explanatory method rather 
than an inferential statistical method in this dissertation. The reason for using PCA to 
support HCA in this research was to identify the dominant variables within the clusters 
rather than what variables discriminate clusters. That is why PCA was used rather than 
discriminant analysis. Figure 36 is a workflow of the process in using HCA and PCA. 
The same process has been applied to the urban areas of both the ECT and RLS MSAs. 
This dissertation aggregated gentrified and somewhat gentrified cases rather than 
separating them for the HCA and PCA. The decision to aggregate the gentrified and 
somewhat gentrified cases could be questioned, particularly regarding HCA. However, 
there are two reasons supporting this choice: First, both gentrified and somewhat 
gentrified cases had been already extracted based on the signature attributes of 
gentrification. Both cases showed a substantial decrease in low-income population and an 
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increase of the socioeconomic indicators of gentrified neighborhoods. The second reason 
was to retain enough cases to perform HCA and PCA.  
 
Figure 36.  Workflow 
 
In order to perform PCA, there should be a sufficient number of observations. 
However, examining the gentrified and somewhat gentrified tracts separately would have 
prevented use of PCA because fewer than 20 or 30 cluster memberships were formed in 
some of the urban areas of the ECT and RLS MSAs. Table LXV shows the assigned total 
cases for HCAs. As such, the HCA could help reveal how the income dynamics moved 
between 2000 and 2010 in the gentrified census tracts. 
 
 
Table LXV Assigned Cases for Two HCA 
Analysis Urban Areas Status Tract Total 
HCA #1 ECT 
Gentrified + Somewhat Gentrified 
667 
1,113 
HCA #2 RLS 446 
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5.4. Summary of HCA in ECT and RLS MSAs 
Table LXVI provides descriptive statistics of the income classification. 
Interestingly, the gentrified census tracts of both the ECT and RLS MSAs show similar 
patterns of increase and decrease among the various income classes. First, income groups 
ranging from Income 1, representing families earning less than $10,000 in the previous 
year, to Income 11, representing families earning $60,000 to $74,999, all decreased from 
2000 to 2010. Second, income groups ranging from Income 12 (families earning $75,000 
to $100,000) to Income 16 (families earning $200.000 or more) all increased from 2000 
to 2010 in the gentrified tracts of both the ECT and RLS MSAs.  
However, it cannot be ignored that this only describes the gentrified and somewhat 
gentrified census tracts. The gentrifiecation did not occur in all the census tracts of the 
ECT and RLS MSAs. The fact that census tract data covers not only gentrified areas but 
also non-gentrified areas may mean these income-level flucatuations are potentially 
inaccurate. Changes in family income in the gentrified neighborhoods may have been 
offset by changes in the non-gentrified areas of the census tracts. However, despite the 
potential problem with the data, the similarity of patterns in the two MSA groups is 
interesting. Table XLI provides more descriptive statistics based on the formed clusters, 
which may help in understanding the demographic and socioeconomic dynamics of the 
gentrified areas. 
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Table LXVI Descriptive Statistics of Income Group Change 
Variables 
ECT Percent Change RLS Percent Change 
N Mean Median Mean Median N Mean Median Mean Median 
INCOME1 667 -31.27 -17 16.41 -41.67 446 -10.63 -6 19.06 -29.59 
INCOME2 667 -15.39 -11 16.28 -44.09 446 -8.44 -7 6.84 -41.11 
INCOME3 667 -11.5 -10 12.35 -37.35 446 -12.7 -9.5 1.31 -40.63 
INCOME4 667 -16.9 -14 10.71 -33.78 446 -16.29 -14 -3.65 -36.17 
INCOME5 667 -17.13 -15 9.40 -32.64 446 -15.72 -13 -2.77 -36.41 
INCOME6 667 -12.99 -12 11.35 -31.45 446 -11.05 -10 -2.58 -31.07 
INCOME7 667 -9.69 -11 6.44 -32.44 446 -10.14 -10 -1.79 -32.31 
INCOME8 667 -7.09 -7 14.57 -28.07 446 -8.44 -8 -3.05 -30.95 
INCOME9 667 -5.67 -6 11.57 -31.71 446 -7.69 -8 1.49 -29.85 
INCOME10 667 -10.85 -12 6.02 -24.48 446 -9.31 -9.5 -9.05 -24.71 
INCOME11 667 -6.7 -8 8.70 -19.52 446 -19.37 -16 -3.45 -19.62 
INCOME12 667 29.38 18 36.36 -3.39 446 6 2.5 22.47 -0.99 
INCOME13 667 57.36 44 89.09 26.52 446 43.78 31 80.71 27.18 
INCOME14 667 56.36 44 145.58 50.46 446 52.35 39.5 148.29 54.74 
INCOME15 667 78.48 61 221.30 91.11 446 81.15 62.5 210.83 82.35 
INCOME16 667 101.63 69 221.17 94.04 446 85.4 61 156.70 40.00 
 
Consulting the dendrogram enabled identifying the sub-types and final types. There 
are 19 sub-types among the gentrified urban areas belonging to the ECT MSAs and 15 
sub-types in the gentrified urban areas belonging to the RLS MSAs. These sub-types 
were aggregated into seven cluster solutions. For each cluster solution, the number of 
clusters is assigned. For example, cluster solution 1 had two clusters, cluster solution 2 
had three clusters, and cluster solution 7 had 8 clusters. After the seven cluster solutions 
were established, it was possible to identify how many cluster memberships had been 
agglomerated in each cluster. As a result, cluster solution 2 was selected as the most 
appropriate. Therefore, this dissertation analyzed 3 clusters in the gentrified urban areas 
of the ECT MSAs and 3 clusters in the gentrified urban areas of the RLS MSAs.  
The three-cluster solution was selected not only because of the agglomoration 
schedule, but also because of the geographical agglomorations and the patterns of the 
gentrified census tracts. Without geographical agglomorations and patterns, the number 
of cluster can only be decided mathematically or with a common rule. However, clusters 
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decided by a mathematical calculation or a common rule may represent arbitrary patterns 
within the ECT and RLS MSAs and thus may mean nothing. 
Therefore, this dissertation took into account the geographical agglomorations and 
patterns of the gentrified census tracts in order to decide the number of clusters. If 
clusters represented unique geographical agglomoration patterns, they could be accepted 
as valid clusters and the dominant component of the group could be assessed.  In other 
words, more attention was paid to geographical patterns rather than to mathematical 
calculations in this research. Therefore, cluster solution 2 (3 clusters) in the gentrified 
areas of the ECT MSAs showed the most unique locational patterns among the seven 
potential cluster solutions. Also, cluster solution 2 (3 clusters) in the gentrified areas of 
the RLS MSAs also showed the most unique locational patterns among the seven 
potential cluster solutions.  
 
5.4.1. Results of HCA and PCA in ECT MSAs 
Among the 667 gentrified census tracts identified in the ECT MSAs, 331 (49.6%) 
were grouped into the first cluster, 304 (45.6%) were located in the second cluster, and 32 
(4.8%) were assigned to the third cluster (see Table XLII). However, the distribution of 
cluster memberships within each ECT MSA may be different than for the group overall. 
Therefore, the distribution of memberships within the three clusters were analyzed for 
each ECT MSA (see Table XLIII) Figures 37-42 reveal the locational patterns of cluster 
membership for each ECT MSA.  
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Table LXVII Cluster Solution for Gentrified Urban Areas of ECT MSAs 
Urban Areas in Metropolitan Statistical Areas 
Clusters 
Total 
1 % 2 % 3 % 
U
rb
an
 A
re
as
 o
f 
E
C
T
 M
S
A
s 
Austin-Round Rock-San Marcos, TX Metro 
Area 
18 48.6% 7 18.9% 12 32.4% 37 
Boston-Cambridge-Quincy, MA-NH Metro Area 64 65.3% 34 34.7% 0 0.0% 98 
Charlotte-Gastonia-Rock Hill, NC-SC Metro 
Area 
22 40.7% 19 35.2% 13 24.1% 54 
New York-Northern New Jersey-Long Island, 
NY-NJ-PA Metro Area 
139 41.6% 192 57.5% 3 0.9% 334 
San Francisco-Oakland-Fremont, CA Metro 
Area 
44 63.8% 23 33.3% 2 2.9% 69 
Seattle-Tacoma-Bellevue, WA Metro Area 44 58.7% 29 38.7% 2 2.7% 75 
Total 331 49.6% 304 45.6% 32 4.8% 667 
 
 
Figure 37.  Austin-Round Rock-San Marcos, TX Metro Area 
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Figure 38.  Boston-Cambridge-Quincy, MA-NH Metro Area 
 
Figure 39.  Charlotte-Gastonia-Rock Hill, NC-SC Metro Area 
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Figure 40.  New York-Northern New Jersey-Long Island, NY-NJ-PA Metro Area 
 
Figure 41.  San Francisco-Oakland-Fremont, CA Metro Area 
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Figure 42.  Seattle-Tacoma-Bellevue, WA Metro Area 
 
5.4.2. Analysis of the First Cluster in ECT MSAs  
The common feature of the first cluster in all six urban areas of the ECT MSAs is 
that cluster memberships are scattered all over, from the rural areas to the major city 
center (see Figure 37-42). These areas lost not only low-income family population but 
also other income families. The loss of other income families (possibly middle- and 
upper-middle-income families) in these gentrified areas was not a focus of this 
dissertation. However, the observation does indicate the need to rethink assumptions 
about the income dynamics of gentrified areas. 
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Table LXVIII Descriptive Statistics of the First-Cluster ECT MSAs 
Variables 
Cluster 1 (331) 
Mean Median 
INCOME1 -14.55 -12 
INCOME2 -11.74 -9 
INCOME3 -11.66 -10 
INCOME4 -19.24 -15 
INCOME5 -21.21 -19 
INCOME6 -17.55 -16 
INCOME7 -14.41 -14 
INCOME8 -13.85 -12 
INCOME9 -13.40 -11 
INCOME10 -26.25 -24 
INCOME11 -36.99 -35 
INCOME12 -8.09 -10 
INCOME13 57.65 57 
INCOME14 68.29 68 
INCOME15 108.61 110 
INCOME16 156.94 142 
 
The gentrified census tracts in this first cluster experienced a decline in population 
from 2000 to 2010 among all income groups earning less than $100,000. Surprisingly, the 
greatest rates of population decline were among families earning $50,000-$59,999 
(Income 10) and families earning $60,000-$74,999 (Income 11). Conversely, there were 
large gains in the share of families earning $100,000 or more. 
These first-cluster gentrified areas in Austin Area (see Figure 37), Charlotte Area 
(see Figure 39), and Seattle Area (see Figure 42) are concentrated within 20 miles of the 
major-city center. These first-cluster gentrified areas are scattered all over the Boston 
Area (see Figure 38), New York Area (see Figure 40), and San Francisco Area (see Figure 
41). 
Two interesting features of membership in the first cluster are income dynamics 
and location. The expected income dynamic of gentrified neighborhood is a decrease in 
low-income population and an increase in high-income population. However, the first-
cluster gentrified areas not only lost low-income families but also middle- and upper-
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middle-income ones. Furthermore, the first-cluster gentrified areas are not only located 
near the city center or inner-ring neighborhoods but also in the suburbs and rural areas, as 
well. Gentrified areas in the first cluster have not followed the conventional pattern of 
gentrified neighborhoods regarding income dynamics and location. 
 
5.4.3. Analysis of PCA Results 
As noted earlier, there was a substantial decrease in population in the first-cluster 
gentrified areas for the 12 lowest income groups. Relatively, income groups 4-6 
($20,000-$34,999) and income groups 10 and 11 ($50.000-$74,999) experienced the 
greatest rate of decline. Contrary to general expectations, the first-cluster gentrified areas 
of the ECT MSAs experienced a decrease of low-income population but also a decrease 
of middle- and upper-middle-income population. However, population and 
socioeconomic attributes are close to conventional gentrified neighborhoods (see Table 
LXIX). The locational pattern of gentrified census tracts in the first cluster encompasses 
many urban areas of each ECT MSA. Therefore, the first cluster can be defined as 
gentrified census tracts encompassing urban to outer suburb areas with the typical 
gentrification attributes, as well as middle and upper-middle income population decline. 
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Table LXIX PCA Results of First Cluster in ECT MSAs 
ECT Cluster 1 
Variables 
Component 
Cronbach's Alpha 
1 2 
POP20-44 0.925   
0.869 
POP4 0.857   
EDU 0.741   
EMP 0.702   
QUAOCC 0.700   
POP5   0.931 
0.823 OWNOCC   0.782 
T_FAM   0.767 
KMO and Bartlett's Test 
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy. 0.776 
Bartlett's Test of Sphericity 
Chi-Square 1758.892 
df 28 
Sig. 0 
 
 
5.5. Summary of First-Cluster in ECT MSAs 
Membership in the first cluster of gentrified areas among ECT MSAs is interesting. 
The loss of population among various income groups has been identified, but 
socioeconomic indicators are similar to traditional gentrified areas. The location of these 
gentrified census tracts is dispersed from the city center to rural areas within each MSA. 
Therefore, typical gentrification attributes are not only seen in the major city center and 
inner-ring neighborhoods but also in suburban and rural areas. Thus, first-cluster 
gentrified areas in the ECT MSAs can be defined as showing a loss of income diversity 
along with typical gentrified attributes. However, they are not only located in the major 
city but also in suburban and rural areas. 
 
5.5.1. Analysis of the Second Cluster in ECT MSAs  
Gentrified areas of the ECT MSAs included in the second cluster show a loss of 
low-, moderate-, and middle-income families (see Table XLIV). The gentrified census 
tracts belonging to the second cluster are located primarily near the major-city center.  
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Among the ECT MSAs, the second-cluster gentrified census tracts showed a 
pattern of population decline among income groups similar to the first-cluster tracts. 
Regarding income dynamics, population for all income groups of families earning less 
than $45,000 declined from 2000 to 2010 . Among these declining income groups, the 
greatest rate of population loss was seen among families earning $29,999 or less (see 
Table LXX). The decline in population for families earning $30,000-$44,999 and  
$50,000-$59,999 was more moderate. This second cluster is closer to the expected 
income dynamics of gentrified areas. However, the loss of population among families 
earning $50,000-$59,999 (Income 10) is still important consideration point regarding 
income dynamics.  
 
Table LXX Descriptive Statistics of the Second-Cluster ECT MSAs 
Variables 
Cluster 2 (304) 
Mean Median 
INCOME1 -52.83 -34 
INCOME2 -20.26 -16 
INCOME3 -12.45 -11 
INCOME4 -15.54 -14 
INCOME5 -14.49 -12 
INCOME6 -9.93 -9 
INCOME7 -6.07 -6 
INCOME8 -2.83 -3 
INCOME9 0.2 -4 
INCOME10 -0.04 -6 
INCOME11 18.17 8 
INCOME12 57.3 45 
INCOME13 39.23 33 
INCOME14 34.03 28 
INCOME15 31.49 26 
INCOME16 36.64 31 
 
The second-cluster gentrified census tracts in the ECT MSAs are concentrated 
within 10 miles of the major-city center. Most cluster memberships of the second cluster 
in Boston Area (see Figure 38) are concentrated within 10 miles. Cluster memberships of 
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the second cluster in Charlotte Area (see Figure 39) are located in the city center and 
between 10 and 20 mile away from the center. Cluster memberships of the second cluster 
in New York Area (see Figure 40), San Francisco Area (see Figure 41), and Seattle Area 
(see Figure 42) are mostly located between 5 and 10 miles from the city center. 
 
 
5.5.2. Analysis of PCA Results 
Second-cluster gentrified census tracts in the ECT MSAs also showed population 
loss in a range of income groups. The greatest rate of population decline between 2000 
and 2010 was among families earning less than $30,000.  
 
Table LXXI PCA Results of Second Cluster in ECT MSAs 
ECT Cluster 2 
Variables 
Component 
Cronbach's Alpha 
1 2 
POP2044 0.900   
0.894 
POP3 0.886   
EMP 0.764   
RENTOCC 0.764   
TEROCC 0.689   
TPOP 0.586   
THOUSING 0.579   
T_FAM   0.885 
0.858 
OWNOCC   0.874 
MCNKID   0.820 
POP5   0.761 
KMO and Bartlett's Test 
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy. 0.71 
Bartlett's Test of Sphericity 
Chi-Square 3011.38 
df 55 
Sig. 0 
 
 
Interestingly, gentrified census tracts assigned to the second cluster are congregated 
in the major-city centers of the ECT MSAs, and their attributes are a little different from 
the conventional image of gentrified neighborhoods. Service industry workers and renters 
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are distinguishing indicators of the second-cluster gentrified tracts, instead of the 
quaternary sector workers and young homeowners traditionally associated with 
gentrification. The childless married couple indicator, MCNKID, was related more to 45-
to-64-year-olds in the second-cluster tracts than 20-to-44-year-olds. One explanation for 
these older residents (POP5 in Table LXXI) may be that they are longtime residents of 
the city-center areas. Therefore, the second-cluster gentrified tracts in the ECT MSAs can 
be defined as those encompassing urban centers. These census tracts are composed of 
service industry workers and renters with a massive loss of the low-income family and 
little decrease of the middle-income class (see Table XLVI). 
 
5.6. Summary of the Second Cluster in ECT MSAs 
The second cluster of gentrified areas in the ECT MSAs is closer to the traditional 
view of gentrification than the first cluster neighborhoods. These areas saw a substantial 
loss of low-income (under $30,000) population, while the share of families with incomes 
of $60,000 or more increased. The significant components of the second cluster of ECT 
gentrified areas are young renters working in the service industry and older married 
couples who have no children at home. It is hard to say that the older homeowners are 
gentrifiers. However, it is also hard to assume they are not. These second-cluster areas 
have income dynamics and location patterns similar to the traditional view of 
gentrification, but their socioeconomic and demographic indicators are a little different 
from expected. Therefore, the second cluster can be defined as gentrified areas that are a 
little different from the usual attributes of gentrification. 
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5.6.1. Analysis of the Third Cluster in ECT MSAs  
Gentrified areas in the third cluster among ECT MSAs show the expected decline 
in low-income family population. This suggests that the third cluster is a group of census 
tracts representing the conventional view of gentrification. However, the location of the 
gentrified areas belonging to the third cluster is not the conventional “tech hub” location. 
Instead, most of these third-cluster gentrified areas are found in Charlotte and Austin 
Area. 
Table LXXII Descriptive Statistics of the Third-Cluster ECT MSAs 
Variables 
Cluster 3 (32) 
Mean Median 
INCOME1 0.50 -2 
INCOME2 -6.84 -2 
INCOME3 -0.78 -2 
INCOME4 -5.56 -4 
INCOME5 0 -2 
INCOME6 5.22 3 
INCOME7 4.75 1 
INCOME8 22.25 18 
INCOME9 18.44 10 
INCOME10 45.72 34 
INCOME11 70.44 63 
INCOME12 151.75 125 
INCOME13 226.59 223 
INCOME14 145.00 142 
INCOME15 213.16 182 
INCOME16 146.97 95 
 
In terms of income dynamics, the third-cluster gentrified areas lost population 
among families earning less than $25,000 from 2000 to 2010. Families in the income 
groups 1-4 (see Table XLVII) would certainly be considered low-income. Among the 
three clusters, only the third cluster follows the traditional income group dynamic of 
gentrified neighborhoods, where low-income residents leave and middle-income and 
high-income residents mover in.  
Among the 32 total tracts assigned to the third cluster, 12 cases were in the Austin-
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Round Rock-San Marcos, TX Metro Area and 13 were in Charlotte Area. Figure 38 is a 
cluster map of Charlotte Area, and Figure 36 is a cluster map of Austin Area. The location 
of these gentrified census tracts is interesting. These third-cluster census tracts in both 
Austin and Charlotte are located at least 10 miles from the city center.  
Gentrified areas are typically described as city center or inner urban neighborhoods 
with low-income class displacement. Interestingly, the cluster memberships in the third 
cluster have the traditional income dynamics of gentrified areas, but their location is not 
the city center or inner urban neighborhoods. They are located in the suburbs or outer-
suburbs. Therefore, it can be assumed that the income dynamics and location of gentrified 
areas may have shifted from the traditional understanding of gentrification.  
 
5.6.2. Analysis of PCA Result 
Regarding the third cluster, these gentrified census tracts are very close to the 
income dynamics typically expected of gentrified neighborhoods.These census tracts 
show a substantial decrease in low-income population and an increase in population 
among families earning $75,000 or more. However, the major components of these third-
cluster areas are slightly different from the traditional attributes of gentrified 
neighborhoods. One of the typical characteristics of gentrified neighborhoods is a 
childless younger population. In the third cluster, childless married couples are not young 
generation but older generation residents who may have adult children no longer at home. 
Furthermore, the third cluster shows that the younger population group and older 
generation exist together. However, other attributes of these third-cluster gentrified 
census tracts correspond with conventional views of gentrifiers as highly educated  
homeowners working in the quaternary sector. Therefore, the third cluster can be defined 
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as gentrified census tracts composed of young gentrifiers with children. 
 
Table LXXIII PCA Results of Third Cluster in ECT MSAs 
ECT Cluster 3 
Variables 
Component 
Cronbach's Alpha 
1 2 
POP4 0.940   
0.97 
POP2044 0.923   
T_FAM 0.921   
EMP 0.920   
POP1 0.920   
EDU 0.905   
QUAOCC 0.854   
OWNOCC 0.845   
THOUSING 0.816   
MCNKID   0.964 
0.914 
POP6   0.942 
KMO and Bartlett's Test 
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy. 0.732 
Bartlett's Test of Sphericity 
Chi-Square 548.278 
df 55 
Sig. 0 
 
 
5.7. Summary of the Third Cluster in ECT MSAs 
The third cluster showed a complicated picture of gentrification. The income 
dynamics of the third cluster fit the general understanding of gentrified neighborhoods, 
but the location of third-cluster gentrified areas in the suburbs or outer suburbs did not 
match expectations of gentrification. Regarding the principal components of the third 
cluster, they are similar to the characteristics typical of gentrified neighborhoods. The 
differences between traditional gentrified areas and the third-cluster gentrified tracts are 
that the third cluster tracts have children population group with parent generation and 
childless married couples are more likely to be older than younger. Therefore, the third 
cluster can be defined as higher income gentrifiers with children. Also, the location of the 
conventional gentrified neighborhoods shifted from city-center or inner ring 
neighborhoods to the suburbs and outer suburbs. This may suggest young parents moving 
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into suburbs in search of better school districts and more space for their children. 
 
5.7.1. Result of HCA and PCA in RLS MSAs 
As with the ECT MSAs, a three-cluster solution was selected as the most 
appropriate for grouping the RLS MSAs. Among 446 gentrified census tracts in the RLS 
MSAs, 111 (24.9%) were assigned to the first cluster, 92 (20.6%) to the second cluster, 
and 243 (54.5%) to the third cluster (see Table LXXIV). Interestingly, all clusters 
memberships in the second cluster solution showed middle- and upper-middle-income 
family displacement. Also, the locational pattern was a little different from that of the 
gentrified areas in the ECT MSAs. However, as with the ECT MSAs, the distribution of 
gentrified areas across the three clusters varied by MSA (see Table LXXIV and Figures 
43-47). 
 
Table LXXIV Cluster Solution of Gentrified Urban Areas of RLS MSAs 
Urban Areas in Metropolitan Statistical Areas 
Clusters 
Total 
1 % 2 % 3 % 
U
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an
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s 
Baltimore-Towson, MD Metro Area 18 28.1% 27 42.2% 19 29.7% 64 
Cleveland-Elyria-Mentor, OH Metro Area 13 27.1% 3 6.3% 32 66.7% 48 
Detroit-Warren-Livonia, MI Metro Area 20 19.0% 11 10.5% 74 70.5% 105 
Flint, MI Metro Area 1 14.3% 0 0.0% 6 85.7% 7 
Philadelphia-Camden-Wilmington, PA-NJ-DE-
MD Metro Area 
38 24.8% 43 28.1% 72 47.1% 153 
Pittsburgh, PA Metro Area 21 30.4% 8 11.6% 40 58.0% 69 
Total 111 24.9% 92 20.6% 243 54.5% 446 
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Figure 43.  Baltimore-Towson, MD Metro Area 
 
Figure 44.  Cleveland-Elyria-Mentor, OH Metro Area 
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Figure 45.  Detroit-Warren-Livonia, MI Metro Area & Flint, MI Metro Area 
 
 
 
Figure 46.  Philadelphia-Camden-Wilmington, PA-NJ-DE-MD Metro Area 
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Figure 47.  Pittsburgh, PA Metro Area 
 
5.7.2. Analysis of the First Cluster in RLS MSAs 
The RLS gentrified tracts assigned to the first cluster showed a loss of population 
across a variety of income groups. These areas lost low-income as well as upper-middle-
income population from 2000 to 2010. In addition, the first-cluster gentrified areas were 
not located in the primary city center or near the city center. Instead, most of them were 
20 miles away from major city centers. 
Similar to the pattern seen with the first-cluster gentrified areas in the ECT MSAs, 
these gentrified tracts in the RLS MSAs lost population among families earning less than 
$75,000. The sharpest decreases were among families earning $15,000 to $39,999 
(income groups 3-7). However, there was also substantial loss of population among 
families earning $60,000-$74,999 (see Table LXXV) The observed population decline 
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among low income groups fit the conventional view of gentrification However, the first 
cluster gentrified areas in the RLS MSAs also saw population declines middle and some 
upper-middle-income groups. On the other hand, the first cluster gentrified areas in the 
RLS MSAs showed very steep increases in population among families earning $75,000 
or more. 
Table LXXV Descriptive Statistics of the First-Cluster in RLS MSAs 
Variables 
Cluster 1 (111) 
Mean Median 
INCOME1 -9.63 -5 
INCOME2 -9.45 -8 
INCOME3 -18.16 -14 
INCOME4 -19.5 -17 
INCOME5 -22.8 -20 
INCOME6 -14.38 -11 
INCOME7 -16.45 -17 
INCOME8 -7.42 -7 
INCOME9 -10.5 -10 
INCOME10 -9.74 -11 
INCOME11 -24.24 -19 
INCOME12 78.31 81 
INCOME13 109.31 105 
INCOME14 90.68 84 
INCOME15 87.93 73 
INCOME16 50.78 44 
 
Regarding location pattern, first-cluster gentrified areas tend to located in the 
suburbs and rural areas of RLS MSAs. Even though a few are located only 5 to 10 miles 
from the primary city center (see Figures 44 and 45), most are located 10 to 50 miles 
from city centers. This cluster membership may represent an odd feature in gentrification. 
Income dynamics and locational patterns for the first-cluster gentrified areas among RLS 
MSAs do not seem to fit the conventional view of gentrification.  
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5.8. Analysis of PCA Result 
The first cluster of gentrified areas among the RLS MSAs has two principal 
components. The first element is composed of the young generation, high employment, 
and quaternary sector occupations. The second element is formed of the 45-and-over 
population and homeowners. The attributes of RLS gentrified areas in the first cluster can 
be thought of as young adults with children working in quaternary sector occupations. 
Moreover, it seems there are not only young gentrifiers but also older ones (45 and over). 
These cluster memberships do not represent the conventional view of gentrified areas 
being home to childless young professional workers. Children were population group 
characteristics of this cluster, suggesting that young gentrifiers may have moved to the 
suburbs and exurbs for their children. 
 
Table LXXVI PCA Results of First Cluster in RLS MSAs 
RLS Cluster 1  
Variables 
Component 
Cronbach's Alpha 
1 2 
POP2044 0.978   
0.926 
POP4 0.943   
EMP 0.798   
POP1 0.791   
TPOP 0.713   
QUAOCC 0.704   
POP6   0.878 
0.808 POP5   0.834 
OWNOCC   0.644 
KMO and Bartlett's Test 
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy. 0.724 
Bartlett's Test of Sphericity 
Chi-Square 1142.049 
df 36 
Sig. 0 
 
 
5.8.1. Summary of the First Cluster in RLS MSAs 
The gentrified areas making up the first cluster among the RLS MSAs show 
interesting income dynamics. There is not only the loss of low-income family population 
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but also middle- and upper-middle-income population. This cluster especially shows 
significant population decline among families $60,000 to $74,999. The income dynamics 
of these first-cluster areas is not the traditional pattern of income distribution in gentrified 
areas. Also, these first-cluster members are located in suburban areas. This first cluster of 
RLS gentrified areas can be called suburban gentrification. However, the income 
dynamics of this cluster is still not the pattern of traditional gentrification. 
The attributes of this cluster are similar to other gentrified areas in that the younger 
generation, professionals, and a high rate of employment are its typical characteristics. 
However, this cluster is also dissimilar to the conventional view of gentrification because 
there are older gentrifiers as well as younger ones and a sizable population of children. 
This may be a new pattern of suburban gentrification. 
 
5.8.2. Analysis of the Second Cluster in RLS MSAs 
The second cluster of gentrified areas in the RLS MSAs showed a decrease in 
population among families earning less than $100,000. Although the loss of low-income 
families fits with the traditional view of gentrification, the rate of population decline in 
these gentrified tracts was actually greater for middle- and upper-middle-income families 
earning $60,000 to $99,999. The decrease in middle and upper-middle-income groups 
was actually more severe than in the first and third clusters of the RLS gentrified tracts. 
An interesting location pattern is that no gentrified census tracts belonging to the second 
cluster are located within 10 miles of the major city center (see Figures 43 to 47). As with 
the first cluster of gentrified tracts in the RLS MSAs, the second cluster may also be 
called suburban or rural gentrification. 
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Table LXXVII Descriptive Statistics of the Second-Cluster RLS MSAs 
Variables 
Cluster 2 (92) 
Mean Median 
INCOME1 -5.3 -7 
INCOME2 -8.88 -8 
INCOME3 -8.41 -7 
INCOME4 -17.84 -18 
INCOME5 -16.88 -15.5 
INCOME6 -14.34 -14.5 
INCOME7 -16.72 -21 
INCOME8 -11.08 -10 
INCOME9 -15.21 -16.5 
INCOME10 -22.21 -21.5 
INCOME11 -52.97 -50 
INCOME12 -65.01 -58.5 
INCOME13 22.3 19.5 
INCOME14 85.77 75 
INCOME15 177.95 170.5 
INCOME16 190.76 173.5 
 
5.9. Analysis of PCA Result 
Gentrified census tracts in the second cluster show much more decline of the 
middle- and upper middle-income groups than other clusters. These gentrified census 
tracts are mostly located 20 or 30 miles away from the major city center of each MSA. 
Interestingly, the first principal component of this cluster consists of total family, total 
population, high employment, homeowner, highly educated people and the total number 
of housing units. The second component is young adults with children. Total family and 
total population could be dependent on each other. Therefore, these gentrified census 
tracts may be composed of a high population of homeowners and highly educated 
workers with teenagers at home, as well as young parents with children.  
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Table LXXVIII PCA Results of Second Cluster in RLS MSAs 
RLS Cluster 2  
Variables 
Component 
Cronbach's Alpha 
1 2 
POP2 0.948   
0.964 
T_FAM 0.875   
OWNOCC 0.867   
THOUSING 0.866   
EMP 0.833   
TPOP 0.827   
EDU 0.814   
POP1   0.885 
0.900 POP4   0.883 
POP2044   0.782 
KMO and Bartlett's Test 
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy. 0.822 
Bartlett's Test of Sphericity 
Chi-Square 1213.126 
df 45 
Sig. 0 
 
As mentioned earlier, one of the conventional attributes of gentrified 
neighborhoods is childless young adults. However, these gentrified census tracts do not 
follow that traditional pattern of a childless (including teenagers) younger generation. 
This dissertation assumes that if people living in these gentrified census tracts are 
gentrifiers, the represent a non-traditional pattern of gentrification. They are parents, 
younger and older, of children and teenagers who may have moved seeking more space 
for their families or good schools. 
 
5.9.1. Summary of the Second Cluster in RLS MSAs 
The second cluster of gentrified areas in the RLS MSAs could be defined as 
suburban or rural gentrification with a wide range of income-level population loss. The 
location of gentrified tracts in the second cluster is not in or near the primary city center 
but in the suburbs or rural areas 20 miles or more away. The attributes of cluster 
membership show homeownership, high educational attainment, a high employment rate, 
and a younger generation of parents with children. The significant presence of children 
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and the wide range of income groups losing population do not fit the conventional 
attributes of gentrified areas. However, other demographic characteristics are similar to 
the conventional view of gentrification. Therefore, these second-cluster gentrified tracts 
may be considered areas of suburban or rural gentrification with abnormal income 
dynamics. The most noticeable issue of cluster membership is the severe loss of 
population among families earning $50,000 to $99,999. The decrease in middle- and 
upper-middle-income families occurred at an even greater rate than the loss of low-
income families. It is unclear if and how the loss of middle- and upper-middle-income 
families influences gentrified neighborhoods. However, it suggests the need to rethink the 
traditional understanding of gentrification.  
 
5.9.2. Analysis of the Third Cluster in RLS MSAs 
Regarding the gentrified areas in the third cluster, they also showed population loss 
among a wide range of income groups. Overall, these gentrified areas had a decline in 
families earning less than $100,000 (see Table LXXIX). However, the decline in low-
income families earning less than $35,000 was most severe. Conversely, the gentrified 
areas making up the third cluster saw a sizable increase in high-income families earning 
$100,000 or more. This shift in population tends to fit the income dynamics of the 
traditional view of gentrification. Moreover, the gentrified census tracts making up the 
third cluster tend to encompass inner-city neighborhoods and inner-ring suburbs, again 
reflecting a more traditional view of gentrification (see Figures 43~47). 
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Table LXXIX Descriptive Statistics of the Third-Cluster RLS MSAs 
Variables 
Cluster 3 (243) 
Mean Median 
INCOME1 -13.11 -6 
INCOME2 -7.81 -6 
INCOME3 -11.83 -9 
INCOME4 -14.25 -12 
INCOME5 -12.04 -10 
INCOME6 -8.28 -8 
INCOME7 -4.76 -6 
INCOME8 -7.9 -8 
INCOME9 -3.56 -4 
INCOME10 -4.23 -5 
INCOME11 -4.43 -5 
INCOME12 -0.15 1 
INCOME13 21.99 18 
INCOME14 22.18 19 
INCOME15 41.42 35 
INCOME16 61.33 47 
 
 
5.10. Analysis of PCA Results 
The third cluster of gentrified areas among the RLS MSAs showed a greater rate of 
population decline among low-income families than middle and upper-middle-income 
families. Cluster membership tends to be concentrated in inner-city neighborhoods and 
also encompasses suburban areas. This suggests that low-income displacement from 
gentrification may not be that different for these cluster areas whether in inner-city 
neighborhoods or suburban ones. However, these areas do not necessarily fit the 
traditional view of largely childless young gentrifiers (see Table LXXX). The population 
of married couples without children in these gentrified areas may actually reflect older 
residents whose children are not grown and out of the house. This older childless 
population could be longtime residents. Therefore, the third cluster of gentrified census 
tracts in the RLS MSAs can be defined as older residents and young workers. 
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Table LXXX PCA Results of Third Cluster in RLS MSAs 
 RLS Cluster 3 
Variables 
Component 
Cronbach's Alpha 
1 2 
MCNKID 0.824   
0.893 
POP5 0.814   
POP6 0.806   
OWNOCC 0.794   
T_FAM 0.781   
THOUSING 0.722   
POP2044   0.947 
0.88 POP4   0.893 
EMP   0.787 
KMO and Bartlett's Test 
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy. 0.807 
Bartlett's Test of Sphericity 
Chi-Square 1625.416 
df 36 
Sig. 0 
 
 
5.10.1. Summary of the Third Cluster in RLS MSAs 
The third-cluster gentrified urban areas in the RLS MSAs tend to be located from 
the primary city center to suburban and rural areas. Although population declined in a 
wide range of income (including among middle- and upper-middle-income families), the 
decline was greatest among low-income families. Furthermore, the loss of middle- and 
upper-middle-income family was less, relatively speaking, than seen in the first and 
second clusters of RLS gentrified tracts. Therefore, based on income dynamics and 
attributes of the cluster membership, this cluster most resembles the conventional patterns 
of gentrification. However, it suggests a need to expand the conventional view of 
gentrification to include suburban, exurban, and rural areas, as well as inner-city 
neighborhoods because gentrified tracts in this cluster are scattered from the city center to 
the outer edges of the RLS MSAs. 
 
5.10.2. Summary and Discussion: Rethinking Gentrification 
This dissertation investigated gentrified census tracts collected as described in 
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Chapter 3. Low-income displacement is typically considered the most important issue of 
gentrification. In other words, gentrification may not be viewed as a worrisome social 
and urban phenomenon without low-income displacement. For that reason, the dynamics 
of the middle-, upper-middle, and high-income population change in gentrified areas have 
rarely been examined in the gentrification literature. This dissertation, however, 
questioned whether other income dynamics may be observed in gentrified areas. To 
answer the question, a hierarchical cluster analysis was conducted to identify the dynamic 
income profile of gentrified tracts. After identifying clusters, principal component 
analysis was used to identify the critical elements of each cluster. 
As a result, this dissertation found that clusters of gentrified areas in both the ECT 
and RLS MSAs experienced substantial population decline from 2000 to 2010 among 
middle- and upper-middle-income families. And all areas have in common increase in 
high income families. Furthermore, a number of clusters in the gentrified areas of the 
ECT and RLS MSAs seemed to defy conventional gentrification attributes. One of the 
most interesting findings was regarding location patterns of the cluster areas, which 
revealed variety in income dynamics, demographic, and socioeconomic characteristics. 
Gentrified census tracts belonging to the second cluster of the ECT MSAs and 
gentrified census tracts belonging to the third cluster of the RLS MSAs experienced a 
relatively large decline in low-income families. These gentrified census tracts are largely 
concentrated in the urban (city) core but also encompass inner-ring suburbs and outer 
suburban areas. However, demographic and socioeconomic characteristics are slightly 
different in the two clusters. The second cluster of gentrified tracts in the ECT MSAs was 
composed of young adults who are renters and work in the service industry. However, the 
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third cluster of gentrified areas in the RLS MSAs consisted of older residents who are 
homeowners. Both clusters share the characteristics of high employment and a mixture of 
younger and older residents, who may represent longtime members of the community 
who no longer have children at home.  
Gentrified census tracts belonging to the first clusters in both the ECT and RLS 
MSAs have very similar population, locational, demographic, and socioeconomic 
patterns. These census tracts are mostly located in the suburbs and outer suburbs. Both 
gentrified census tracts have a young generation working for quaternary sector 
occupations and an older population of homeowners (possibly longtime residents). 
However, gentrified census tracts in the first cluster of the RLS MSAs are also 
characterized by their population of young parents. These census tracts may be composed 
of gentrifiers and longtime residents.  
Gentrified census tracts belonging to the third cluster of the ECT MSAs mostly 
show up in Austin Area and Charlotte Area. These gentrified census tracts show the 
conventional income group dynamic of gentrified neighborhoods. The only population 
decline between 2000 and 2010 was seen among low-income families earning less than 
$30,000; population increased among families making $30,000 or more. Even though 
these gentrified census tracts revealed income dynamics similar to those of traditional 
gentrified neighborhoods, their demographic and socioeconomic characteristics are less 
conventional. 
The gentrified census tracts belonging to the second cluster in the RLS MSAs 
revealed demographic and socioeconomic patterns similar to the gentrified census tracts 
assigned to the third cluster of ECT MSAs. However, the gentrified census tracts in the 
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second cluster of RLS MSAs experienced population decline among a wide range of 
income groups. In particular, population loss was relatively sharp among middle- and 
upper-middle-income families. Interestingly, these gentrified census tracts are located in 
the suburbs or the outer suburbs, suggesting that young gentrifiers moving into these 
neighborhoods may have been looking for more space and good schools for their 
children.  
Overall, this dissertation has found that gentrified neighborhoods experience not 
only low-income displacement, but also an out-migration of middle- and upper-middle-
income families. The third cluster of gentrified areas in the ECT MSAs was the only 
cluster not to experience a loss of middle- and upper-middle income families from 2000 
to 2010.  
Using the term “displacement” to describe middle- and upper-middle-income 
population loss may be somewhat controversial. This dissertation interpreted the nuance 
of displacement when describing the low-income class is very passive in the context of 
gentrification. However, it is unclear whether the decline in middle and upper-middle-
income population is caused by gentrification. Therefore, this dissertation uses the term 
“out-migration” rather than displacement to describe observed middle- and upper-middle-
income population loss. However, it is clear that, among the six clusters, five of them 
experienced out-migration of middle and upper-middle-income families. The relationship 
between gentrification and these out-migrations is left as an area for future research.  
Contrary to the conventional views of gentrification, young gentrifiers are often 
parents, and gentrified areas may be located in suburbs or outer suburbs, as well as inner-
city neighborhoods. The childless young generation is one of the traditional attributes of 
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gentrified neighborhoods. However, this dissertation has found that married couples 
without children may not mean be young gentrifiers, but may reflect longtime residents 
whose adult children are no longer at home and the longtime dwellers are not incoming 
gentrifiers. Regarding other socioeconomic circumstances, all six clusters of the 
gentrified areas of ECT and RLS MSAs shared the attributes of high employment, owner-
occupied housing, high educational attainment, and quaternary sector occupations.  
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CHAPTER VI 
VI. CONCLUSION AND IMPLICATION 
6.1. Importance of the Topic 
For over 50 years, gentrification has been one of the active issues in urban studies. 
Since Ruth Glass (1964) first coined and used the term gentrification in academia, 
numerous scholars and institutes have studied gentrification. Through their endeavors, we 
have some clue as to what factors induce gentrification, who the beneficiaries and victims 
are, and how gentrification changes neighborhoods. However, many questions remain. 
Gentrification has several faces depending on the stakeholders. It also has been 
interpreted through various perspectives, such as the commonly used consumption- and 
production-based approaches. Yet, there are many gaps among the different stakeholders 
and the different academic perspectives.  
This dissertation has sought to address some of these observed gaps. Specifically, 
this research has explored gaps in the gentrification literature regarding 
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method, context, and dynamics. First, this research has presented an alternate quantitative 
method for extracting and examining gentrified neighborhoods instead of the common 
reliance on case studies in the gentrification literature. Second, this research has explored 
the concept of gentrification within the real-world context of regional differences. Finally, 
this research has explored the income dynamics and location patterns of gentrified 
neighborhoods to understand whether “gentrification” is a uniform process.  
 
6.2. Identifying Gentrified Areas  
The gentrification literature is replete with case studies of gentrified 
neighborhoods. These case studies have presented many interesting and useful insights 
about the characteristics of gentrified neighborhoods and the process of gentrification. 
However, because the literature relies so heavily on case studies, much of the 
understanding of gentrification comes from studying neighborhoods already assumed to 
reflect the characteristics of gentrification. This dissertation sought to test a method of 
systematically identifying gentrified areas. Drawing on the insights from the literature, 
three indices encompassing several socioeconomic and demographic indicators of 
gentrification were developed. The neighborhood transformation index (NTI), 
displacement index (DI), and gentrification index (GI) were used in concert to extract 
gentrified census tracts from 12 metropolitan statistical areas representing different 
regional contexts.   
The NTI measured several indicators representing gentrification, and the DI 
measured low-income displacement (loss of population) only. The reason for creating two 
separate indices was to prevent an error of calculation. For example, even though the 
gentrification indicators may indicate neighborhood transformation, gentrification also 
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requires low-income displacement. Therefore, if there was no low-income displacement, 
the neighborhood should not be considered gentrified. Through these two indexes, the GI 
is created. The GI identified areas that, between the study years of 2000 and 2010, 
exhibited considerable improvement in the gentrification indicators as well as substantial 
decrease in low-income population.  
Among a total 7,969 census tracts in six metropolitan statistical areas representing 
economic, cultural and technical (ECT) hubs, 167 were identified using the GI as 
gentrified, 500 were deemed somewhat gentrified, and 7,302 were categorized as non-
gentrified. Of a total 4,843 census tracts in six metropolitan statistical areas representing 
Rust Belt, legacy, or shrinking cities, 103 were gentrified as gentrified using the GI, 343 
were deemed somewhat gentrified, and 4,388 were categorized as non-gentrified.  
Within these gentrified and somewhat gentrified areas, there are interesting findings 
regarding geographical patterns. Most gentrified census tracts in the ECT MSAs are 
located near the primary city center. However, somewhat gentrified census tracts are 
broadly scattered throughout the ECT urban areas. On the other hand, a few of the 
gentrified census tracts in the RLS MSAs are near the major-city center, but many of the 
gentrified and somewhat gentrified census tracts are located 10 miles away from the 
primary city centers. The RLS MSAs appear to have more suburban and rural 
gentrification than the ECT MSAs do. 
Differences in the distribution patterns of gentrified and somewhat gentrified 
census tracts between the ECT and RLS MSAs could be for various reasons. For 
instance, shifting industry mix, economic crisis, decline of manufacturing activity, 
occupational changes, size of the economy, and urban sprawl and suburbanization may 
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have shaped the location of gentrification in the RLS MSAs.  
 
6.3. The Relationship between Gentrified Neighborhood and Region 
This dissertation investigated gentrification within different regional contexts, 
investigating of the process could be different depending on different regional 
characteristics. There are two primary perspectives on the gentrification process: Ley 
(1978) argued that the new middle class (gentrifiers) caused low-income displacement 
and attracted real estate business. To contrast Ley’s argument, Smith (1979) argued that 
physical change (improvement) by capital investment caused low-income displacement 
and attracted people who could afford higher housing prices.  
Since these contrary perspectives were introduced, epistemological arguments over 
gentrification have been raging in the literature. Therefore, this dissertation examined 
which epistemological argument better explains gentrification depending upon regional 
context. Assuming physical change (or improvement) by capital investment to represent 
the production-based approach and the middle class (or gentrifiers) to represent the 
consumption-based approach, this research found little support for variation in the 
gentrification process based on regional context. Instead, the consumption-based 
approach better explained the gentrification process in both the ECT MSAs and the RLS 
MSAs. In other words, gentrifiers lead to gentrification. Gentrifiers are the primary factor 
causing low-income family displacement in the gentrified tracts of both MSA groups. The 
production-based approach did not adequately explain gentrification in the two MSA 
groups, meaning physical changes (or improvement) did not induce low-income family 
displacement.  
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However, physical changes (or improvement) in the gentrified areas are still 
substantial and cannot be ignored in the gentrification process. Physical change did 
positively influence gentrifiers and, thus, the gentrified census tracts. The physical 
transformation (or improvement) directly and positively influences a neighborhood to be 
gentrified or the gentrified community to be more gentrified. Therefore, the role of 
physical change (or improvement) is not to cause the low-income family displacement 
directly, but to stimulate a neighborhood being gentrified. 
Another interesting insight to emerge from the models used to explore how 
consumption and production factors affect the gentrification process is the role of low-
income population. The low-income family in the neighborhoods appears not to affect the 
process of gentrification; however, low-income population positively influences 
neighborhood transformation. This could be interpreted that low-income families play a 
trivial role in the gentrification process, but, in order to be gentrified, neighborhoods must 
have a sufficient low-income population. Smith’s rent gap theories, for example, can be 
explained by a sufficient population of low-income residents and inexpensive property. 
Therefore, models represented the weak power of low-income residents in transforming 
the neighborhood, but the existence of low-income families could mean that they 
positively stimulate the neighborhood to be transformed. 
 
6.4. Rethinking Income Dynamics in the Gentrified Areas 
The first and second clusters of gentrified areas in the ECT MSAs and all three 
clusters of gentrified areas in the RLS MSAs shared similar income dynamics and 
attributes. There was no typical distinction between inner-urban, suburban, and rural 
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gentrification except for locational pattern. The image of gentrification may have been 
standardized due to some general images. The general picture could be the hippest 
neighborhood full of cultural assets such as museums, galleries, fancy restaurants and 
cafes, and artists. The gentrification happens within only residential areas with the typical 
process: out-migration of the low-income resident and inflow of the middle or upper-
middle-income class with real estate projects for dwelling units. As a result, this 
dissertation would like to define differences between the inner urban, suburb, and rural 
gentrification in different perspectives. First, regarding residential attributes, there are not 
many differences between them. Second, the geographical differences can only classify 
the inner urban, suburb, and rural gentrification. Third, gentrification can also happen 
without the traditional images of the gentrified areas. Fourth, there is not only the loss of 
the low-income family population but also the middle and upper-middle-income family 
loss in the gentrified areas. 
The income dynamics typically associated with neighborhood gentrification are a 
decrease in low-income residents and an increase in middle- or high-income populations. 
These income dynamics have become a firm picture of gentrification. However, this 
research suggests this image of the income dynamics of gentrification should be 
reconsidered. This dissertation found diverse income dynamics operating in gentrified 
neighborhoods. As gentrification theory predicts, low-income populations declined from 
2000 to 2010 in gentrified areas in both the ECT and RLS MSAs. However, 
unexpectedly, decreases in moderate-, middle- and upper-middle-income populations 
were found in almost every gentrified urban area of the ECT and RLS MSAs. This is 
quite different from the conventional pattern of income distribution.  
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It is hard to know whether the inflow of new middle- or upper-middle-income 
families pushes the existing moderate-, middle- or upper-middle-income families out of 
their communities. Also, it is difficult to identify whether the out-migration of middle- 
and upper-middle-income families affects their former neighborhoods negatively or 
positively. However, it is reasonable to assume that moderate-, middle- and upper-
middle-income displacement occurred in the gentrified neighborhoods. However, this 
observation may have been overlooked or ignored because of the assumption in 
gentrification studies that the only populations vulnerable to the processes of 
gentrification are low-income ones. Other important findings involve the principal 
attributes and geographical locations of gentrified areas. The primary elements of the 
gentrified areas that experienced declines in their low-, moderate-, middle-, and upper-
middle-income populations are young adults and children, older residents, married 
couples without children, high employment ratio, and homeownership.  
However, the common elements of gentrified areas identified in this dissertation 
showed different attributes of gentrified neighborhoods and different geographical 
patterns from the general gentrified neighborhoods. The gentrified areas were found to be 
scattered all over inner urban, suburban, and rural areas of the MSAs, unlike the view of 
gentrification as largely a central city phenomenon. Especially, young gentrifiers with 
children have chosen to live in suburban areas, perhaps seeking more space and good 
schools. These may represent a new type of gentrifiers than the conventional view of 
childless young residents drawn to the lifestyle and amenities of urban neighborhoods. 
Further compounding the conventional view of gentrifiers is that married couples without 
children often do not fit the image of young, hip adults. Instead, they may be older 
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homeowners whose children are grown and no longer live with them. These may be 
existing residents of gentrified neighbors or part of the new gentrifiers. 
Overall, the gentrified areas identified in the ECT and RLS MSAs have an 
interesting geographical pattern with unexpected attributes. This dissertation concluded 
that both locational patterns of gentrification and characteristics of gentrifiers have 
shifted. Many of the characteristics typically associated with gentrification are still 
apparent; however, some of the trademark attributes of gentrified areas might not 
accurately describe the gentrification process, as this research makes clear. Furthermore, 
there may not be a particular indicator that separates gentrified areas from non-gentrified 
ones. What is means to be gentrified – even in terms of low-income displacement and 
income dynamics – needs to be reconsidered. For the further studies, it is important to 
discover why the middle and upper-middle-income class has decreased in gentrified 
areas, whether or not gentrification affects the out-migration, and what kind of impacts 
can be caused by the out-migration of gentrified areas. 
 
6.5. Policy Implications 
Gentrification is not an object to be prevented or controlled because gentrification 
is an unexpected urban or social phenomenon. A continual cycle of gentrifiers, young and 
older, are moving into neighborhoods that offer attractive qualities, from inexpensive 
housing to desirable locations. These attractive qualities are forever changing as 
populations move into and out of neighborhoods. Thus, it is hard to predict where 
gentrification will happen. This presents a challenging policy environment for planners 
and local government officials. Gentrification policy requires a different approach than 
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typically taken with general development, redevelopment, or renewal projects.  
First, gentrification is an unplanned neighborhood transformation. Thus, it is hard 
to know where, when, and how it happens. This means it is difficult to prepare suitable 
policy for unknown gentrified neighborhoods. Second, gentrifiers pursue their desired 
living environments, and the real estate business seeks maximum profits through their 
projects in neighborhoods being gentrified or those already gentrified. Therefore, no 
policy will stop gentrifiers from pursuing their freedom of migration or ban legal 
businesses from seeking profits. Third, conflicts over rent prices between landlords and 
tenants do not always indicate the gentrification process and warrant concerns over 
displacement.  
Planners and local government officials must understand the nature of 
gentrification. The inflow of middle- or high-income gentrifiers and the outflow of low-
income residents, a gradual increase in rent prices or property values, disinvested or 
decayed neighborhoods, and an improvement in socioeconomic indicators are 
fundamental aspects of gentrification. 
 Policies to encourage the positive aspects of gentrification and mitigate the 
negative ones need to be thought through, and before gentrification happens. Applying a 
policy after the neighborhood has been transformed will be ineffective. For example, 
efforts directed at minimizing the serious challenge of low-income class displacement 
need to be put into action before the displacement occurs. Otherwise, there is no point to 
apply a policy after low-income residents have been forced out of their neighborhoods.  
Although it is difficult to predict where gentrification will occur, planners and local 
government officials can prepare for the possibility of gentrification by paying attention 
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to places within their jurisdiction that are decayed and where low-income residents are 
congregated. After that, they need to prepare a manual to detect imitative stage of 
gentrification. In addition, urban and regional policies should be organizationally 
connected to each other. For example, places that are suspected to be at the beginning 
stage of gentrification can be monitored for changes to key neighborhood characteristics. 
If low-income displacement is detected, programs such as housing vouchers or affordable 
housing programs can be directed toward the residents vulnerable to displacement.  
Gentrification is not an object to be prevented or controlled. Therefore, planners 
and local governments should not regulate the gentrification process but try to enlarge the 
benefits of gentrification and minimize its disadvantages through indirect intervention.  
The result of three essays can contribute to the way in which local governments 
address the issue of gentrification. The first essay can suggest a monitoring system with 
the existing data. Many city or municipal governments have an online mapping system. If 
the gentrification index is mounted in an online mapping system, it would be a useful 
method to monitor socioeconomic transformation and population dynamics in their 
neighborhoods. Using advanced identification can help streamline and prioritize 
affordable housing initiatives or preferred countermeasures of the community. 
The second essay can deliver the knowledge of how the gentrification process 
happens. Knowing how neighborhoods transformed toward gentrification is very critical 
to a local or municipal government. Current understanding of the process is often short-
sighted and anecdotal, leaving less opportunity to research and understand other nuanced 
effects. Therefore, the second essay provides a useful understanding of the process and 
sequence of gentrification.   
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The third essay has provided population dynamics of gentrified neighborhoods and 
primary demographic and socioeconomic attributes in the gentrified neighborhoods. 
Through the analyses of this dissertation, local and municipal governments could get 
useful information on gentrified neighborhoods regarding income groups, population, and 
socioeconomic dynamics. 
 
6.6.Limitation 
This dissertation faced some limitations regarding data. The better way to analyze 
gentrified neighborhoods would be to use panel data tracking individual status over a 
long period of time in the gentrified areas. However, it is rare to find panel data 
monitoring back a personal situation in a gentrified neighborhood. Therefore, this 
dissertation used census tract data for the years 2000 and 2010. It is good to compare 
demographic and socioeconomic changes over the period. However, census tract data 
covers a relatively large area, but gentrification could happen in small neighborhoods. 
Therefore, census tract data may not exactly represent gentrified areas. In other words, 
data values indicating gentrification may be diluted by activities going on in other parts 
of the census tract. Block or block group data could possibly have been used as an 
alternate dataset, but some relevant variables were not available, and data at the block 
level is often suppressed. Another issue with the dataset used is that it did not allow for 
distinguishing members of the low-income population in 2000 who, by 2010, had moved 
into the moderate-, middle- or upper-income class but had remained in the neighborhood.  
Regarding structural equation models (SEM), variables indicating the demographic 
patterns and socioeconomic status in the gentrified neighborhoods are often strongly 
related each other. Therefore, several variables were removed due to multicollinearity 
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issues when creating latent variables through confirmatory factor analysis. Thus, there 
was a difficulty to generate latent variables that satisfied expected conditions. This also 
affected the model fit, meaning the desired 95% threshold could not be reached. 
However, the model fit criteria was reproduced at an acceptable level based on previous 
studies. 
Another challenge was that the dataset of gentrified census tracts was found to be 
unbalanced. The share of gentrified census tracts in both groups of was too small. The 
proportion of gentrified census tracts versus non-gentrified census tracts was almost 1:9. 
Among 12,803 census tracts, 11,690 census tracts (91.30%) were categorized as not 
exhibiting signs of gentrification, and 1,113 census tracts (8.70%) were categorized as 
exhibiting signs of gentrification. Therefore, the whole dataset of census tracts among the 
two MSA groups could not be used. Random undersampling was used to create a 
balanced dataset. 
 
6.7. Implications for Future Research 
For future studies, deciding what data to use for identifying and analyzing 
gentrification will be of paramount importance. If census tracts are used in examining 
gentrified neighborhoods, the advantages and disadvantages of census tract data must be 
understood. After understanding the limitations of the data, efforts to identify and analyze 
gentrified areas should be conducted in separate stages. Many gentrification studies pick 
a study area that is considered to have already been gentrified. However, it is possible 
that a neighborhood thought to be a gentrified community is not actually gentrified. 
Therefore, identifying gentrified areas should be driven by data analysis. If it is not, the 
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study could be biased. When analyzing gentrified neighborhoods, there should be enough 
theoretical understanding regarding gentrification. The factors assumed to cause low-
income displacement depend on the theoretical framework.  
The image of gentrification appears to have become stagnant in the literature and in 
the minds of researchers. The conventional view of gentrification has delivered fixed 
images of the essential forces driving the processes of transformation. However, 
perspectives on what forces drive gentrification are changing. For example, studies on 
gentrification in other countries are calling attention to other causes and factors than 
those identified and examined in Western countries. Therefore, gentrification should not 
be investigated only with a Western lens, but also with a global focus. 
Finally, this dissertation found that there is a decline in population across a range of 
income groups in the gentrified areas. The traditional view of gentrification always is 
only concerned with the loss of low-income population in the gentrified neighborhoods. 
However, future research is warranted on the loss of moderate-, middle-, and upper-
middle-income populations in gentrifying communities. It is not clear whether the loss of 
these populations is good or bad. Therefore, the demographic and economic impacts of 
these population shifts should be analyzed to understand the process of gentrification. 
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